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Bangor, April 28.—The Fourth aismet today
and selected June 7, for the date of the
triet Democratic committee

convention. Don A. H. Powers of Houlton will be a candidate for Congress. He
will have opposition for the nomination,
but his friends say he will surely be nominated. He is a brother of ex-Congressman Powers.
Sentenced for Arson.

Augusta, April 28.—S. C. Thomas
was today sentenced to two years and
five months in the state prison for arson
at Chelsea, last September.
Railroad

Men Indicted.

Topeka, Kan., April 28.—The United
States grand jury has returned indictments against the following officials of
the Union railroad company, for violation of the Interstate commerce law: C.
T. Mellen, formerly general traffic manager, now with the New York and
New England; J. A. Munroe and B.
Campbell, assistant general traffic managers; J. G. Woodruff, general freight
agent, and W. S. Barr, station agent at
Salina, Kan. The indictments allege dis-

\

crimination against Salina in shipment
of commodities from the West in favor
of Kansas City.

Mrs. M. C. Godwin has been appointed
at North Newry, Me., vice
M. J. Bartlett.

postmaster

Maine.
We will let him tell his remarkable
story in
his own way.
“I have had two strokes of paralysis, the’first
about four years ago, the second in January,
1891. My left side was completely paralyzed,
the face drawn, arm and leg immovable.
“On account of my advanced age of 75 years,
and this being a sdcond attack, my physicians
pronounced my ease hopeless.
“I was finally induced to try Dr.Greene’s Nervura, and soon began to improve, the muscles
of the face straightened, then my arm began to
gain, and I began to walk after having used
three bottles of this remedy.
“My arm I can now place to my head and
have fair use of it, and with a cane have walked
as far as two miles and a,half.
“From being a helpless paralytic, having to
be dressed and cared for by others, I now care
for myself, can walk about the city and enjoy
fair health.
nmnlil

ctoto fkof
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“Tlie result surprised and astonished all my
friends, and they have urged me to make tills
statement as a matter of justice and to encourage others who may be similarly afflicted.
“I will also state that I was a soldier in the
late war and served 15 years onthe police force
of Portland.
Alexander Bell,
144 Lincoln St., Portland, Me.
This is indeed a most remarkable cure by a
wonderful medicine—a medicine which is, beyond all doubt, the greatest nerve remedy and
health restorer ever discovered. The Portland
doctors are astonished at its effects in diseases
which have baffled their skill. Mr. Bell’s restoration should make everybody suffering from
paralysis or any nervous disease use Dr.
Greene’s Nervura without delay.
But do not wait until you are actually paralyzed before using this great remedy. It will
always prevent paralysis, nervous debility and
nervous prostration if taken when the first

SO THE CONVENTION RESEMBLED
A LOVE FEAST.

Burleigh Men Procured
Wildes

of CoL

as

Walton Was Chosen Delegate as
Originally Intended—Hon. A. M. Spear
Presided and There Was

LISTEN, YE AGED!
Cheerful and

Happy

at 79!”

NERVOUS PROSTRATION
OF

40 Exchange

Street,

Low Bate Tickets

Portland, Me.
now on

sale to

Detroit, St. Louis, Chicago, St. Paul, San
Francisco, Minneapolis, Kansas City,
Denver, Seattie, Portland,Oregon,
and all points West, South or Northwest, also
to all parts of Europe via first-class steamship
companies; also to all poiut3 South via rail or
water at low rates; berths and rooms reserved
in advance; all correspondence promptly answered. For further information, call or address
C. F. WALDHON, Manager.
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Eight Years’ Standing
CURED BY TEN BOTTLES!
The following from a gentleman
so well-known as thoroughly reliable PROVES THAT “DANA'S IS THE
KIND THAT CURES.’’

South Peabody, Mass., Sept. 30,1891.
To THE Proprietor of„Dana’s Sarsaparilla

:

—

Eight years ago last March, I was
stricken with Nervous Prostration.
Weary days and sleepless
‘T’UST
1 la fin nights followed. I suffered
extremely from affection of the Kidneys and stomach, was not able to
attend to business of any kind, felt no
desire for company, and at last became
wholly unfitted for the slightest

KIND®’

was

a

burden

I was attended by skilled Physicians
who told me finally that there was no

help for me.
Since taking your" Medicine I have
fully recovered. I have taken ten
bottles according to the printed directions, and from being hopeless and discouraged, am now cheerful and
happy, and although I am 79 years

t

of age in February “W* B 1 A

next. I

work
every day, as my well-kept garden
and the general appearance of improveam

able to and do

ment about my

To have in the house.
wonderful medicine,

It

positively

What ? Why, that

I

uo

not

a

grounds

fail

to

will

abundantly

recommend your

Yours trulv.
JOHN SHAW.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.

cures nervous diseases,

HIDDEN MEDICINE C0„
SwrlA

testify.

I

Medicine to all afflicted of whom I may
hear, and consider myself a living
testimonial of the
wonderful eHItaU i“€
I®
cy of DANA’S SARSAPARILLA.

paralysis, rheumatism, neuralgia, female
■weakness, heart disease, all diseases of the
blood, liver and kidneys, dyspepsia, flatulency, and all stomach troubles. It is the
perfect spring medicine and a
rousing appetizer. It fills old and
young with vigor and snap. Testimonials
in our books. At all druggists. $1 a bottle.
—
BUY IT! —
— TRY
IT! —s—.
’TWILL DO YOU GOOD!

Newburyport, Mass.
lstplycM

At-

[Special

to

the Press.]

28.—The third
district convention for choice of delegates to the Minneapolis convention was
held in this city today.
It was a largely
attended, enthusiastic and harmonious
convention, although last evening there
promised to be a lively contest over the
the selection of a delegate to MinneThis small political
apolis.
cyclone
seems to have arisen from the enthusiasm
of some of the supporters of the different candidates, and not to have been
brought on by the leaders. Hon. S. J.

Watehville, April

Walton,

of

AT..

Skowhegan,
ar*n

is

1a.___3

staunch

a

tt_a

tit

Wildes is an equally staunch friend of
Gov. Burleigh. Mr. Walton has generally been accepted for several weeks as
the man to go to Minneapolis.
But a
day or two ago there occurred a little
skirmish in Skowhegan, and the young
men up there who are supporting Gov.
Burleigh decided that they would run
Col. Wildes.
Gov. Burleigh seems to
have known nothing of the intended
move.
These young Skowhegan Bur-

leigh

men

were

when it became

bright

active,

and

Templars

Delegates—Tlit

Bang ok, April 28.—The Maine Goo<
Templars today voted to elected the fol
to

lowing representatives

the world’s

F. M. Gowen, Waterville:
congress:
Rev. David Boyd, Newport; Mrs. L. C
Partington, Portland; Mrs. David Alexander, Belfast; Mrs. J. H. Hamilton.

Mattawamkeag, The alternates are YolJ. H.
ney B. Cushing, Bangor;
Hamilton,
Mattawamkeag; Mrs. Josie R. Pollard,
E.
E.
Cain,
Mrs.
Biddeford;
Waterville;
Walker Francis Hunter, Brewer.
The
officers for the ensuing year were installed by John C. Stewart,
Deputy
Right Worthy Grand Templar; E. C.
Henry, Acting Right Worthy Grand
Marshal; Mrs. David Alexander, Right
Worthy Deputy Grand Marshal. Grand
Chief Templar Frank M. Dexter entered

upon the duties of his office with a brief
It was voted to hold
and able address.
the October session at Old Orchards.
A
fine chair was presented to Past Grand

Chief Templar Bangs, by Mrs. Barstow
of Bangor, Mr. Bangs responded most
pleasantlv. A bouquet was presented
to Mr. BracKett Dy me ounes.
Mr. F.
A. Stoughton, of the grand lodge of
New York, was introduced and spoke in
an able manner.
The convention closed
this evening with a social session.
The resolutions adopted pledge support to the prohibitory law criticise
the action of the February term of the
Supreme Court of Penobscot county in

liquor cases, favor woman suffrage,
pledge support to all officials who enforce the prohibitory law, endorse the
action of the Biddeford lodge in its
efforts to enforce the liquor law and endorse the Keeley institute at Farmington.

DEEMING HAS CONFESSED.
It is

Said in Australia That He is Jack-

the-liipper.

Melbourne, April 28.—-The Standard
today says it is in a position to announce
without reserve that Deeming confessed
and detectives who
to his lawyers

examined him that he committed a
majority of the “Jack the Ripper” crimes
in the Whitechapel district in London.
The article has created a great sensation.

-invention, and also of H. W. Sage and 1.
eligman as electors at large. The re'Oi't was adopted. District delegates to
he Minneapolis convention and district
lectors were chosen.
A resolution was

Empire

State

T.

Jefferson Coolidge Nominated To Be
Minister to France,

places

—

to
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manner

in which

eral Shepherd seconding it, Mr. Wildes
was nominated by acclamation.
Forrest

Goodwin, Esq.,

of Skowhegan
nominated Hon. S. J. Walton of Skowhegan for delegate to Minneapolis. His
speech was one that created much

enthusiasm, especially when he referred

to Reed and Blaine.

Mr. Walton

was elected a
as was also Mr.

acclamation,
Ayer of Oakland,

T A REVOLVER'S

luc

How

Yankees from Maine Are

THE

j

his name.
The convention selected Captain E. F.
Davis of Castine and David H. Smith of

Winterport as alternate delegates.
Congressman Milliken addressed the
convention, his friends giving him enthusiastic applause as he came upon the
stage. He touched on tariff and pensions, and paid a glowing tribute to Mr.
Blaine’s fame.

Mr. Milliken said: “I
say with sincerity that I am proud
to be with you today, in this first third
district convention, which it has ever
been my pleasure or privilege to attend
and I wish to extend to you my heartfelt
thanks that in my absence you have dealt
so kindly with me.
I am proud to have
it known wherever I go that I am from
the third district of Maine.” He. then
spoke of the many industries and varied
resources of the district with its magnificent sea coast its fertile valleys and its
can

Bain Today, Clearing Away t>y Tomorrow.

Washington, April 28.—[8 p. m.]—
The following is the forecast of the

the coast.

Fair

signals displayed

Saturday.

from Atlantic
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speeches.

The resolutions were as follows:
Resolved, That the Republicans of the Third
Congressional District hereby pledge anew their
faith in the great principles to which the party
is committed, the protection of American labor
joined with its ally and handmaiden, reciprocity, sound currency for the people, the political
rights of all citizens, the purity of the ballot and
tlie prudent administration of the general government.
They recognize the marked success

the present administration, its wise conduct
of affairs in all departments at home and its
marked triumphs in diplomatic complications
which have arisen between the United States
and other nations, the record of which establishes confidence in President Harrison, and
they believe that the best interests of the party
and of the country will be answered by the renomination and election of President Harrison
Resolved, That we appreciate the distinguished services of the senators and members
of the National House of Representatives from
Maine and are
glad to here express onr
continued loyalty and devotion to that great
statesman and leader, Secretary of State, Hon
James (». Blaine.
Resolved. That we favor liberal pensions for
soldiers and sailors of the late war of the rebellion.
of

to

Boston section.

Boston, April 28.—Local forecast
Maine:

for

Rain followed

by clearing;

warmer,

during the day
southwest, veering

to northwest winds.
Local Weather Report.

^Portland, Me, April 27,1892.
8 a.

intelligent population.
V/ LUvl

Storm

City

M.jsp.

Barometer. 30.216
Thermometer. 44.0
Dew Point. 33.
67.
Wind.SW

Humidity.

Velocity..

sr.

29.931
42.0
40.

88.
S
8

Weather..
|Spk
Mean daily ther.. .42.0 Max. vel. wind..14 SW
Maximum ther... 44.0 Total iprecip.30
Minimum ther
39.0
...

T—Threatening.
Spk—Sprinkling.

_

Weather

Observations.

Among

Messrs.

Hiscock. Platt, Depew and Miller

Will Go to Minneapolis—The Buckeye
State Will Send McKinley, Foraker
Hahn

and

Yesterday’s

Bushnell—Proceedings

of

Great

Sessions of the Two

Conventions—In Other States.

Albany, N. T., April 28.—It was
twenty minutes past noon when State
Committee Chairman Brookfield of New
York called the Republican convention
to order. Prayer was offered by Rev. I.
N. Phelps. After the roll call had been
finished W. A. Sutherland was elected

temporary chairman,

and

upon

taking

chair addressed
the convention.
When he referred to the splendid achievements of the present national government, there came up to him the first
extended applause that had greeted his
address. But when, a moment later, the
speaker referred to the “wisdom of the
the

Tvrillin.Tvt; Sspp.vpfn.vv nf Sfa.fcp

tlie

Buckeye State's Dele-

tlioro

tumult to which the applause for Mr.
Harrison seemed but a preliminary murmur. The speaker endeavored to
resume,
but the convention yet carried the name
of Mr. Blaine in their ears and renewed
cheers swept the house.
The convention then took a recess una

Cleveland, Ohio, April 28.—When
Gov. McKinley assumed his duties as
oermament chairman of the Republican
convention today, he was greeted with
long continued applause. In his speech,
he referred to the triumph of President

are

s

Sight.

SIX DEAD IN THE RUINS OF THE
BURNED THEATRE.

New York
ant in

Also Has Its Horror—A Tena

Crowded Apartment House

Used

Naplitlia to Scour His Furniture

Harrison’s administration and called out
cheers which shook the roof by his allu-

—An

Explosion and Quickly Spreading

sion to Secretary Blaine. He spoke of
the doctrine of protection and said:
“The tariff system that we uphold is

Two

the American system and we propose
to stand right by it. Our opponents say,
in attacking this system, that the last
Congress was a billion dollar Congress. My
friends, it was a two billion dollar aongress. By its enactments we have increased the foreign and domestic trade
of the
United States to a total of
one
two billions in
year, a point
never reached before since the foundation of the American government.” [Tre
mendous cheering.]
The platform declares unbounded confidence in President Harrison's administration and expresses pride in the administration of state affairs by Governor
It declares the adhesion of
McKinley.
the party to the principles of the McKinley bill; condemns the bill recently
passed by 'the Democratic majority in
the House of representatives to place
wool on

the

free list as an unjust and
the agricultural industries of the country, and insists on such
full and adequate protection for the wool

hurtful attack

industry

on

will enable the American

as

Fire

Followed—Two

Are

Dead

and

Others Are Likely to Die.

Philadelphia, Pa,, April 28.—The
destruction of the Grand Central Theatre by fire last night proves far more terrible in its results than was anticipated.
Six members of the “Devil’s Auction”
company lie dead beneath the fallen
wans ot tne

Duuamg, ana nearly threeare in the hospital suffering from burns. Of the men anil boys
in the hospital, seven are in such serious
condition that their recovery is doubtful.
All were members of the audience. Besides those seriously enough hurt to remain in the hospital, fully 50 others were
treated for minor injuries.
The injured
likely to die are all suffering from burns
about the face and head, and from havIn addition to the
ing inhaled flames.
serious condition of the above, it is
feared that many will lose their eyesight.
The ruin of‘the Central Theatre is
complete. Only the front wall is standing. The other walls have fallen in, and
fill the space they formerly enclosed,
directly back of the theatre, but the
score

of

people

supply the wool required for
perfected with Whitelaw Reid as perma- consumption in the United States.
nent chairman. Mr. Reid, in his address,
It is opposed to the free coinage of sil- shell remains of the eight story building
The row of
contrasted the record of the Republican ver under existing circumstances, unless occupied by the Times.
and Democratic parties to the detriment under conditions that would reasonably stores to the east of the two burned
of the latter. He stated that with a fair insure maintenance of the substantial structures facing on Eighth street, and
count, New York was a Republican state parity between the bullion and the mint extending from Walnut to Sansom streets
and condemned the legislation of the or money value of its coin. Every coined is a wreck, being almost completely gutDemocratic majority in this year’s sess- dollar should have the intrinsic as well ted by Are and water.
ion of the state legislature.
He coun- as the monetary value of every other
selled harmony in the Republican ranks. coined dollar. It favors just and liberal SCOURED A LOUNGE WITH NAPHTHA
When Mr. Reid referred to President pensions to every soldier and sailor who
Harrison as the noble man sitting under fought in behalf of the Union, and en- The Fire Which Followed Caused the
his grandfather’s hat in the White House dorses the disability pension bill.
Loss of Two Lives.
the house rang with cheers.
Mr. Taylor, Senator Sherman’s candiThe utterNew
was
ance characterizing Mr. Blaine as
nominated
for
of
York,
April 28.—Fire broke out
date,
secretary
state. Messrs. McKinley, Foraker, Hahn at 11.30 this
“That Great
morning, in the five-storied
Secretary, the Matchless and Bushnell were
elected delegates to
double-flat house, the “Cayuga,” at 109
Blaine,”
the Minneapolis convention by acclamaand 111 West 23d street. Two
gave rise to
tion.

an

organization

was

enthusiastic demonstra-

farmers to

tion.

persons

A Split in Alabama.

In response to loud calls, Chauncey M.
Montgomery, Aea., April 28.—The
Depew took the platform and made an Republican state convention met here
address. His complimentary reference today and split into two conventions.
The division hinges on the chairmanship
to Secretary Blaine aroused a tumult of
of the state committee.
The factions
enthusiasm. Hon. J. Sloat Bassett also
are about equally divided and both are
spoke.
of negros.
The platform reaffirms the platform of composed mainly
Missouri Republicans.
the National Republican convention of
1888, and congratulates President Harri•JEFFEBSOM CITY, MO., April 2K.—In
son “on the success of the administrathe Republican state convention ttion which has followed out the princiMajor William Warner of Kansas
ples and fulfilled the pledges promul- ■was nominated for governor by acclamain
that
It declares tion.
platform.”
gated
that in every department the highest
BRAMHALL
of
have
been exLODGE, K. OF Pi
qualities
statesmanship
hibited. It claims that the Republican
norttr lino
t/\ nnlr 4-Rn

good citizens for the policy it has pursued in revenue legislation,
“for the fruits, now apparent, of the McKinley tariff, and for the system of reciprocity.” In the success of this administration, the platform recognizes “the
consummate ability of President Harrison
and the wisdom and sagacity of his cabinet, especially his chief cabinet officer,
James G. Blaine, whose strong hold upon, and intimate relationship with the
management of public affairs have been
of lasting benefit to the American people.” The platform cordially endorses
the vigorous declaration of President
Harrison at Albany in favor of an honest
dollar. It commends the Republican
members of Congress for having secured
the defeat of the free silver bill, and asserts
the people
must continue to
look to the Republican party to maintain the good faith of the nation in all

Enjoy

a

Fine

of all

matters of finance.
Tlie Platform

<

Treatment

of the colored people in the South
barbarous, and continued in defiaimthe laws and federal

as

of

for the
sole purpose of perpetuating Democratic
control in that section.
It tenders the
oppressed people cordial sympathy and
earnest efforts for the amelioration of
their condition.
The platform arraigns the Democratic
party of this state, through its leaders,
constition

cial election returns, the theft and suppression of public records by sworn
state officers and other “revolutionary
and criminal acts which have culminated
in the reversal of the politicsl majority
of the legislature as determined
by
the verdict of the people at the polls.”
It
denounces
in
detail
the
record made by the legislature just adjourned including “the whitewashing of
the guilty judge of the Court of Apneals”
and the aliened fraudulent
enumeration of the people, the apportionment based on which reduces the
representation of the Kepublican portions of the state in the legislature and
in Congress and gives all the increase to
Democratic cities.
crimes were

Evening,

joyed:
Quartette—Overture, Hungarian.Bela
Mandolin and Guitar Quartette
Vocal Solo—Selected.
Mr. F. Carl Davis.

Quartette. Galop—All the Rage.Huntley
Banjo and Guitar Quartette.
Reading—Snyder’s Ride..
Mr. R, L. Whitcomb.
Brass Quartette—Dot German Band—Gilmore

Imperial Quartette.

Zither Solo—Roccoco.

says:

plotted and

Mandolin and Gui-

Obligato.
Mr. F. J. Ilsley.
Quartette—March, Our Colonel.Missud
Mandolin and Guitar Quartette.
Reading—Masonry Exposed, (by request)..

Mr.
L. Whitcomb.
Vocal Quartette—Ring, Ring, The Banjo.Foster
Imperial Quartette.
Quartette. Waltz—Castanette.Guckert
Mandolin and Guitar Quartette.

The banquet following the entertain-

In three-quarters of an
body.
hour, the fire was subdued. There was
no suspicion
of any being left in the
the building, every floor having been
searched by the firemen, but after the
smoke had cleared away the dead body
of Mrs.

Hannan Alexander was found
the third floor, burned to a crisp. A
few minutes afterward,
the firemen
found the dead body of Mrs. Elizabeth
a
sister
of
Mrs.
Jones,
Alexander, on the
fourth floor. The fire escapes reached
to
the
third
only
story of the house.
on

An Interesting Case.
An interesting case has been on trial
for five days in the New Hampshire SuMessrs. Hart
preme Court at Ossipee.
& Farnham of Union, N. H., sued the
Drivers’ Union Ice Company of Boston,
to recover for 4400 tons of ice which the
latter refused to receive under a contract
made in Mareh, 1800, for the delivery of
7000 to 15,000 tons, claiming that the
contract had been broken by plaintiffs by
On account of this
furnishing poor ice.
the defendants refused to take any more

ment programme was served by Caterer
W. F. Robb of the Chase house. Plates

ice.

laid for 250 and all the seats were
occupied. After dinner speeches were
made. The following committee had
the arrangements in charge: Fred L.
Tower, Fred L. Littlefield, Walter S.
Bailey, Horace B. Crosby, Almus D. Butler, Louis H. Winskip, Geo. S. Atkins,

not broken

were

vaaucj

a.

uiiuiuuiio, uvuij

Willie L. Daggett.
Fainted

on

tlie Town

uuaiUlUCttj

House Home.

The plaintiffs claimed that they had
the contract, and the jury found in their favor, rendering a verdict yesterday for $5878.
The counsel
for the plaintiffs were Worcester, Gafney
& Snow of Great Falls,
N. H., A. L.
Foote of Wolfboro Junction, N. H., and
C. P. Mattocks of this city. The defendants were represented by Judge Abbott
and J. A. Edgerly of Great Falls, N. H.
This verdict with one exception is

Exeteb, N. IT., April 28.—Words insulting the academy principal and anCcUTUU
uugooi
county
other member of the faculty and superin
for many years. One of the points intendent of police, last night were painted in letters a foot high on the dome of volved was the right of the defendants to
the town hall and the residences of the annul on account of a single bad lot of
faculty. The selectmen will offer a re- goods, a contract as to future deliveries,
ward for the conviction of the perpetraafter having received and used a portion
tors of the outrage.
of the goods.
cnc

icuucicu
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BRIEFLY TOLD.

“While these

Perpetrated py David B. Hill
and his fellow conspirators, the Democratic party, except those individuals
who refuse to sanction its revolutionary
made
lias
itself a full
measures,
partaker in the guilt hy its greedy
seizure

burned to death, and two more so
sevorely burned that they may die. Forty families live in the house. The fire
started in the apartments of Dr. J. E.
Briggs. The doctor was scouring a lounge
with naphtha, when there came an explosion and the lounge went up in a
blaze. The curtains caught fire, and the
flames rushed through the open doorway
and up the staircase.
A panic ensued
Dr. Briggs was
among the tenants.
found lying helpless on the floor fifteen
minutes after the fire broke out. His
Hair was burned off his face and his body
was terribly disfigured.
Mrs. King, oh
the third floor, was brought down, cut
and burned about the face and hands.
Mrs. Catherine A. Moore was found very
much disfigured, her face being almost
unrecognizable and her clothes burned
were

off her

Bramhall Lodge, Knights of Pytuias,
celebrated the attainment of a membership of 400 by an entertainment and banquet in their ball last evening.
Many
past chancellors and distinguished officers of the order and members of the
The following
lodge were present.
musical and literary programme was en-

tar

Denounces the

The platform

Entertainment and Banquet

East

•

The worst storm of the season is reported from Manitoba* The snow is 12
inches deep.
The Canadian House of Commons has
passed the act renewing the Atlantic
fisheries modus vivendi.
The annual congress of the ScotchIrish Society of America, began in Atlanta, Ga., yesterday.
Delegates were
present from many states, including
Maine.
The National House yesterday spent

the
of
of
the
prints
The Democratic party, the
felony.”
platform insists, is further made responsible for the whole conspiracy hy the
votes in both houses sustaining the re- its time in a desperate attempt to secure
port exonerating Maynard, and by the a quorum to act on the diplomatic approand retention of Maynard
priation bill. Leaves of absence were
this order: Temperature, direction of appointment
revoked and the sergeant-at-arms sent to
on the bench of the Court of Appeals.
the wind, state of the weather:
The platform invites all people, regard- find absent members, but the lack of a
caused adjournment
less of previous party lines, to join in quorum finally
without action on the bill.
the condemnation and rebuke of 'the lardwwuj
cloudy; Al- ceny of the legislature and the degradaSecretary Blaine appeared before the
bany, 00°, 8, cloudy; Buffalo, 44°, SW tion of the bench of the highest tribu- Senate committee yesterday and protestLast evening the district committee cloud;
Detroit, 50°, SW, partly cloudy’ nal.
ed against granting the French Cable
held a meeting to determine the time Chicago, 50°, W,
The platform was adopted. The comcloudless; St.
landing privileges for its Braand place of holding the convention to 44°. NW, cloudless; St. Vincent Paul,’ mittee on electors reported the names of Company
24°
zilian line on the ground that so doing
nominate a candidate for Congress, and NW, cloudless; Huron, So.
Thomas
Frank
C.
Hiscock,
Platt, would bring to naught negotiations for
Dak., 40° ~\\J’ Senator
the four candidates were ail called in and cloudless; Bismarck, 32°, NW,
cloudless’ Chauncey M. Depew and Warner Miller the granting of privileges in Brazil to an
held a council fire together in Iloom 22. Jacksonville, 78°, E, cloudless.’
as delegates at large to the Minneapolis
American cable company.
I

the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau for yesterday, April 28, taken at
8 p. in., 75th meridian time, the observations for each station being given in

^Tlie following

Will Lose Their

gates at Minneapolis.

west winds
on

Will Be

GATHERING AT ALBANY.

Rain; high south- as
guilty of conspiracy against the conshifting to northwest; slight- stitutional rights of the people, a conly colder except stationary temperature spiracy involving the falsification of offi-

weather for Maine:

Victims of the Philadelphia Fire Who

MCKINLEY AND FORAKER

ENTHUSIASM IN THE

SO LACK OF

support

WEATHER.

ommittee was empowered to nominate
candidate of the party for judge of the
■ourt of appeals to be voted for next Noember. The convention then adjourned.

mm BY FLAME.

i

o

to

Andover, N. B., April 28.—Word has
reached here that near the hour of midnight Thursday last, three citizens of the
United States drove to Tilley settlement,
Victoria county, seized a negro named
Benjamin Robertson, who was suspected
of having set fire to buildings in Aroostook county. Me., handcuffed him and
carried him forcibly across the boundary
line into Maine. Afterwards he was sent
to Houlton jail. It is said the kidnapping parties had no papers, either American or Canadian, to warrant the arrest;
certainly no examination was had, and
when a Canadian citizen asked the invaders for their authority they exhibited
loaded revolvers and demanded to know
if that was not sufficient. General indignation prevails here over the outrage, and
the facts have been reported to the minister of justice at Ottawa, and he is respectfully asked to quietly demand
the return of the same.

Will M.

presenting

Said

Have Invaded Canada.

delegate by

R. W. Dunn

POINT.

dopted asking the governor to veto the
The state
nspectors of election bills.

the

Republicans on
Wrongs Hill Has Prompted.

til afternoon when the

TO SUCCEED MINISTER REID.

and

known that they had
started in there was a sensation. Spontaneously the Manley, Milliken and Wiswell men seem to have flown to arms,
and this set Burleigh men in
other

the party is organized.
The committee on credentials reported
264 delegates present out of the 377 to
to which the district is entitled.
The committee on resolutions were P.
W. Hovey of Pittsfield, J. S. Harriman
of Belfast, O. B. Clason of Gardiner,
George E. Minot of Belgrade and George
H. Dutton of Ellsworth.
Mr. Manley presented the name of Colonel A. W. Wildes as a candidate for
presidential elector amid applause. Gen-

by

UNION TICKET OFFICE,

Barge

a

tendance of Enthusiastic Republicans.

uuum^

For Durability, Style and Comfort it has no equal,.

°

While Hon.

S. J.

the thoroughly solid

Leading Dealers.
Ieb8
eod3m*

Nomination

the

Elector

very auspicious opening of the campaign.
He briefly called attention to the signs of
the times which indicate a certain triWhen the
umph at the polls next fall.
voters of the old Pine Tree State walk to
the polls next September, their ballot
will indicate unmistakably the trend of
the great mass of voters all over the
union. He also congratulated them on

HAT.

For Sale

Good

Choose

The PresiWashington, April 28.
mustering.
Altogether it dent today sent to the Senate the nomilooked last evening like fun in Waterville. It seemed likely to be the Milli- nation of T. Jefferson Coolidge of Masken-Wiswell-Manley side against the sachusetts to be envoy extraordinary and
minister plenipotentiary from the United
Burleigh men.
But this morning the leaders seem to States to France.
have concluded that it would be best to
Boston, April 28.—T. Jefferson CooL
defer a trial until the regular convention.
So they compromised, the Burleigh men idge, who has been appointed minister to
agreeing to accept Mr. Walton on condi- France, is a great grandson of President
tion that Col. Wildes be chosen Presi- Jefferson. He is a graduate of
Harvard,
dential elector.
This probably dis- and a noted financier, being an ex-presiturbed some slates; buttheBurleigh men dent of the Atchison Railroad, and also
symptoms appear.
were
numerous,■* confident and—the of the Oregon Navigation Company and
Take it if you have a weak and tired feeling
He is a director in
young men especially—so anxious to try Boston & Lowell.
with weariness of the limbs, numbness, tremb- their
strength that Col. Wildes was ac- many large railway corporations, treasof
the
ling, palpitation
heart,prickling sensation ceptable even if he hadn’t been original- urer of the Amoskeag Mills, the largest
in fingers or toes, headache, dull feeling head, ly slated.
cotton mills in the country, and is also
confused mind, loss of memory. It will overThe following officers were elected:
an overseer of Harvard College, to which
come indigestiqp and dyspepsia, regulate the
Hon.
A.
M.
Chairman,
Spear, Gardiner; institution he recently gave a $115,000
bowels and cure liver and kidney complaints. secretaries, S. E. Savage, Hancock; F. physical laboratory.
He also gave a
It is the best blood enricher and invlgorator in
Palmer, Waldo; General C. W. Tilden, $40,000 free library to Manchester, N. H.
the world, and should therefore be used by all Kennebec; C. B. Haskell, Somerset; vice Although Mr. Coolidge has been freas a spring medicine.
presidents, John A. Spear, R. W. Dunn, quently offered public office by citizens
of his state he has never taken it, preIt is purely vegetable and perfectly harmless, Kennebec; W. H. Hunt, Waldo; A. R.
and should you be a sufferer from disease you Buck, Hancock; Hon. George Flint, T.
ferring to continue in active business
B.
T.
F.
Barrett.
life.
He was a member of the PanBoothby, Somerset.
will use it if you are wise.
Mr. Spear, on taking the chair, made a American Congress.
short but telling speech warmly congrat-

Lamson & Hubbard

PRICE THREE CENTS.

,

[Special to the Press.]

Immediate

Alexander Bell is a retired captain of the
Portland, Me., police force.
He has a strange and wonderful story to tell.
Now Mr. Bell is an old Grand
Army man, indeed, was one of the founders of the famous
Bosworth Post, G. A. It., and is widely known
and much respected throughout the State of

29, 1892.

THEIWORLD’S CONFERENCE.

Contest.

a

APRIL

Neeting at Old Orchard.

Action is Taken.

Page 4.
Editorials.
Another Columbus memorial.

Page

Have

Not to

MORNING,

PRESS.

The convention will probably be held tl
last of June or first of July mWatervilk
Hotel space will be divided equally be
tween the candidates at that time.

of Police

Captain

Says About It.

Base ball news.
Fresh Air Fund.
California jury finds the judge guilty of contempt of court.
Reminiscences of Andrew Johnson and Parson
Brownlow.

DAILY

POWDER
Absolutely

Pure.

of tartar baking powder. Highest of
all in leavening strength.— Latest United States
Government Food Report.
Koval Raking Powder Co., 106 Wall St- N,Y
A cream

FRESH AIR FUND.
Annual

Meeting Yesterday
of

and

Election

,|

Officers.

The annual meeting of the Fresh Air
F 'ciety was held at the Young Men’s
listian Association rooms yesterday
n
The secretary, Mrs. G. F.
>rning.
French, made the following report:
Secretary’s Report.
The first regular meeting of the society was held April 30, 1887.
During the
five years of its existence it has steadily
increased in efficiency. Iu 1891, the largest number of persons were reached; the
society benefltted nearly 200 persons and
This improveexpended only $514.67.
ment is due mainly to the thorough,
methods of work, i. e. “Decently and in
From the first inception of the
order.”
work it seemed to commend itself to all
kind-hearted people, and they gave willingly for the work. Since the first year
there has been no lack of friends, and
each year a small balance is left in the
bank, and this is a good test of your business methods. Next to the money is
transportation. The society has met
with very generous support from all
We would
transportation companies.
thank tnese transportation companies
and also the officials and employes who
have treated the members of the society
and the beneficiaries with uniform kindAs most of the transness and courtesy.
portation is free, it is right to be just as
cautious in voting it as though it was to
be paid for from the treasury.
The society’s greatest benefit is to sick
and needy children, yet eaeh year an increased number of women are reached,
many of whom have seen better days,
bnt. now are unable of themselves to
take a week’s rest, as they have to work
each day for each day’s necessities. It
is very hard to reach this class, but the
investigating committee is made up of
ladies, who have the tact and refinement
needed in these cases.
A tired mother was told that she could
take her little girl and go into the country for two weeks, and she could not understand what power or force could
tnrowsomueu nappmess into ner axe;
and wljen made to understand that It was
all true, she accepted, but was too much
dazed to say thaxik you, and wrote a letter full of surprise to express her thanks.
Investigating Committee.
Mrs. Nellie T. King, chairman of the
investigating committee, made the fol-

lowing report:
The committee entered upon the season’s work with a determination to exercise unusual care in the investigation
of cases sent to them, in order that the
benefits of the society might be given to
those most worthy and deserving.
We
believe we are safe in asserting that never
before have the cases proved of such inter
est, being among them hospital patients
recovering from illness or severe operations, seamstresses unused to receiving
aid who work with their needle, often
late into the evening; clerks in some of
the leading stores of the city, overworked
mothers and delicate children.
Visits
to such cases were very satisfactory and
we recall with pleasure the expressions
of gratitude and appreciation on the
of many who could hardly believe
xe good news carried to them.
An accurate report of the season’s work is
well-nigh impossible. The investigation
of a single ease often represents several
visits.
While the greater number of calls
were made among families who had been
previously aided by the society, yet between 60 and 70 new families were investigated during the summer, many of
them proving especially worthy of

Sart

help.

To each member of the committee the
_u
j._
DiUUdO

w

thanks for her interest in the work, and
her ready and cheerful response to every
ball.
It has been an unwritten law with this
committee, that as they carry the promise of material aid to those who are in
need, they also try to dispense cheer,
and sympathy and hope, not forgetting
that
Who gives himsetf with his alms feeds three,
Himself, his hungry neighbor, and Me.
Treasurer’s Report
The treasurer, Theodore C. Woodbury,
reported as follows:
Receipts.
June 1, to cash balance with Woodbury
& Moulton.$ 44.72
To cash received from J. L. Crie
from finance
committee.
July 9, to cash received from finance
committee.
July 29,to cash received from finance
committee.
July 31, to cash received from finance
committee.
Aug. 13, to cash received from finance
committee.
Sept 9, to cash received from finance
committee.
Oct. 1, to interest to date on account
at bank.

July 18, to cash received

43

165.60
106.00
129.50
125.00

10,50
44.28
1.53
$627.46

Expenses.

Sept. 17, paid board of benefiOct

ciaries .$406.00
transportation. 90.00
6, H. L. Taylor, car7.00
riages

Corresponding

seere-

6.00
5.00

ry.

Recording secretary..
place,
telegrams.

Committee on

2.67

$514.67

Cash on baud. 112.79

-$627.46
Officers Elected.

The following officers

were

elected:

President—Miss Jennie L. Crie.
Vice President—Mrs. G.F. French.
Corresponding Secretary—Miss Hattie Leavitt.
Recording Secretary—Mrs. Geo. F. French.
Treasurer—'Theodoro C. Woodbury.
Auditor James H. McMullan.
Committee on Finance—Mrs. T- C. Woodbury, chairman; Mrs. Hermann Kotzsetamar,
Mrs. F. O. Bailey, Mrs. Chas. Bailey, Miss
Ernestine Libby.
Committee on Transportation—Mrs. J. B.
Coyle, chairman; Mrs. Payson Tucker, Mrs. F.
E. Boothby, Mrs. J. H. Barnes, Miss Bessie
rhanarv
Committee on Investigation—Mrs. H. H.
Hunt, chairman; Mrs. G. AV. Sylvester, Mrs H.
H. Brock, Mias Jennie L. Bay son, Miss Carmen
Fox.
Committee on Places—Mrs. G. B. McGregor,
cnairmau; Mrs. G. C. Bailev, Miss Hattie
Leavitt, Miss Esterbrooke, Miss Nellie Me

Gregor.

Miscellaneous.

have a committee at
the Young Men’s Christian Association
rooms every Thursday at 11 a. m., and
all persons having business with this
It was voted to

society aro urged to govern themselves
accordingly, and not trouble the president and other officers in their homes.
Votes of thanks were extended to the
railroads and daily papers and the Y. M.
C.

A._
Ordered Ont for

Inspection.
V. M-, has been

orCompany A, M.
dered by Captain Dow to muster at the
armory at 7.30 p. m., May 3. for the annual inspection

Campaign.

for

yesterday.

85 and 87c.
95c.
----ggc,
“----30c.

Fancy Striped Silk,

Monday.__
THE

Fancy Striped Silk,
Printed China Silk,

COURT.

“

“

-----

“

~

AN ELEGANT ASSORTMENT

“

[Special Correspondence.]
Auburn, Cal.,April23.—The California jury and the California judge have
not stopped their good work of doing
ludicrous things for the rest of the world
to laugh at.
The finding of an Auburn
jury is one of their latest feats of ab-

surdity.
The Southern Pacific company, having been much pestered by brake beam
tourists, got a law passed by the legislature making it a criminal offense to
steal transportation on a railroad car.

A-

M- dyer <*>

Robes

FOR ONE WEEK.
of

We will close out at GREAT REBEC*
TIOA from regular prices. Also a few
single driving Harness at 95 per cent re*
deletion to close a consignment; at

ZENAS THOMPSON & BRO’.,
49i Portland

PORTLAND, ME., Oct.

2

St., i
’91 /

THE ALLEN SARSAPARILLA CO.
Dear SirsI have found Allen’s Sarsaparilla the true
elixir of life, as it has given me
new life and brought me back to
For three
health and strength.
years I suffered severely from
Rheumatism in my joints, pain
in the lower part of my back, which
was, doubtless, kidney trouble,

I can say that I am
fully cured of all the above
troubles, as it has been over a year
since 1 took the medicine, and I
have not been troubled since. I
believe that the cure is permanent.
new

HAVE BROUGHT BACK TO HEALTH
AND STRENGTH
Isaac

ball,

of Portland.

WHO HAD SUFFERED FOR YEARS
WITH

HISTORIC GROUND.

roan.

ISAAC H. BALL,

Rheumatism,
Indigestion,
Kidney Trouble and
Constipation.

_F.

constipa-

tion. I had tried different remedies without receiving permanent
benefit, and so it was with poor
faith that I began taking ALLEN’S
Sarsaparilla. I had taken it but
four or five days when I began to
feel better. I continued to improve until, finally, after taking
but three bottles, my troubles
were all gone, and I felt like a

ALLEN’S SARSAPARILLA
Mr.

and

MEN’S SPRING OVERCOAT DEPT.

dark mixed,

the year.

indigestion

LOW

All Wool Putnam Overcoats, light and

A job lot of All Wool and Plush Car*
riage Robes. Just the thing for this season

——

Constantly Moving from Our Tables.

PRICES

Determined to Make Business if We Don’t Make

OF

Carriage

G.
WILL 330 THB WORK.

SPECIALSALE

The first arrest was made in this town
when a brakeman discovered a hungry
and dirty tramp coiled up on the brake
beam, where he had ridden across the
mountains. The tramp was tried before
a jury on the charge of
having stolen a
ride on a railroad car, and the jury
after due deliberation returned a verdict of not guilty because the stolon
article was not found in his possession.
There is one judge in this country who
has the reputation of making the juries
under him work very hard. He is extremely severe upon them, and no man
will serve a second time on a jury under
if he can possibly help it.
Judge
He was holding court in a country
school house and the jury, who were all
farmers, bee-an to be verv restive. Rut
there was not much prospect of their being allowed to go home for some time
unless they took matters into their own
hands. The judge’s instructions upon
the case then under consideration had
1
a plainly for a verdict of
guilty.
L .c without deliberation they abruptly
returned a verdict of not guilty, and
added that they had found the judge
guilty of contempt of court and sentenced him to be confined in the school
house for three weeks. And then they
made a rush for the door, locked it and
fled, leaving the court to climb out at
the window as best it could.
In another mountain town not far
from here there is a lawyer who is very
unpopular with both bench and bar on
account of his domineering and quarrelsome disposition.
He is locally famous
for his unusual faculty of browbeating
witnesses into saying things they don’t
intend to say and badgering them into
tempers and inconsistencies. One day
he had in hand a big and muscular witness, upon whom he was practicing bis
nsnal methods.
Suddenly the witness stopped, deliberately took off his coat, squared off and
began giving the browbeating lawyer a
tremendous licking. The sheriff interfered, and after a few minutes order
was restored.
The judge, a white haired and usually
mild mannered old gentleman, was purple with anger. Shaking his fist at the
sheriff, he shonted:
“The neat time, sir, that you interfere when anybody is licking that man
I’ll fine yon for contempt of court!"
F. K.

i

1.25
1.37
62
62
2.00
2.50
3.12
3.75
5.00

“
Checked
“
“
----Watered
1,09
‘,
“
8-4 Bleached Damask Table Cloths,
1,75
“
“
“
“
“
“
8-10
2.37
“
“
“
“
“
“
8-12
2.88
“
“
White Toilet Quilts, one more case,
3.75
Our great sale of Colored Dress Goods, Dress Trimmings, Dress
Button, Kid Qlovess, etc., at half price and less, will be continued
till the goods are all sold.
We are closing out our entire stock and offer great bargains in
every department and the goods are selling rapidly.

A California Jury Finds the Judge Guilty
of Contempt of Court.

ON

MISCELLANEOUS.

Silks, Table Linen, Towels, Napkins, Quilts, Pillow Case
Linen and Linen Sheeting, for one week, commencing
Tuesday, April 26. Great preparations have been made
to close out $5000 worth of this stock at once.
Creat
Bargains are to be had and we advise you to take advantage of them.
Colored Satin Bhadame,
$1.25
75c. Fortner price
“
“

The members of the Portland team
have been ordered to report in this city
CONVICTED

TOlEEP

BOUND

——op-—-

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

GREATlL0SINT0UfSALr~

The directors of the Portland Base
Ball Association have decided on a plan
to raise a fund to begin the season with.
Messrs. Gage and McDonald have been
appointed a committee to make a canvass and they will begin the work this
afternoon, calling on those who desire to
see a team here.
Sporting Notes.
There were no National League games

scheduled

MISCELLANEOUS._

MISCELLANEOUS.

BASE_BAl.L.
The Plan of

only $5.98,

worth

$10.

MEN’S SUIT DEPARTMENT.
r. A. & J. Sawyer Suits
worth $15.

at

MEN’S ODD PANT DEPARTMENT

$10,

Men’s Pants at $1.50, worth $2.00.
Men’s Pants at 2.00, worth 2.50.
Men’s Pants at 2.50, worth 3.00.
Men’s Pants at 3.00, worth 3.50.
Men’s Pants at 8.50, worth 4.00.
Men’s Pants at 4.00, worth 5.00.
Men’s Pants at 5.00, worth 6.00.
Men’s Pants at 6.00, worth 7.00.

Men’s dark mixed, all wool Suits at

$6.00, worth $8.00.
light colored Overcoat,

fine

\

cut

sack, only $10, worth $12.

at $10,

Men’s gray mixed Suits

worth $12.

Black Cher lot Suits at $10, worth

$12.
A nobby dark tan colored

cut

on the

Overcoat,

sack back style, only $12,

worth $15.
A nice flne gray worsted mixed Over-

only $15, worth $18.

coat

Cent.

a

$12, $15 and $18.

Men’s fine Macintosh Coats at low
Prices.

Men’s Indigo Blue Suits at $6,00,
worth $8.00.

$1.75

Young Men’s Cutaway, Sack Suits at

Men’s Blue Slater Suits at
worth $10.
Men’s flue Dress Suits at

$20, $22 and $25,

$8.00,

$15, $18,

Men’s and Boys’ Rubber Coats from
to $4.00.

X good deal depends upon knowing
where you can get the best and most
for your money.

BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT.
This branch of our business is advancing in popularity more rapidly than we had auy reason to
expect. This is gratifying to us and establishes the fact that a first-class Boys’ and Children’s
Clothing Store is appreciated by the people. We keep it bright and cheerful by constant addition of
New Novelties and alluring bargains. Never was clothing sold so low as by us.
Never was such fine
Children’s Clothing shown as is shown by us. Never was such a mammoth stock shown as is shown
by us. The people are with us and we endeavor toplease them.
You can make no mistake in buying the C. & H. Unlaundered White Shirts, perfect fitting, linen
bosom, continuous bands, double front and back, will wear longer, look better, and be more satisfactory than any 50 cent shirt made. Our price 37 1-2 cents. See that the shirt you buy has the trade

mark C. & H.

woven in red upon it.
50 dozen Cotton Hose at 7 cents a pair; four
200 pairs Boys’ Knee Pants at 25 cents a pair.
pair for 25 cents. 25 dozen Suspenders at 15 cents a pair, worth 25. 60 dozen Outing Shirts at 25
50 dozen Boys’ Seamless
cents each. 40 dozen Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers at 23 cents each.
Derby Bibbed Long Hose, fast black, at 15 cents a pair, worth 25 cents. 50 dozen Windsor Ties at
10 cents each, three for 25 cents. Men’s and Boys’ Hats at low prices.

A
in

our

COW HORN GIVEJN

AWAY

to the amount of

Boys’ Department to customers purchasing goods
or upwards at any one time.

Quick sales is the keynote and

our

$2.00, two dollars, worth

bright goods and Low Prices the music at

our store.

Allen's Sarsaparilla is guaranteed to cure.
The Allen Sarsaparilla Co,,
Woodford, Maine.

It Recalls Reminiscences of Andrew .TnKn■on and Parson Browulow*

[8pecial Correspondence.]
East
Habbiman, Tenn., April 28.
Tennessee is rich in places of historical
interest, and hundreds of tourists from
northern states make pilgrimages to
them. Elizabethton, in the Watanga
valley, is one of the most interesting lo-

FINE

—

JPRjjJfiJLOTHJNQ

calities in the state. It is an old town,
started in 1797. Near the village stands
the modest home of Andrew Johnson,
and an old sycamore tree is pointed out
to visitors to the town, under which the
first court ever held in the state was
held.
N. G. Taylor and Landon C.
Haynes were born here.
There is an incident connected with
Andrew Johnson’s death that has never
been printed. In front of his old house
runs the Watanga river.
The water is
swift and the ford deep and dangerous.
A man was taking a drove of cattle
across and Mr. Johnson, who stood in
his doorway watching them, noticed
that some of the cattle were getting into
very deep water and were in danger of
drowning. He became somewhat excited by his efforts to attract the driver’s
attention, and his old neighbors say
that the exertion and excitement brought
on the stroke of apoplexy that caused
his deathJust above the village on Doe river
are the ruins of an iron furnace once
owned and operated by Parson Brownlow’s father-in-law—0. Bryan. A large
tree is now growing up through the old
stack. Elizabethton used to be a tough
town, but a new generation has arisen
and there has been a marked improver
ment. Local option was adopted and
works well.
Every reader of war history, and those
who remember the stirring events of
that period will recall the trials and
dangers through which the loyal men of
east Tennessee passed. Near the village
of Elizabethton lives one of the bravest
and truest of those patriots—Dan Ellis.
He is said to have killed more Confederates with his own hand during the
war than any other one man.
For more
on
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We invite your attention to

Stock, which

complete,
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IRA F. CLARK &
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Spring
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The Reliable One Price,

Spot Gash Clothiers and Furnishers,

488 CONGRESS STREET

PORTLAND, MAINE.
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Clothing.

S

Agents for ROGERS & DOWLING’S TROY LAUNDRY,
Shirts Made to Order.

8s

THE TRUE GENUINE

T XX 23

HUNGARIAN BITTER WATER
is the CELEBRATED

household fiuniNegotiates mortgages
ture, pianos, organs, horses and carriages,
farming stock and machinery j also pays up furniture leases, allowing the property to remain
with owner. All loans may be repaid by installments reducing principle and interest. Also
advance money on watches, diamonds, jewelry,
stocks, bonds, goods in bond and warehouse receipts. Business strictly confidential. Enquiries
by mail promptly attended to. Office, Boom 1,
No. 4781/3 Congress Street, (up stairs directly
opposite the Preble House) Portland, Me.
on

GEO. L. FI
1

april 13

,

Manager.
MW&Ftf
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50
50

SIIIMilMfflil
Bottled to order at the Famous Spring in Budapest Hungary, and imported direct by the New
England Agents, CUTLER BROS. & CO.,
Importing Jobbing Druggists, BOSTON.
To physicians
and dealers sample bottles free.
Also agents for the
justly celebrated

bethesda water.
Wonderfully efficacious in troubles of the Kidneys and Bladder, as testified by our best
Fhystciapa and many well-known citizens See
Descriptive Famphrft,
febteodAm

Hires’ Root Beer*
So does every other member of the family.
A 25 cent package makes 5 gallons of this delicious
drink. Don’t be deceived if a dealer, for the sake
of larger profit, tells you some other kind is
'tis false. No imitation is as good
“Just as good
as the genuine Hires’.

aprllM,W£F4mcd

CITY OF PEERING.
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MONEY TO LOAN.
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Manufacturing Clothiers and Men's Furnishers,
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HASKELL & JONES,
MONUMENT
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CHILDREN S CLOTHING.
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CUSTOM MADE DRESS SUITS TO LOAN.

+Vh-at-i+Vi o

of loyal men rendezvoused before they
started to Sing’s mountain.

%

is now

to add a
word with reference to the advantages offered by
us.
The particular care exercised in the selection
and manufacture of all Garments, the perfection
of style, and excellence of fit, all guarantee the
best value at no higher prices than are frequently
asked for goods of inferior workmanship. Let ns
show you our line before you buy your Spring

mountains, often in sight of his own
home, and yet in all that time he dared
not sleep under his own roof. He piloted
over 5,000 loyalists to the Union lines
during the war, and was such a disturbing element to the Confederates that
they made a standing offer of $5,000 for
him, dead or alive. Dan is still hearty
and vigorous, and talks about his thrilling adventures very interestingly. Just
below tiro village is Sycamore shoals,
where the gallant Sevier and bis band
<L

ASSORTMENT
-OF-

The head-line above means just what it says—that Dr. C. T. FISK can cure Piles
without the use of the knife or ligature.
For the pasteigbt years the Doctor has visited your city every Saturday and relieved
the suffering of scores of your best known and influential citizens, and they in turn have
him testimonials without number in which they express their heartfelt gratitude
or the speedy and permanent relief received at his hands.
Now, do not class Dr. Fisk’s treatment with the harsh methods of the knife and
ligature, for he cures WITHOUT PAIN OB BISK TO LIFE AND HEALTH, and all
patients can attend to their regular business while under bis treatment.
The Doctor successfully treat3 Piles, Fistula, Ulceration and all diseases of the rectum.
He has made a specialty of these diseases for over thirteen years in Maine, and his cures
have been so complete that to-day hardly a town or village can be found but that contains some person who is ready and willing to sound his praise for the health and happiness brought them by his wonderful and painless treatment,.
Dr, Fisk has no nostrum to sell, he must see his patient in every case and treat them

?tven

Edward P. Wilson and others
have petitioned the City Council to lay
public way in said city, be.
ginning at southerly side line of Saunders
street, and through the northeasterly part of
said Saunders street, and along and upou the
northwesterly side line of land of Abby T.
Mitchell and others, to, and to intersect with
Pleasant street. And, whereas, said petition
was referred by the City Council, April 8,1892,
to the undersigned, for them to consider and
act upon, therefore,
Notice is hereby given to all parties interestd, that the loint standing committee of the City
Council on laying out new streets, will meet u>
hear the parties and view the proposed way on
the seventh day of May, 1892, at 2 o’clock in
the afternoon at the proposed point of starting,
and will then and there proceed to determine
and adjudge whether the public convenience requires said street or way to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this 11th
u dav
3 of
April, A. 1>. 1892.

TylTHEREAS.
T t
out

a

new street or

scientifically.

He will be at the United States Hotel, Portland, every Saturday, (room 18') where he
be consulted free of charge.
All persons suffering from Piles', or any disease of the
rectum, are requested to call and see him. or address
can

DR. C. T. FISK, at his home office, 344 MAIN ST,, LEWISTON, ME.,
pamphlets with hundreds of testimonials from prominent people throughout the

for

State.__marllF&Stf
It is a progressive, successful, old and
reliable Maine corporation of unquestioned stability and the citizens of Maine
should therefore feel an especial interest
in the UNION MUTUAL LIFE INS.
CO. Drop a postal card to the Home
office,
up about

Porttond^ahd^etposted

DR.

E. H. MATHEWS,

Boston, the well known Magnetic PhysiOF cian,
Medium and Psychometrist. can be
consulted daily on all matters for a short time,
428 Cougress street, cor. Temple, Portland, Me.
Hours—9 a. m. to 5 p. m. and 7 to 9,
2w*
apr20

apl6

*'E’TRUE>

J

stree^

WILLIAM A. GOODWIN,
(Late City Engineer )

Civil Engineer & Landscape Architect
57 Exchange Street.
»PU
eodtf
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AMONG'

Twenty Running Ulcers!

of Western Maino’s interest in the improvement of horses.

HES.

'Eight Attending Doctors Baffled!
'*
Some Thought Amputation
Necessary!

f

KING’S SARSAPARILLA
Effects
Cure where

A Glance at Burnham & Morrill’s
Broad Cove Farm.

a

Hospital
Treatment Failed!

Promising
Mr.

Animals under the

Ayer—Mr.

Stable

of

Ira

Training of

Horses—The

Pine

Ployd

Stable—Various Notes.
Out upon the charming Falmouth Foreside road, past the pleasant summer

homes of Gen.

S. 8. Wa\efield.
S. S. Wakefield, of Jay, Maine, makes the
remarkable statement,: “Last Sepfollowing
tember I received a partial sunstroke, attended by the usual dizziness and vomiting.
Could not walk without support, aud even then
with great pain. In October a painful bunch
appeared on my leg. Sore was lanced, and
discharged freely. Could put my fingers into
the ulcers to' the depth of one inch. Fleshy
part of my leg was honeycombed. Twenty
ulcers appeared on either side of leg
some as
big as silver half-dollars. Everything indicated a Bone Sore. Was treated in a Maine
Hospit/d without relief. At this time amputa—

tion looked probable. Leg was much swollen.
Had to keep it bandaged, as the secretions
which oozed out caused new sores. I have
taken a little more than two bottles of King’s
Sarsaparilla. The ulcers are healed. My
is good; and bodily
leg is strong; my
health is thoroughly improved. I know I owe
my recovery entirely to King’s Sarsaparilla,

appetite

The Monarch of Health!
and will gladly recommend it to all who suffer
in a like way."

Jay,

Maine.

State oE fHaitte.
February 17, A.D., 1832.
Cumberland, ss.: Subscribed and sworn t.

before

me.

Justice of the

Peace.

Sing’s Sarsaparilla is beyond doubt

the undisputed

KING OF BLOOD PURIFIERS!
For asle by M

KING

DruggUt*.

Prleo 75 cents.

MANUFACTURING
Bridgton, Maine.

CO.,

<—.

John

Marshall Brown,
Hon. A. A. Strout and numerous other
well-known citizens of Portland, at a
distance of some half a dozen miles we
come to a lino of snow white fences that
mark the boundaries of Broad Cove
Farm,
the summer residence of Mr.
George
Burnham, a name familiar to tire people
of Maine and the business circles of the
country as the head of the widely known
packing house, Burnham & Morrill.
This farm, formerly known as the
Sturdevant place, is nearly 100 acres, and
is located opposite the
pretty estuary on
the Falmouth Foreside shore known as
JJioaa cove,

it extends from the waters

Casco Bay to the elevated wooded
lands on the northerly side of the shore
road. The group of buildings—also of
spotless white and harmonious colored
of

treat.
A few rods to the westward on a level
plateau, Mr. Burnham has in process of
construction and it will soon be
ready
Eor use, a broad and well graded
quarter
mile oval track for the education of
youngsters in speed. Here they can get
i good knovrledge of
speeding, making
turns, &c at an age when it will be valuable to them. The soil is loamy and
elastic, a highly essential feature for
colts and the course is sheltered from
winds on every point by the growth of
tr ees. When completed it will be one of
fiAiirooo

little

minature

lirirvinrvinoViln

nril-U

£

trotting
_•

to the mile.
A

The Horse

s

A Great

Appetizer.

\

\
Helps

L

Digest

Your Food.
A

Delicate

Delicious

Chew.

Stock.

The equine stock being bred at Broad
Gove Farm is the property of Messrs.
Burnham & Morrill. By the courtesy of
dr. Chas. F. Ayer, who for many years
las looked after their interests in this
iepartment, which might be called recreitive if not a remurative branch of their
extensive

business,

the

representative

of

the Portland Press in the horse line
fisited this fine stock farm the other day.
rhe animals were in splendid condition,
rhe youngsters were frisking about the
yards as playful as kittens and kind as
jossets. Charley stepped out under an
ipple tree and called them and four of as
handsomeyearlings danced up and ranged
themselves side by side as if born in
i circus, as you could wish to see.
And
5ve two year olds were equally as amiaile and is the regular order of events
jonsiderably better developed into
leauty of conformation and
action,
rhe stallion Norway Knox 2.2&J
may be
put down as the chief father to this interesting and valuable flock and his
mates have been of breeding calculated
to improve the horse industry of Maine.
The fine bay mare Geneva, a
five-year
aid that roaded Charley Ayer and the
Press man to the farm is by Norway
Knox and the dam by Gilbretli
Knox, so
that she is an imbred Knox with the
Morgan and other fine strains of blood
jntering into that successful family.
Geneva has a splendid two-year-old filly
jolt by Kockfellow of the Electioneer

family.
Daisy B. is a fine bay mare by Tuckaliue, dam Singlerton’s Silver Heels and
the granddam a thoroughbred. Daisy is
s

pacer with a record of 2.20.

Her first
Nashalie by Norway Knox;
Maud N. by same; third colt
Darby B. by same and Darby vras 2nd in
the yearling raoe at Gorham last year in
2.50f; the fourth colt is Fanny Elssler
md she has a suckling, a month old, all
jolt

was

second

CAUCUS.
North Yarmouth.
Tlie Republicans of North Yarmouth are
requested to meet at their Town House on
Saturday, April 30 at 2 o’clock p. m„ for the
purpose of selecting delegates to attend the
First District Republican Congressional Convention to be held in Congress Hall in Portland on
Wednesday, May 4, 1892, at 2 o’clock p. m.
Per order of Town Committee.
North Yarmouth. April 14,1892.

Rough

on

Bile Pills never

disappoint.

Don’t Go Bald.
If the hair is coming out, or if it’s dry, brittle
or lifeless, use Leaurelle Oil Balm, an elegant, cooling, refreshing, stimulating tonic
dressing. 50c. & $1.00, at druggists.
Irritable Tempers,
Thick heads, gorged livers, heavy stomachs.
Sick headache, constipation, nervous and
flatulent Dyspepsia, melancholy, lassitude,
relieved quickly by the little wonders, Rough
on Bile Pills. 25c, at druggists.
Dandruff Eradicated
and prevented by Leaurelle Oil Balm, itis

delightfully cooling, refreshing, stimulating.
Cures itching of scalp, stops hair coming out.
50e. and $1.00, at druggists.
Rough

Rats
is sold all around Hie world, is used by all
nations of the earth, is the most extensively
advertised, is the best known and has the
largest sale of any article of its kind on the
face of the globe. It gives satisfaction every
time, everywhere, they
Don’t die in the
house.” For Rats, Mice, Cockroaches, Ants,
Bed Bugs, Flies, Insects, &c. 15 & 25c. boxes.
on

Society Ladies and Gentlcmefc
not in the swim, and miss a genuine treat,
a great luxury, if
they are not using that inimitable toilet wonder,Leaurelle Oil Balm
for the skin and complexion ; For a rough,
uneven skin, chapped lips, face or hands, fever
sores, abrasions or irritation of the skin from
whatever cause, it is unsurpassed ; As it does
not show, can be used any time night or day,
dries in instantly. Does not muss, grease nor
toil anything. 50c. .& $1,00, at druggists.
are

Norway Knox and all natural trotters.
Margaret Mather, known as the Lam-

jy

>ert mare, as she is one of the much
jrized Morgan stock of Daniel Lambert,
s another valuable brood animal.
Her
was

America; zci ciam a
boroughbred. Margaret has produced
'our colts by Norway Knox. Jim a fourrear-old, the property of Mr. Peleg Barksr of this city; Dick a
3-year-oldfEdna a
i year-old and a yearling. Maud N. anither of the dams is by Von Moltke a Drew
bat was the property of the late Dr. S.
1. Tewksbury. Von Moltke was sold and
vent to New York for a time but was
ifterwards brought back to Maine and is
o-day a good representative of the fine
>ld Hiram Drew stock. Maud’s 1st dam
vas by Wintlirop Morrill and the 2d dam
lam

uy

X5 roc X

^V.

m

fttio
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In accordance with the requirements of law,
I hereby designate and set apart

Friday,

the

tration of muscle that tells of

tremend-

power. This fine animal
is a Reveille—a son of the great western
stallion Reveille, 2.21#, a winner of nineteen races and thirty heats at 2.30 or
better. Reveille was by New York, a
son of Hambletonian.
The dam of Rob
Roy was Molly, 2.191 on a half mile track.
Mr. Woodbury has never started this fine
young horse for a race yet but probably
will this season if he comes on all right.
Just now he is looking fine.
Topaz, a two-year-old stallion, is another of Mr. Woodbury’s promising ones,
but just now out of condition. He has
ous

propelling

been started but once in a race,
and then took second money. Topaz
will also be started this season if he
comes round all right.
His sire was
Hartinger, a horse without a fast public
record, but an offer of .$10,000 made last
year that ho could beat 2:15 was not
taken. The dam of Topaz was Belle
never

Sixth Hay of May, Next,
be observed as

to

Thompson, 2:40,

loung

English thoroughbred. She has been
Dred to Dandy B. this season.
Emma is by Norway Knox and the dam
ry Phil Sheridan Jr., grandson of Gen.
iCnox. The 2d dam "was by the Rix
lorse, a sou of Vermont Blackhawk.
rids mare has foaled three colts by
in

Etockyfellow.

Nathalie, the black mare now 5 years
ild by Norway Knox from Daisy B. has
baled
two

line colts. The 1st was by
the 2d by Warrener and she
s now in foal to the same.
Maud, the daughter of Daisy B. by
Vorway Knox lias produced one of the
nost promising youngsters
by Ben V
ion of the renowned Hod Wiikes.
In all
hero are at the Broad Cove Farm six
irnod mares; four yearlings; live 2 yearrear olds; three ;i years-old and a sucking. Then they have a pair of working
lorses—one by Gideon son of
Rysdyks

Lumps and

lambeltonian and the other by Somerset
that
would do honor to any
inox,
:ariage in the country.
Broad Cove Farm with its fine stock
; ind
private track is one of the features

a

Daniel Boone is

The

in the standard list.
As a two-year-old Gardiner Wilkes is
in superb form, weighing upwards of
900 pounds and a pet in disposition.
This colt is very much liked by Dr. Geo.
H. Bailey and many others interested in
the improvement of Maine’s horse inThe Mile

Tracks.

Work is progressing vigorously on the
regulation track of the Maine Mile Track
Association near this city, and the Kite
track at Old Orchard, and probably both
will be ready by the Fourth of
July.
Mr. Flanergan will have the
ditching of
the Maine track all completed during the
coming week and Mr. Seth Griffin, the
veteran fast track builder, will be on
hand from the West to contract and
grade
it after his own ideas. No less than 120
men were at work on the Old Orchard
Kite track during the present week, and
that is bound to be ready for the
$10,000
purses which the management
have
out
the
4th
for
of
hung,
July. These
two supposed to be first-class mile tracks
are of great importance to the horsebreeding industry of Maine. Furthermore the relative merits of the
regular
tion and Kite tracks are likely to be definitely settled by them, for they will be
only about ten miles apart, and many

horses will perform

on

both tracks.

Notes.

Dr. Geo'. H. Bailey, V. S., will return
his finely bred mare Jersey Lily to Choralist in May. A very valuable foal
by
this same royal mating was lost by accident this spring.
Ansel Sawyer has a new five-year-eld
gelding, “C. J. W.,” bred in Vermont,
that trots in ’40. The sire was Tenmle
.-ID.,

ji_
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WITH

BICYCLIST

W.

Murphy,

P.

A RECORD,

One

of

Wheelmen of the

V/. F.

of

the

Noted

Country.

the New York
has
probably won more races than any
other man on the track to-day. He has
over 190 medals to show, in addition to
other prizes, as a result of his work on
the track and road. He formerly put in

Athletic

Murphy,
Club’s

Vila timo tViia

nrair

_l. *!_
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Mr. C. N. Evans, at Ms stable SI Quebec street has two good ones. His trotter Keaser, now five years old, has a
four-year-old trial record of 2:34}. Ho
is one of the finest and fastest of our
yonng horses. His, sire was Black Rolf,
and grandsire Young Rolf, the sire of
Nelson. The dam was Lettie M., 2.22}—
a Harbinger mare.
Mr. Evans also has
the brood mare Mary, all now in foal to
Gen. Spaulding.
Mr. R. O. C’onant has a
remarkably
handsome ten-year-old gelding by Norway Knox, tlio dam being Kitty, one of
his family pair, and she by Whalebone
Knox. The 2nd dam was by Monmouth
Knox, and he by Gen. Knox. The sire
is black, tlie dam chestnut, but in Mr.
Conant’s colt a perfect bay with black
points lias resulted without a white spot
on him.
Speaking of the good blood introduced
into Maine, it is in order to say in connection with Mr. Fred Maxweil’s Gen.
Weaver that Ms breeding on the dam
side is highly distinguished. Gen. Weaver’s granddj.ni was
by old Abdallah, the
grandsire of both Geo. Wilkes and Electioneer, His full sister, Fleetwiug was
dam of Stambol, 2:11;
Kuby,2:19i La.ly
Mackey, 2:18J; Gen. Weaver’s cousin
Stamboui has already five in the 2:80 list
and the other cousin
Lady Mackey severalmore, she being dam to Lucy 1!.,
2:18i, and Semi-Tropic 2 ;2L

MISCELLANEOUS.

one

crack

Tlllt. it.

A GREAT SALE.
Commencing To-Day!

BLACK SILK AND BLACK AND COLOREB DRESS CBBIS

1R

A1_A

■-

246 Middle Street.
MANSON G. LARRABEE.
shall place on sale in pieces of Black Guinet
Silk at actual manufacturing cost; these are
sample pieces which we closed out at much less
than the usual cost; the name "Guinet” is a
sufficient guarantee that the goods wear well.
Each piece bears the following

Today we shall place on sale in our Cloak Department in the Basement, the balance of the
stock of Salesman’s Samples purchased from
the manufacturers; over 100 garments to be
sold at one-third less than the regular prices.
$5.00 Garments for $3.00.
English Box Reefers, in hlack, navy blue and
brown cheviot, tailor finish.
$6.00 Garments for $1.00.
English Box Reefers, in black cheviot, full
length, bound seams, tailor finish.

25 pcs.
100

9I

$8.00 Garments for $6.00.

English Box Keefers, of Scotch cheviots, in
tan, brown and stone effects, seams bound, hard
buttons.

$8.50 Garments for 86.93.
Tan cheviot Reefers, seams hound, notched
collar, hard buttons, side pockets.

$7.35.
English Box Keefers, tan, diagonal, cheviot,
camel’s hair effect, notched collar, half lined
with satin, pearl buttons, side pockets.
89.00 Garments for

621/20 Henrietta,
39c per yard
62ViiC Serge,
39c per yard
These are 40 inches wide, in both jet and blue
black.
75c Henrietta and English Serge, 40 in. wide,
in jet and blue black, 53 cents
per yard.
$1.00 Henrietta. 46 in. wide, silk finish. 69
cents per yard; limited one dress pattern to
each customer.

Great Bargains in Children’s School
Jackets and Reefers.

SPRINgTrESS GOODS.

100 pcs A11 Wool Outing Flannel, 27 in. wide,
great bargain, 25 cents a yard.
36 inch Ail Wool Diagonal Serge, in gray and
tan, worth 37Vbc, today 25 cents.
1 more case of All Wool Bedford Cords, all
new shades, worth 69c, 36 inches
wide, 50
cents per yard.
50 pcs Boucle Stripes in light spring shades,
at 39 cents per yard today.
Few er and fewer women now think seriously
of home making w rappers; it isn’t economy, it’s
hardly fun, tradition only; modern methods
make mince-meat of traditions.
In the Basement we show a large line of ready
made Wrappers, ranging in prices from 95c to
$2.00 each; these include print, camtiric and
outing flannel Wrappers in all sizes and a variety of styles; we have also a large line of Blouse
Waists, made of different materials, which it
will pay you to examine.
a

\
VT. F. MURPHY.

He holds the one-mile record in
competition of 2m. 21 3-5s., made at
Peoria, September 18,1891; also the threemile, 7m. 49 2-6s.; four mile, 10m. 27s.;
five mile,, 12m. 52 4-5s., all made same day
and date. In common with Zimmerman
he holds the one-mile tandem record of
2m. 24 l-5s., made at Peoria, Sept. 21,1891.
He expects to go in training early and
get into shape for the spring contests,
and it is certain that he will be heard
from to the advantage of his club.
man.

ALL
This

CANNOT

BE

CHAMPIONS.

new

de*

Outing Flannel, 5 cts., extra quality.

today.

pcs. White Ground Prints, 2%c. per yard
Quantity sold to one customer-limited.

BASEMENT SALES ROOM.
Armfuls of Dress Ginghams for Children go
out of our store every day.
We hare it at 4, w,
and 10 cents. The best American at 11 cents,
and Geuulue Scotch Ginghams at 12% cents.
These Scotch Ginghams are actually worth
25 cents and include plain Colors and Plaids.
150 pcs. Chocolate Ground Print, 2% cents
per yard, limited.
1

case

yards

m

Fruit of the Loom Cotton, from 1 to 10
piece 6% cents per yard.

a

HOSIERY DEPARTMENT,
In the Hosiery department we are showing a
new line of goods in the Linworth
make; at
present we have thelexclusive sale in this city
and shall make the following reduction as an
introductory sale this week:
Boston
Introductory
Pnce.
Price.
37Vi cent quality,
25 cents
50
37%
75
SO
They come in ladies’, gents’, misses’ and
children s, also in out sizes and extra lengths
the next time you happen to be in the store examine these stockings;
you will readily see
what constitutes their superiority to other
brands.

INTERESTING DRAPERY STUFFS.
When Spring is here and Summer coming fast
pretty furnishing stuffs, not costly, are in much
demand. You can decorate deftly and daintily
for dimes, not dollars.
Beautiful designs in
Silkaline, 30 inches wide, 12% and 15 cents

yard.
Cretonne Draperies from 8 to 25 cents per
yard, new colorings.
Scrims, from 5 to 12% cents.
China Silks in plain colors, 33 cents per yard.
per

HANDKERCHIEF

SALE

Tlipy Have Them on the list for
Today’s Sale.
Seconds in Ladies’, Gents’ and Children’s
Linen and Cambric Handkerchiefs, colored
border, hemmed and hemstitched, 275 dozen to
be divided into three lots, thus:
LOT 1. Ladies’, Gents’ and Children’s Colored Bordered,
Hemmed and Hemstitched
Handkerchiefs, 18 cents per dozen, or 2 cents
each.
LOT 2. 25 cents per dozen, or 3 cents each.
LOT 3. 48 cents per dozen, or 5 cents each.
Jfot over 1 dozen to any one customer.

MansonG.Larraliee. MansonG.Larrabee. MansonG.Larrabee.

Year There

are Twelve Clubs, and
all Want the Pennant.

There will be

a

number of

Before the

disappointed

individuals at the close of the base ball
of 1892. There are a dozen clubs in
the League this season, and it seems that
the manager of each club has decided that
his aggregation will win either the first
or second series, and thus have a chance
to battle for the world’s pennant.
As usual at this time of year, Anson
pulls his cap a little tighter over his
blond pompadour and announces that the
Windy City will be first in the race.
From Boston comes, in the deliberate
tones of Frank Selee, a remark to the effect that the champions will hang on to
the flag for another season. Up from the
Forest City comes the shrill tones of Patrick Tebeau declaring that Cleveland will
have at least one pennant this season,
Md Johnny Ward breaks in with the
mnouncement that, while his Brooklyn
boys are slaughtering the New Yorks,
they will incidentally take the flag.
Pat Powers has reached the conclusion
that his first year as manager of the New
JTorks would not be wholly satisfactory
mless there was a reception to the champions at the close of the eeason, and
;herefore one of the flags must come to
the metropolis. Therefore there are five
dubs with decided ideas as to first place
n the race.
Comiskey is evidently not
jverconfident of his ability to whip the
Uincinnatis into shape to win a flag this
reason, for he modestly announces that
lis team will “ finish among the first six.”
While there is every reason to believe
■hat Harry Wright has high hopes of a
inish at the top, still he will not say so,
evft confesses that the Quakers will be
imong the first three. Glasscock picks
jp a handful of pebbles, scatters them
wound the field, and says that St. Louis
vill be better than sixth, and Danny
Richardson chokes a little as he intimates
bis belief that Washington will be better
than sixth, Van Haltren insists that Baltimore will be fifth or sixth, while Buckinburger claims fourth or fifth for Pittstrnrg. Fred Pfefifer shuts one eye and
season

lavs

Cotton Bedford Cords in
per yard.

cents

Today, in the Basement.

BLACK DRESS GOODS.

CAPES.
Everything from plain wraps at $5, up to any
price you wish to pay.

1 case of

6%c. per yard.

GUINET BLACK SILKS,

English Box Reefers, in black and navy blue
cheviot, seams bound, tailor finish, four braid
loop ornaments.

yard.

3 0 pcs. of 12% cent Crinltley Seersuckers,
G%c. per yard.

om
lime.
Price.
X $ .75 Guinet Black Silk,
s
®
X, 1.00
‘,
70
X 1.25
1.50
j.19
X. The goods marked with an X are limited;
one dress pattern to a customer, so that all
may
get a benefit; our supply is limited and we do
not wish to benefit onr competitors.
We have never shown a prettier line of figured China, Japanese and Surah Silks than this
season; just the thing for Blouse Waists.
28 inch figured Japanese Silks, 98 cents per
yard, actual value $1.50.

$7.50 Garments for $5.00.

We shall show today In the basement, a lot of
new designs in Llama Cloths at 9 cents per

signs, 12%

This silk is warranted not to break
crack or wear greasy, and the manufacturers hereby agree to make good
any reasonable claims made within six
months from date of purchase.

WOMEN’S

i

SUMMER DRESSES.

we

NEW SPRING GARMENTS.

NEW

It isn't a bit too early to begin to think about

to-day

Ladies’, Misses' and Children's

wheelmen,

he will confine his efforts to the track
this year. He will find better results will
follow such a course.
Murphy comes
from Brooklyn, N. Y., and is a member
of the Kings County Wt-elmen as well as
the New York Athletic Club. He first
appeared in 1889 in the IrvingtonMillburn twenty-five mile road race,
which he won. He haB defeated almost
all the fast men in his time, and for some
time held the record for the twenty-five
miles on the course above named. He
has ridden a wheel for many years and is
possessed of a physique fitted for a racing

A T
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Floyd Stable.

At the Floyd stable on Congress street,
near the Observatory, there are two
highly bred young stock horses and very
handsome animals beautiful in form,
color and action. Both are the purest
type of bays, with dark points. Gardiner Wilkes is the
youngest, the yearling
who disputed the honors last fall with
Grenadier, the champion yearling, 248f
at that age. At the State Fair at Lewiston last year Gardiner Wilkes in the examination scored more structural points
than any other horse and took second
premium. Had his breeding been as
strong on the dam side as the sire’s he
would have carried off the blue ribbon
instead of the white.
Gardiner Wilkes’s sire was Arrival,
2.244 as a five-year-old; he by Charley
Wilkes, 2.22i last year; hejby Bed Wilkes,
the creat speed m-oducine” son of (4eo.
Wilkes, with 69 of his get in the standard
list of 2:30 or better. Arrival’s dam was
by Alcantara, another son of Geo. Wilkes
with a four-year-old record of 2.23 and
sire of 44, with records ranging from
2.13J to 2.30. Gardiner Wilkes, like Allerton 2.09J, is an an inbred Wilkes. His
dam was Lady Fisher, by Gen. Lyon,
2.33, the Richmond 2.26 and two others

dustry.

and refining inscapes will exert a xvliolesoine
Huenee upon our people and furnish additional
attractions for those who annually visit our
state to enjoy its healthful breezes and great
natural beauties.
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta,
this fifth day of April, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-two and of the independence of the
United States of America the oue hundred
and sixteenth.
Edwin C. Burleigh.
By the Governor:
Nicholas Fessenden, secretary of State

A

MISCELLANEOUS.

_MISCELLANEOUS.

GOVEENOR.

speed this season.
arbor
Rob Roy is a four year old gelding of
And I earnestly recommend to the people of
ancestry illustrious for speed and endur- Maine that
they make ptoper observance of it
ance and
the planting of trees, ®“r!los.and vines for
brought $930 when two months in
“the adornment ot public and private grounds,
old. He is a medium sized horse, a per- places and
in the general considerways,’’and interests
of
fect bay with dark points in color and a ation of the important,*"a
forestry.
I also recommend
Ji1?, nay be made a
and
that teachers and
conformation that is a picture for game holiday in our schools
and speed. His sinews are elastic and pupils unite in a practical oDservance of its obsupple and he has a stifle that is a concen- jects.
Whatever may be done to beautify our land-

Fearnaught.
a black four-year-old
the
gelding,
property of Mr. Howard
Woodbury, that Ira is developing for
trimmings—consist of two residences, speed with good promise. His sire was
old Dauiel Boone, a remarkably good
one for Mr. Burnham's
family and the
as Horsemen generally know’.
other for the manager of the farm, Mr. animal,
Another of Mr. Howard Woodbury’s
Willis Stone. Near by are three stables horses at this stable is the seven-vear-old
for stock in which are quartered some black pacer Mason B, 2:30. Mason B
a full measured mile on the ice
twenty odd head, seven finely bred brood paced
last winter in 2:12, and made a half’ of it
mares and the balance
youngsters.
1:02 or at a 2:04 gait.
A short distance in the rear, in a cosy
Tom, the property of Mr. Thos. O’Neil,
grove of evergreen and hard wood growth is another famous pacer at Mr. Woodis Mrs.
Burnham’s lily pond.
This bury’s stable.
The well known trotting mare Gypsy
lakelet
is
of
artificial
conpretty
chiefly
and a fine Norway Knox colt, the propstruction but nature has been so well re- erty of Mr. Edward
Clark, are also among
produced by art that one would never the horses of Mr. Woodbury.
suppose it was not one of good old
During the past winter quite a feature
was made of horse clipping by Ira, and
mother nature’s smiles, were it not for he dressed off
upwardi of 200 horses.
the prosaic explanation of how much On the 5th inst., with his assistant, S. P.
good the muck did the farm that was Murphy, the horse of Mr. Stearns, the
taken out of the extensive excavation. grocer, was clipped in good shape in
minutes, which Mr. Murphy
Rustic arbors and bridges enhance the thirty
clams to be the best time on record.
beauty of Mrs. Burnham’s lovely re-

the prettiest

BY THE

day.

Woodbury’s

P.

Ira P. Woodbury’s Stable.
The experienced trainer and driver, Mr
Ira P. Woodbury vhas in his stable on
Green street, a few fast ones of his own
and several others that he is handling for

STATE OF MAINE.
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sumption
was only
we

cause

of

known

was

con-

(that

few years ago)
did not know how Scott’s
a

That'lias been under medical

Emulsion of cod-liver oil did
so

much

treatment

good in consumption

The

consumption.
explanation is inter-

esting.

We send it free in

a

book

on careful

Scott & Bowtne, Chemists, 13a
New York.

relief, we will send one case
of Murdock’s Liquid Food, Boston, free of charge.

IF

South sth Avenue,

under

Your druggist keeps Scott’s Emulsion of cod-livei
oil—all druggists everywhere do,
*9

Cal. McCarthy wants to meet
Dixon in another finish fight.

trill give
Our
»ffer

one case

three

relief, we
of Murdock’s

FIRST

CLASS

ive

PIANOS

or

Saturday.

W.

dec 17

P.

AT

that

It is little wonder that the Southern
seen it at work should
hail with enthusiasm the advent of the
successful Cotton Picker, which he has
dreamed of and classed with the flying machine as something beyond the ingenuity

planter who has

above

have never

we

of paralysis that
have not cured or very much
a case

in Lius

or a

strong testimony that life has
l»een very much prolonged by
its

Plain at

use.

In ail

j

cases

ficial results

of Disease bene-

sure to be obtained by the use of Murdock’s
Liquid Food. This statement is
attested by the crucial test of

—

HASTINGS'.!
da

are

»ver THREE

THOUSAND operprominent hospital
in this country, and by its use
the unprecedented record was
reported of a loss by death of
inly five patients in a thousand,
ations in

BOOK Bp JOB PKlflTE!?, ;
No. 37 PLUM STREET.

Neither the Brooklyn nor the Suburban

a

and many of these difficult cases
»f surgery. We shall be pleased

give any inquirer the further
facts, hut the above is convinthat
cing
proof
Murdock’s
Food
is
not an artificial
Liquid
;®

i

stimulant

to

the

i

hough it

can

be

system,

but

given in the

: nost

extreme cases of exliausion with perfect safety, its in; 1 iiencc is permanent and with>ut a
A Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever
dud or decree—External, Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching. Chronic, Recent or Hercdi:ary. Tills remedy lias positively never been
mown to fail. $1.00 a box. 6 boxes for $5.00:
lent bv mail prepaid on receipt of price.
A
written Guarantee positively given to each
uircliaser of 0 boxes, when purchased at one
inie, to refund the $5.00 paid if not cured.
Guarantee issued by XV. xv. xvhippms &
CO., XVl.olcsale and Retail Agents, 21 Mono
aent Square, Portland, Mg.
octl'Sgodti

reactionary influence dele-

A.

erious to the system.
We would remind the public that no
nibstitiite (and there are many co-ealled
roods and Food Extracts in the
market)
ms a record in any way
approaching
ho results of the
Murdock Liquid
food iu the past 12 years,

apt'4

eeUii

generation, ana wnicn no evidence

would convince that it existed except the
sight of it practically picking cotton in the
field.
The machine is the invention of
Angus
Campbell, born in Hamilton, Ontario, now
a resident of Waco, Texas.
He conceived
the machine seven years ago, and has
persistently and constantly labored since to
develop it, until now it does its work as
do all labor saving machines, better than
by hand, gathers a larger per cent, from
the plant, and a cleaner sample, freer from
trash and dirt, gathers that which is
ripe
and only that which is
ripe, leaving the
blossoms and nnripe fruit
uninjured to
ripen for a later picking, doing its work
with all the ease and certainty that the harvester binds wheat, the
mowing machine
cuts grass, or the
sewing machine makes
a seam, and is as
simple as either of them.
The interests involved are so
great that the
results of the use of these machines, when
reduced to figures, bewilders the brain.
It is expected to save $30,000,000
annually
m harvesting the cotton
crop, a sum so
great that the mere mention of it tends to
create doubt and make it more difficult to
raise money to manufacture
machines, of
which 80,000 are needed for the next
crop:
but the doubts are
disappearing like the
mists before the morning snn. The truth
is mighty and will prevail, and the evidence that the Lone Star Cotton Picker is
a success is
direct, positive and incontrovertible.
A full size machine, direct from the
cotton field, is now at the office of the
Company, 81 Milk St., Boston, where all
are invited to witness its
working.

consumptive that

or a

has not been cither cured

NO. 114 8-2 EXCHANGE ST.
—

are

helped,

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
Very Fancy

for the

reasons

known

Sandicaps have ever been won by a mare.
Helen Engelhart. the champion lady
fencer, will probably fence the Marquis

le Parmain in Chicago.
The special race for twenty-one footers,
inder the auspices of the Eastern Yacht
Dlub, will be sailed July 28, at 10.45 a. m.
Henry Peterson, of California, and
McLean, the British Columbia oarsman,
will row another match in Bkiffs for fl 000
side.
An intimate friend of Commodore E.
D. Morgan says he will not raoe thQ
ihampion Gloriana thiB season, but will
;onfine his attention to an
experimental
find-keel thirty-five footer. If the Glorima fails to come out it will
be a sad blow
it the yachting season,

for

no

Liquid Food free of cost.

STEPHEN BERRY,
George

treatment

months has had

It therefore appears that seventh, eighth,
linth, tenth, eleventh and twelfth places
in the League race will go begging; and
hat all twelve clubs will absolutely refuse to take the humble position of tailsnder. It will be a queer race.

The Yale Freshmen crew has been put
it the regular training table.

Paralytic

living.

VtoffAi*

SPORTING NOTES.

three months with-

out

and in the conditions that
lead to

Millons of dollars are lost each year from
the inability of the planters to harvest it.
Col. A.. L. Ellis of Austin, Texas, a few
years since had 2000 acres of cotton, white
as a snowbank with its fibrous burden,
ploughed under, unable to hire labor to
save cotton which if in the bale would
have brought $50,000. The vexatious experiences of the cotton planters in the
picking season are innumerable.
Monday is spent hustling around the
nearest town hiring some influential uncle
or aunty to assist in
securing cotton pickers.
If lucky, his gang commence work
on Tuesday, and
barring rain, a show, a
strike for higher wages, a holiday, a weda
a
cake walk, a funeral or
ding, dance,
some other
entertainment, he keeps them
at work until Friday
night, when the team
must be furnished to haul them back to
town, for the combined wealth of Gould
and Vanderbilt would scarcely tempt the
average dusky cotton picker to work on

.IOIIjVSOIV,

(Formerly Chronomenter and Watchmaker with
Win. Scuter & Co.)

1

PEARKR IN

Watches, Clocks,

Jewelry, Spectacles & Eye Glasses,

Fine Watch
A 1.1.

I

WORK

Repairing

ft

a

Specialty,

STRICT!,V FIRST CRASS.

Monument Suuare, Portland, Me.
Mftil#
evd3m

PORTLAND DAILY
—

MAINE

PRESS.

STATE PBESS

Subscription Kates.
Daily (In advance) SO per year; $3 for si*
months; SI.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning bycarrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodiords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of 87 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, 82 per year;$l for six months;
60 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
6hort periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Kates.
Daily Press $1.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three Inner
tionsor less, $1.00 per square.
Every otlie
day advertisements, one third less than tliesLn

rates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special Notices, on first page, one third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, 82.00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less
81.60 per square.
in nonpariel type and classed
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type
26 cents per line each insertion.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a

Reading

that the appointment had
been made in a secret and unseemly manner.
He still believes that the method
was improper, and will
confidently abide
the decision of honest and
thoughtful
men.
We regret much that Mr. Freeman is being made the subject of so
much controversy. He is a gentleman;
tnd we believe that he made honorable
effort to have the matter deferred until
the sentiment of Cumberland
county
could be ascertained.

telegraphing

and-

Notices

column and one inch long.
Want, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adtisements not paid in advance, will be charged
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland

EXPORTS

UNDER TEE
BILL.

It was one of the
ponents of the

predictions of

We Offer, Subject to
4’s due 1902-1912.
City Portland 6’s due 1907.
City Saco 4’s due 1901.
Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City
City
Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 5’s due
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

that under

1906.
St. Croix E. I. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s

♦.Tio

wrong side

BANKERS,
186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
dec28
dft

City of Portland
City ot Bath
City of Clinton, Iowa,
Toronto, Ohio,

PRESS.

_

_

5’s
5’s
Maine Central Railroad
7’s
Maine Central Railroad
-41-2'$
Portland Water Co.
6’s
5’s
Norway, Maine, Water Co.
Bath Wafer Supply Co.
5’s
5’s
Indianapolis Water Co.
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Stock
Merchants National Bank Stock
•

Eastman Bros.&Bancroft
apr27rt3t

Algo, several issues of Water Co. 0 Per Cent
Bonds, Principal and Interest GUARANTEED.

For

marll

SA.x<ras:iEsiw.!S.

ctntcmcnfi-

Lined,

nc-

Nozzles;
quality,
prices.
CHASE & SONS &

The Press correspondent at once protested that such a way of making the
appointment was not proper, but disclaimed any authority to represent Mr.
Reed's wishes. At the request of the
Press correspondent Mr. Freeman went
to Hon. C. F. Libby and under the same
strict injunction of confidence, informed
him of what was to be done.
Mr. Libby
also disclaimed any authority to represent
Mr.
Reed’s
but
wishes,
that
the
Mr.
opinion
expressed
Reed, on account of his position in
the party, ought to be consulted in an appointment from his own county so important as that of a member of the state
committee. Neither the Press correspondent nor Mr. Libby felt that he
could, without violating his promise
of confidence to Mr. Freeman, consult
with other members of the Cumberland
delegation present at Bangor, but sug-

gested

reasons

why

an

appointment

made without consultation either with
♦lift rtriimfir

/ft

ft

mm

+ fft n

ah

wa^1/>/i

♦/>

the delegation from Cumberland to the
state convention would be opeu to criticism. The Press correspondent suggested to Mr. Freeman the propriety of
asking Mr. Dow to defer the appointment
until Mr. Reed could be consulted and
the sentiment of Cumberland county be
ascertained in the matter. Mr. Freeman
went to Mr. Dow, and returning, reported that Mr. Dow declined to defer the

appointment
After the appointment had been made
the Press correspondent asked the most
prominent Cumberland county Republicans present if they had had knowledge
of the proposed appointment, and every
had not
one of them replied that he
known of it—excepting, of course,
Mr. Libby. Under these circumstances
the Press

correspondent

felt

justified

in

erlands, 2 per cent to Italy, 1 per cent to
Spain, 2 per cent to Mexico, 2 per cent to
Brasil and 1 per cent to China.
Agricultural products

are

more

than

75 per cent of the total exportation. In
this cotton still heads the list. The exportations of cotton for the year being
$290,712,898, against $128,111,656 of bread
stuffs and $139,010,471 of provisions comprising meat and dairy products.
Another Columbus

Memorial.

The World’s fair agitation is having
the effect of causing innumerable monuments to be erected to the discoverer
of America. A notable one will be
located on the site of his first settlement
—at Isabella, in Santo Domingo. A
plat of ground has been secured and
special concessions obtained from the
Dominican government. The location
is on the site of the first church built in
the newly discovered country, and here
17 Ka

Ai*Ar. +

/vrl

a

t,_

i.

C /1_1_

bus by Alois Buyens, of Ghent, mounted
pyramid of coral and limestone and
pointing with one hand to a globe, on
which is depicted the first settlement,
while with the other hand extended he
returns thanks to God.

CO.,

Washington, March 27.—The War Department of the United States at Washington desired to purchase 150 typewriters, and estab-

lished a board of experts to pass upon all the

typewriters in competition, and after a thorough examination it was decided that the
Smith Premier Typewriter, manufactured at
Syracuse, N. Y., was the machine that stood
the highest in point of improvements and
liieeuamcai

cuusui

uuliuu,

cuuaequeuwy

LUO

order for 160 typewriters was awarded to the
Smith Premier Typewriter Company.

D.

W.

BUCK, Agent,

272 Middle Street.
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WM. M.

MARKS,

Card

Book,
—

J

0

S

m
lease from Silk'or
wooien goods without
injury to the finest

H. E.

MILLS,

Piano Tuner.
Order Slate at Chandler's Music Store 431

Congress Street*
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equal amount of water

nJ

and applywith a sponge
or soft cloth
4
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BOTTLEBEFORE USING
AND BEEP WELL COBBED
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Portland, Me. I
For Sale In all Stores,

WOODBURY k MOULTON,
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marl

ICE!
ICE!

SAKTgimjBj
Cor. middle and
ap26
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CUffflGS BROS. ICE CO.,
Telephone

No. 543—2.

OFFICE—Deake’e Wharf,
Street,
apl

Foot of Park

-OF

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

EXCHANGE,

07 1-2 Exchange St., Portland.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mail or telephone promptly attended to.
novlleodtf

Dr Ei. B. Heed..
BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN
No 390 1-3 Congress Street, Portland.
For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
given up Us incurable, I will take them to make

now street or

has been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my office every day including SundayfvomOa. in., to 0 p. m. Examination by
letter stating their name, pines, or residence and

age and one stamp, $i,yy,

my22du

Portland Pier at 7.00 and 10.00 a. m. 2.40
and 6.15 p. m. Special arrangements for excursions, freight etc. can be made on board the
steamer with B. M. SEABURY, Captain.
tf
apr2
of

public way m

vN alid after Nov. 2, 1891, steamer MERRY* f
CONEAG, will leave Orr’s Island at 6.40
a. m., for Portland and intermediate landings.
RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island
aud Intermediate landings at 3.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
octldtf
General Manger.

ICt 33.,

g-

apis

annual meeting.
annual meeting of the shareholders of
the CUMBERLAMD loan and BUILDir,G ASSOCIATION will be held at their
rooms. No, :tu/2 Exchange street, on tVednesday, May 4th, 1802, at 3 o’clock p. m. for the
election of
officers, and the transaction of any
other i—'Monss
tiiat may legally come before it.
JAMES L. RAOKLEEF, Soc’v

The

apt**

(1(4

-$1.50
2.00
2.50
.15

“

50 lbs.
100 lbs.
BY THE CAKE, per 100

GILMORE
Jubilee, SO Musicians, 10 Instrumental
Soloists, and Quartette of famous Singers, including Myron IV, Whitney. Evening tickets
50, 75 cents and Sl.OO; Matinee tickets 35, 60
Now on sale at Stockbridge's.
aud 75 cents.
Half fare on the railroads to all holding “Gilmore” tickets.
ap2odlw

CITY

.25
.20

lbs.,

will be continued until Notice to Stop
is received at the OFFICE.
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at the OFFICE, will he entitled to a proper deduction.
We particularly request our customers to report any neglect of our drivers
in leaving Ice: complaints for careless.
ness, or any other cause, if made at the
Office, will he attended to promptly.
CLARK & CHAPLIN ICE
BURNHAM & CO.,
LIBBY & CO.,
C. S. BATES,

CO.,

America’s Foremost Funmakers,

PRIMROSE

on

time

deposits.

MINSTRELS.
>n

TV-1..

uvr

x vvi ivoo

HARDMAN,

PIANOS.
Catalogues mailed free.
Tuning,
Repairing

and

Portland Branch 540

Polishing

Congress Street,

MoGouiinmo,

dec2

3fcdCa,xi.«-se>2*.
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OFFICE SUPPLIES
-AND-

PORTLAND & RUMFORD FALLS R’Y
First Mortgage 5's.

First

PORTLAND

WATER

& OGDENSBURG

STOCK,

And Various other investment securities.

CITY HALL,
APRIL

Exchange Street,

aprl3dtf

missminnieanneTlummer,
Square

Organist

at

Congress

Church, City,

xsxisinBs

PIANO PUPILS.
Rooms at Davis House, 639 Congress
Miss Plummer is
of H.

St.

a Pupil
Kotschmar,
Portland, and E. A, MacBowell, Boston.

eoctaw

30, 1803,

Afternoon and

Evening.

The production of the operetta,

titled

A TRIP TO EUROPE!
By J. C. Macey, with scenic effect, introducing
a

train of M. C. B. B. cars and
steamships under steam.

s

Elegant Tableaux!
50 Voices in the Chorus I
conoluda with a Farce, entitled

“THE

DESERTER.”

Brim full of laughs. This is w at they say,
“A Joy forever.”
EVENING Af K
MATINEE AT 2.15.
Matinee—adults 15 cents; Children 10 cents.
Evening—Adults 26 cents; Children 15 cents.
Evening Beserved Seats 36 cents.
On sale at Chandler’s Music Store, 431 Congress street. Monday, April 25 h.
ap25dtd

OAKDALE

OAKDALE HALL,

(Electric Cars Pass the Door.)

entertainmentsSentertainments
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
May 3d, 1th and 5th.
Grand sale of useful and fancy articles. Ice
cream, cake and all kinds of refreshments for
sale. Admission, 25c.; Afternoons, free.

CITY

The Monarch of Magic.
The Prince of

to

Order

at

Short

Notice.

A FULL LINE OF

DENNISON’S

TAGS AND LABELS.

Stevens (Slones Co.,
UNDER THE FALMOUTH.eodtf

apris

may

ia& m

ti§

Prestidigitateuf*.

Entrancing, Bewildering and Astounding.
The world famous Hermann, accompanied by
Mine. Hermann, and a company of celebrated

Tickets 50, 75c. and *1.00 Now on SaleAU
Stockbridge’s. Half fare on the railroads to at
holding “Hermann” tickets.
apr25dlw

WORKROOM SALE.

The

eleventh annual sale of garments made

in the workroom, will open on Monday.
April 25th, under Falmouth Hotel. The assortment of children’s dresses is larger and prettier than at any previous sale. Sale continues
one week.
apr23dlw*

“GRAND
FOB

BALlT

CHARITY

THU BENEFIT OF THE

INFIRMARY,

City Hall,

at

Thursday

Evening,

May

5th.

The committee of arrangements (as already
published) of whom floor tickets may be ob«
tained, have the matter well in hand and intend
making this closing event the most successful
one of the season.
Sir. M. B. Hilbert will make the Backward
Quadrille an enjoyable feature of the evening.
Floor Director, Sir. Nathan Clifford.
Price of Tickets to floor, *3.00, admitting
couple; 82.00, single; Gallery reserved seats.
bridge's,

floor tickets may

be obtained atLor-

ing. Short & Harmon's, prominent drug stores,
and seats secured at Stockhridge's. apr28d”t

FAIR and ENTERTAINMENT.
The

Sunday School

of the
Messiah

Church of th«

will hold its annual fair, in the vestry of th*
church, 0U Wednesday and Thursday, May
4 and 5.
Useful and fancy articles for sale.
Hot dinners and suppers each day, 25 cents.
Good entertainment each evening.
Evening
admission-adults 20e, children 15c. ap28dl\v

Assembly No, 1 Pythian

ACCOUNT BOOKS
Made

II

i nursaay ana i-riaay tunings,

ALL KINDS OF

FRED E. RICHARDS & CO.,
98

In

I:„

Immeasurably the largest. Indisputably the
Grandest Minstrel Organization on the face of
the globe. First part m beautiful costumes and
scenery. New programme.
Tickets 60, 76 cents and $1.00. Matinee 25,
35 andUK) cents. Half fare on all the railroads.

Damon

COMPANY

Mortgage 5’s.

„1

\>v»vw**v*va

EYE AND EAR

°

ATHOL, MASS.,

WEST’S

“Black Art” and “Eeloon."

The largest Piano House in the World.
Wholesale and retail representatives in the New England States for

t. c.

INVESTMENTS.

&

artists.

eod2m

promptly attended to.

Interest allowed

and

ap26djlt;

WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.
Accounts of individuals. Arms and corpora
tions received on favorable terms.

HALL,

Saturday Evenings, May 6th
and 7th; Saturday Matinee.

Friday

Customers can commence taking Ice
at any time they desire, and delivery

CABLES.

saia

W.' w. MERRILL. “1 Committee on
H. H. KEVINS,
I
Ct.W. LEIGHTON, !• laying out
m. Jacobs,
e. E. TRUE.
J new streets,
d3w

10 lbs.
Daily,
month,
per
“
“
“
“
15

STEINWAY,
WEBER,

1824.

*

of'April '18O2

Prices for Families and Offices:

I. SIM i Sods Co.

R. Small, Marshall R. Godins,
Stephen
President.
Cashier.

made by E. C. Jordan, civil engineer, and
whereas said petition was referredby the City
Council April 4,1892, to the undersigned, for
them to consider and act upon; therefore.
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested, that the mint standing committee of
the City Council on laying out new streets, will
meet to hear the parties and view the proposed
way on the seventh day of May, 1892, at three
o’clock in the afternoon at the proposed point
Of starting, and will then and there proceed to
determine and adiudge whether the public convenience requires said street or way to be laid
out.
0Ur han(ls 00 tlliS eleventl) day

May 14.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

aprll

—

Incorporated

city, DeginniDg
at Ocean r^taa!-. i-nnnfmr t.hromrh land ownAd hv
Uhenery to the high water mark upon the shore
of Back Cove, in accordance with the plan

a cure.

Dr. Reed will not ask you any questions in
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case lie
will tell you if you can be cured. Dr. Reed’s
medicines are Rtrickly pure and put up to suit
each case, he thinks he can tell the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
person becoming an entranced medium. There

raimuum rurssias oisanmoai uo.
On aud after Monday April 4. 1802 the
Steamer Alice will leave Town Landing, Falmouth for Portland daily at 6.00 and 8.55 a. m.
1.00 aud 5.00 p. m.
Returning leave west side

dtf

iUU.T

JOB

Island, Little and
Great
Islands, at 6.30, 6.40, 8.00, *10.30
m., 2.15, 4.20, 6.10 p. in.
For Evergreen
Landing. Peaks Island, and Ponce's Landing, Long Island, 8.00, *10.30. a. m., 2.15 p. lu.
RETURN—Leave Forest Cltv Landing.
6.20, 7.20, 9.15, *11.45. 3.30, 5.00, 6.25.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.00, 7.05, 9.00, 11.30
3.15. 4.45, 6.45. Leave Little Diamond, 6.10
7.15.9.10, *11.40, 3.25, 4.35, 6.35.
Leave
Great Diamond, 6.05, 7.10, 9.05, *11.35, 3.20,
4.40,6.40, Leave Evergreen, 8.65, *11.25,
3.10. Leave Ponce’s Lauding, Long Island,
8.45, *11.15, 3.00.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
For Forest City and Trefethen’s Landings,
Peaks Island, Little and Great Diamond
Islands, at 9.00.10.30, a. m., 2.15, 4.20 p. m.
For Evergreen Landing, Peaks Island, and
Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a. m.,
2.15, 4.20 p. ui.
*Not run in stormy or foggy weather.
C. W. T. GODING.
General Manager.
arp28dtf

CUMMINGS BROS,

PORTIiAHTD,

dtf

CITY OF DEERINC.

Evening,

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.

Thursday, April 38, 1802.
For Forest City and Trefethen’s LandCOMMENCING
Peaks

Sts.

—

AND

PIANOS.

A Card to the People

These warm days remind us of the fact that
the hot Summer weather Is ooming, and with it
comes the demand for ice, and the demand is
for the very best ice to be had.
Now, we have Cut our ice from one of the best
Ice ponds in the State, the Phiney Pond at Long
Creek. This pond is fed by mineral springs and
makes the best ice on the market today.
We
shall supply all of our retail trade with this ice
at a reasonable price. Our cards will be circulated around town this week and if you wish to
to have the best ice at a reasonable figure save
our card and when in want of your ice, place it
in your street window.
We hope by prompt attention to business and courteous treatment to the consumers, to merit a share of your patronage.
Respectfully Yours,

Exchange

Saturday

Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.

20..

EXCHANGED FOR OTHER

i

STEAMBOAT!!,

-1892.- -ICE-

"I

fabric or the most
delicate colors.

AND-

on a

France’s Standstill Population.
France is not increasing in population
very rapidly. During the last five years
she has been practically at a standstill,
the population having increased only
one-half of 1 per cent, since 1887. While
the great cities are growing the rural
districts are being drawn upon by them,
and in some cases to such an extent as
to interfere seriously with the supply of
farm labor in many sections.

Cl

Foreside, Cousens’ Great Chebeague and Littlejohn’s Island and wolfs Point, at 3 p. m. daily
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a. m.. touching at all landings, commencing March 16th. 1892.
marlBdtf
H. B. SOULE, Manager.

—

dtf

Matinee

dtf

—

LOST PARADISE!

ISLAND STEAMERS.

PHANTOM will leave Portland
STEAMER
Pier lor Freeport, touching at Falmouth

THURSTON'S PIANO HOUSE,

Rubber and Cotton Rubber
exports.
cusing the Press correspondent at the
Iu 1861 the value of manufactured arHose Reels and
best
Bangor convention of misrepresenting ticles exported was $90,000,000, now the
the circumstances of Mr. Freeman’s ap- value of
exported manufactured articles
lowest
pointment to the state committee. The is about twice that sum,
having steadily
Press correspondent stated the facts
grown in the past decade, while the pertruthfully. The appointment was a sur- centage of the agricultural products has
prise to the Cumberland men present, slightly decreased.
for the Press correspondent consulted
57 and 59 Kennebec Street.
Fifty per cent of our exports go to
them before sending his despatch.
It is Great Britain and
10
cent
to
MAINE*
Ireland,
PORTLAND,
per
true that Mr. Freeman, under pledge of
Germany, 7 per cent to Franc9, 5 per janl9
d6m
informed
the
Press
corresconfidence,
cent to British North American possesspondent On the way over on the train ions, 4 per cent to the West Indies, .3 per Tlie Largest Order Ever Given for
that the appointment would be made. cent to
Typewriters.
Belgium, 3 per cent to the Neth-

CO.,

Chas. Frohman’s Boston Stock Co.

_att

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.

DR. HANS VON BULOW,
EUGEN D’ALBERT,

!

Toy-

Sale

Si. M. PA1SOK &

KNABE.

“fids

5’s

•

m

_

6’s

*

*

—

F. V. Dow made certain

|iy25

Manager

Wednesday and Thursday, Hay 4th and 5th,

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

a.

SWAN &BARRETT,

Lessee and

j

CITY HALL

Diamond

The LIVER is the Largest Organ in
the Body. If diseased. Loss of Ap
petite, Bad Taste In Mouth, Headache, Dizziness, and a long train of
Symptoms, result.
For curing diseases of the LIVER,
and allaying all distressing Symptoms, SKODA’S DISCOVERY and SKODA’S LITTLE TABLETS, hare no equal.
SKODA’S REMEDIES, are not quack
Patent Nostrums, manufactured by ignorant and unscrupulous persons.
They contain the very cream of the
BEST REMEDIAL AGENTS, known
to Medical Science.
Prepared with the greatest care, by
an educated Physician, who has had large
of
treatment
experience in the
Diseases, endorsed and used by the
stand
MEDICAL FRATERNITY, they
without a peer, for the positive enre of

G. E. LOTHROP,

ap29

in our

ings,

FRANK YOUNG,
Lewiston* Me.

_

m,

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

City

Cable Railway First
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

of the ledger with Great BritNERVOtTS and BLOOD DISEASES,
ain, for her imports every year are $300,and all affections of the HEART,
or
LIVER, and KIDNEYS.
in
000,000
excess
of
400,000,000
UAVUAiXUHi
AUOMBJUiMr
VV.p
A Guarantee Contract accompanies each
her
while
our
Portland, Me.
exports,
Bottle.
imports
in the past twelve months are $189,Frank Young, clerk in a Grocery store,
Lewiston, Me., and residing at No. 60
000,000 less than our exports. Germany,
High St., says:
‘‘Had no Appetite, Bad Taste in
whose exports run pretty well up towMonth, Dizzy, Headache, and was
ard those of the United States, also has
FRIDAY, APRIL 2&
greatly debillta_,
..,,
bL rTfc sKstedandrundown.
the balances on the wrong side of the
E a Ira «VAfter a few weeks’
Mr. Lapham’s menhaden bill Is killed ledger, as her imports are $250,000,000 a
use of SKODA’S DISCOVERY and SKODA’S Little tablets, my Liver
for this session, and probably forever. year greater than her exports, while
to a
s nairas restored
condition, ApIt was entirely in tlie interest of an op- practically the same condition exists
THfiilhealthy
«
ia a a
returned
and I
petite
pressive monopoly, and richly deserves with France and Italy.
gained in flesh and strength. SKODA’S REMEDIES have toned up mv systhe fate it has met with.
The fact that there is a balance of
tem, and I never FELT
life. I
BETTER in
trade in our favor of $169,000,000 is one
fiftlO
Sniiirj! can heartily my recomThe Massachusetts cattle commission
of the most interesting features of this
them.”
mend
has been re-organized, two of its memof our commerce, especially
bers resigning in response to the request showing
For the Complexion, the
when we compare our condition with
Skin, and the Bath, use
of the Governor, and successors being
that of other countries of the world. As
Skoda’s German Soa^.
appointed who are familiar with the du- indicated
above, all the great commerIt cures Bedness, Roughs,
ties that such commissioners are sup,
cial nations of Europe find themselves at
and makes tke Skin SOFT
posed to perform. The Governor dis- the end of the
and
VELVETY.
year with a heavy baltinctly says that the changes have been ance of
SKODA DISCOVERY CO., BELFAST, ME.
trade against them,
or, in
made in consequence of allegations of
other words, that they have bought
the existence of serious disease among
more
than
have
sold, or
they
the cattle of Massachusetts. Dr. Bailey’s
more than they have exported.
criticism of the Bay State commission imported
the reverse is the rule with the
has borne fruit. It is to be hoped that the Happily
United States, for there have been but
new commission will wake up to a realtwo years since 1875 in which we have
izing sense of the situation and take not taken in more
This piano is used at all concerts by
money for our exports
measures to improve it.
than we have paid out for our imports.
NISS NEALLY STEVENS,
The Democratic members of the House
In the past 15 years the balance of
of Representatives constitute nearly three trade in our favor in our foreign com- and is commended as FIRST, by such great
fourths of that body, and yet for a num- merce has been in round uumbers $1,lights in the musical firmament as
ber of days past they have been unable 750,000. The balance of trade turned in
to do any business when the Republicans our favor 20 years ago.
Prior to 1873, in
refused to assist them, for want of a the entire history of the country, there
quorum. Of course this means that a had been only 18 occasions in which our
great many Democratic representatives exports were as great as our imports. and a host of others. The general agency
Is at
are
neglecting the duties which the Since 1873 there have been but three
country pays them to discharge. Oc- years in which our exports did not excasional absence on the part of represen- ceed the imports by from $18,000,000 to
tatives is to be expected but when for $260,000,000 per annum.
Tf. is intprocHnrf tA aKcai’ua Hml- wrliilo
days in succession a party numbering
3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
three quarters of the House finds itself nearly 75 per cent of our exports are proS. THURSTON.
without a quorum it is proof positive ducts of agriculture, there is a steady
dtf
april
that a good many of its members are growth in the exports of the products of
manufacture. In 1880 only 10 per cent of
guilty of inexcusable delinquency.
the exportations were made up of proA WORD TO COL. DOW.
ducts of manufacture, while now they
In the Express last evening, Colonel amount to 20
per cent of our increased

TBCE

Deposits

due 1912.

Cleveland

NATIONAL

THEATREJ

PORTLAND

C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

City of Portland

be a great fallIt turns out, how-

/Sn

AMtfggMamra.

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,

Sale,

operation there would

tllG I'UllanP.P. nf trnrlA ic

FINANCIAL.

bonds. PORTLAND

the op-

ing off in exports.
mr, that this prediction, like almost all
*
others made by the prophets of disster from this bill, has not been ful;illed. On the contrary for the first time
in the history of the
country ten figures
ire necessary to tell the
story of the exports of the country’s domestic products.
They have now reached and passed the
billion dollar line, the exact figures being $1,006,284,508. A hundred years ago
the exports for the year amounted to $10,000,000. The century has therefore seen
an increase in our
exports of nearly
$1,000,000 Great Britain, which makes a
specialty of her expert trade, fostering it
by governmental as well as every other
method, exceeds in her exports by only a
few millions the exports from the United
States in the past twelve months. And
this is more than offset by the fact that

financial.

_

McKINLEY

McKinley bill

its

I

MXSCEEEAJf150118-

MISCELLANEOUS.

Sisterhood

Wili hold an apron sale Monday and Tuesday
afternoons and evenings. May 2d and 3d, at
Reception Hall. Entertainment each evening
and a hot dinner served from 12 to 1.30 Tuesday, May 3. Afternoon fine Ice cream and cake
for sale; entertainments, adults 25 cts, children 10 ets. Dinners 25cts.
apr29d3t

Proposals for Construction

of

Mill and power at South

Portland.
be received until
SEALED PROPOSALS will erection
of Mill

,iJ?oontMay
7th’, fSr.the
Building.
Engine and Boiler House; also, Ener aUd l6ed Fump’ for Portland tlush

lim’Co°

Plans and specifications may be seen at the
First National
Fortand’ ^Ie> wher* proposals

£®®S ??„ JMeyCummings,

ffhaftbesent*8’

[ orTalflX,any

rWMVe 1116

li8bt

*°apr!?5d2wiy
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FIRST DISTRICT CONVENTION.

WOODMAN VS- DEERING.
Our New

The Republicans of the First Congressional
District will hold a convention in Congress
Hall, Portland, on Wednesday, May 4th, 1892,
at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, for the
purpose of
choosing two delegates and two alternates to
attend the National Convention, to be held at
Minneapolis, Minnesota, on Tuesday, June 7th,
1892, and transacting any other' business that
may properly Some before them.
The basis of representation will be as follows:
Each city and town will be entitled to one delegate, and for each seventy-five votes cast for
the Republican candidate for Governor in 1888,
an additional delegate, and for a fraction of
forty votes in excess of seventy-five votes, an
additional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of any city or
town can only be filled by residents of the town
or city in which the vacancy exists.
The District Committee will be in session at
the hall at 1 o’clock on the afternoon of the convention, for the purpose of receiving the credentials of delegates.
By order of the Republican District Committee.
Andrew HAwes, Chairman.
S. W. Judkins, Secretary.
Portland, March 29, 1892.

wirvwLM

On the evening of September 25th,
1S91, the plaintiff was driving towards
Portland, over Forest avenue in Deering.
The street had an open excavation in the
it, six feet wide, eightfeetdeep,

centre of

barriers, consisting of a plank on top of
barrels, and two lanterns on top of the
plank at each end. The plaintiff says
there was room between the end of the

plank and the

car track for him to drive
He saw the lanterns dimly burning,
but not knowing w'hat it was for and, as

l‘!ov

Z i-

ings to the extent
abouts; insured.

appearance of two pianists of the highest
rank in the same season in a small
city
of this size is exceptional, and it is to
Mr. Stockbridge the thanks of the pub---- ~

uuuxuj

less, vitality and sincerity are the three
freat points in D’Albert’s playing.” At
times his magnetic power and at others
lis exquisite delicacy are remarkable.
Last evening his programme embraced
Bach’s prelude and fugue in D major;
Beethoven’s sonata, C major, opus 53; a
t;roup of six compositions by Chopin;
Rubinstein’s barcarolle in A minor; and
the Strauss-Tausig waltz “Man lebt nur
Hnmal.”
It will be seen from this programme
that it was in the first two numbers the
ipportunity was afforded to hear D’Allert at his best. The fugue is especially
idapted to display the virtuosity of the
pianist. It is a work of exceeding briliancy and showed the enormous Staying
power of D’ Albert, and his tremendous
technique. But it was in the Beethoven
sonata that the artist captivated and enthralled his hearers. In it he showed all
the depth of thought and sympathy of
feeling of which it is capable. It has
leen claimed for him that he
is the
greatest living exponent of Beethoven
md we must admit his reading was instinct with vitality and permeated with

1

there-

-.

Absolutely

x

As a performer of Chopin’s beautiful
Iream pictures we must confess that to
< mr taste this artist does not charm like
5aderewski.
His
rendering of the
j 'erceuse was admirable and brought a
vx

t/U/tiOO

nj/jimuoc,

VV US J.

eived equally well. But that magnilL
< ent tone, that
liquid touch that Paderc

wski possesses were too

emembranee to be

recent

in the

easily forgotten.

rmy. The audience broke forth in a
vliirlwind of applause, and the persistnt encore

Baking Powder

our FURNISHING DEPARTMENT that lot of Men's Underis going rapidly. If you want any off it come early and
notice the price, 25 CENTS APIECE.
Those unlaundered White Shirts, the “Atkinson” at 49 cents
and the “Farrington” at 47 cents, are the richest things sold in the
city. They are well made, full sizes, with linen bosoms.
You
should see them.

BOOTS

A3sr3°

IS ANNOUNCED TO COMMENCE TO-DAY.

THE BARGAIN LIST:

gHOES.I

FIRST”°f
bbiv 0

y°u are acquainted with the famous Roxbury Tapever manufactured has had the sale or won
Carpet
estry.
the reputation for durability and beauty than have the
Roxbury Tapestries.
As far as Carpets are known, the word “Roxbury” is a
synonym for reliable
goods. It is the only Tapestry which has a trademark of its own. When
you buy a Roxbury Tapestry you know just exactly what you are buying and
take no chances. We start this sale with the splendid
offering of a regular
$1.00 Roxbury Tapestry, of which we have 15 patterns, beautiful in
design
and rich in coloring, which are offered at the unheard of
price of 69 cents
per yard.
course

>

No

have a
SECOSVSD"We
from other

,5ne °f Tapestries, good serviceable goods
mills, beautiful designs arid attractive in every way, 10 patterns, 15,000 yards of them to be closed out at the wonderful price of 45 cents per yard.
^

Have you got a difficult foot to fit 1
,lne of beautiful Velvets, fine in texture, soft and attractive
Have you had trouble with the wearing ■ iintv
beautiful
patterns usually selling for $5.25 per yard, we shall
of your shoes ?
close at 87 cents.
Have you ever visited our department I

TH !RD“A

We shall be glad to see you.
We will
the
off
the
shoes. We
quality
guarantee
make a specialty of fitting difficult feet.

DO YOU SEE THE POINT ?
We are offering a few
in and see them.

come

special bargains,
V*.

DO YOU REMEMDER
What we said recently regarding our Hut and Cap Department!
W'e have the finest hat store in the citv
nd the best and latest
styles. Wre are running a fine line ci ilk Hats and our Stiff
Hats are all in the nobbiest styles. We have Wilson Bros/ newest
things, the Cambridge and the Boston Derby, as well as the
Tollman, Strand and Harrington and a fine line of Soft Hats. We
have a fine assortment of Grand Army Hats for memorial
Day
uniform purposes and will supply organizations.
Come and see
us.
We offer you an endless variety from which to select.

line of Brussels Body Carpet, sold everywhere
per yard, you can have at this sale for just 85
This line is unsurpassed in the State.

lave a

combination that would be as near

>erfect as such

things

can

be

in thi

vorld.
Stocibridge Entertainments.
Primrose & West will give a matinee
l or ladies
anfl children May 7th. They
vill also be at City Hall May (3th, Arbor
lay, and Saturday evening. They will
uing an orchestra, brass band, vocal
piartette, fine soloists and a host of
rarnt cork artists.
Besides his band of 50 musicians and
0 instrumental soloists, Mr. Gilmore
vill have the following, vocalists with
dm May lith; Miss Emma Sdmeelock,

j;

cents.

final flavor to this stupendous
strong, well made, All Wool Extra

FIFTH""As
■
■■
bib
cents per

a

The Department Store of Maine,

This sale will commence this morning, and early callers will have the
benefit of a first selection from this immense stock. We make but one
limit to the sale-all purchases at these prices must be strictly for cash.
Think what a saving to you from what you usually pay for Carpets, by
taking advantage of this Spring Carpet Sale of 1892.

THE ATKINSON
ISAAC C.

ATKINSON,

GENERAL MANAGER

■

h ave this day by mutual
consent dissolved partnership.
All bills
for or against the late firm of Waite, Norton &
Co., wilT be settled by Albert E. Waite, at No. 4
Central wharf.
ALBERT E. WAITE,
LOREN F, NORTON,

CEN’L MANACER.

soprano; Miss Emilio Schneelock, contralto; Signor Victor Clodis, tenor; Myron AV. AVhitney, basso.
Professor and Mme.
Hermann have
not visited Portland for two years and
they have a new programme.
Good seats for all these entertainments

duet by Misses Davis and Biown was the
last number on the programme it was accorded the flattering compliment of an

at

pests of dogs are particularly suggestive
of gambling, and yet they are both
prominent agents in at least two games
of chance, for, according to Fanny
Ward, the women of Chili have a curious little game of chance, which is
played by putting a small piece of raw
beef on a sheet of fly paper and watching the fleas attack it. The player at
the side of the beef first reached by a
flea wins the money. Minister Schuyler
observed a practice similar to this

Stockbridge's.

Corps
“A Trip to Europe,” a very pretty operetta, will be given by the Bosworth
Relief Corps Saturday afternoon and evening at City Hall, under the direction of
Mr. AV. E. Chandler. Among the leading features of the piece will be Edith
Gribben as Aunt Sue, Benjamin AV. Hey
Relief

Carnival.

encore.

“Nothing New Under the Sun.”
Neither flies, the summer plague of
housekeepers, nor fleas, the all-the-year

among the natives of Turkestan, the
difference being that the players there
made use of lumps of sugar and waited
for the flies to alight on them. An
imaum, learned in the law, told Mr.
Schuyler that this gambling game, still
affected by New Orleans negroes, was
of very ancient origin.
Perhaps the VediG worshipers used to
sprinkle the succulent ghi on the ground
and watch the flies alight on it. Clearer” will close the entertainment.
ly there is nothing new under the sun.
And speaking of the antiquity of things,
Notes.
Dr. Phene, in a recent lecture before the
The last performance of “One of the
for the Encouragement
Finest” was given at Portland Theatre British Society
of Fine Arts, proved conclusively, as it
last night.
Reserved seats can now be secured at ■seemed, that the legends of King Arthur
Frank B. Clark’s, 515 Congress street,
and the Round Table Knights instead of
for the concert to be given by the distinbeing a peculiar property of western
guished violinist, Leonora Van Stosoh, Europe are really a mere transcript
and the Singers’ Club at Pine street
from a part of the voluminous old Hin-

church, May

12.
In connection with the concert in aid
of St. Luke’s Guild mention should be
made of the reading by Miss Lena Goldthwaite and the duet of Misses Davis
and Sallie Brown.
Miss Goldthwaite’s
reading was excellently done and received hearty encores.
Although the

undersigned

Portland, April 28,1892.
l-e

ATKINSON,

doo

poem,

likeness is

the
so

“Maha-Bharata.” The
striking that some of

Tennyson’s Arthurian poetry, as read by
Dr. Phene along with esitracts from the
Indian epic, seemed nothing more than
a

free translation of it.

ION.
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Advantages of Ola Costume.

We should like to call attention not
only to the picturesqueness, but to the
convenience of the male costume during the first twenty-five years of the Sixteenth century. Many of our doctors
are assuring us that an
extraordinary
amount of pulmonary disease ii due to
the fact that men are in the habit of
going about of an evening much more
lightly dressed than during the daytime,
wearing waistcoats of a thinner material
and open in front upon the chest, precisely the part of the body which should
be most protected.
Now the doublet screens the chest
from every wind, and can be made of the
lightest material in summer and of the
heaviest in winter. It is quite true that
the legs were more exposed than they
are at present; but at the same time if
we study minutely the drawings and
engravings of the Sixteenth century we
observe that in winter the men are represented as either wearing worsted
stockings, gaiters, or long boots.— Lonion Saturday Review.
A Comfortable Church.

One of the most comfortable places of
worship in the world is the new Episcopal Church of Zion and St. Timothy in
West Fifty-seventh street, New York
city. It affords the congregation all the
latest devices for comfort. Every seat,
says a correspondent, has a shelf under
it for canes, parasols and umbrellas.
Opposite each bench, on the back of the
one in front, hang little plush cushions
to be put on the floor and knelt upon,
and behind these cushions are racks for
the men’s hats. The apparatus for heating and ventilating the church is not in
sight, but is very effective. The building is large and costly, and its walls,
which are bare of galleries (except a
little one in an alcove over the entrance),
are all finished in red and brown pressed
brick. Its interior walls are therefore
like the outer walls of many buildings,
and yet the effect is very fine.

0. BAILEY A

F.

co-

purpose of carrying on the Sail
Making business at No. 4 Central wharf.
FRED H. YORK.
ALBERT E. WAITE.
Portland, April 28, 1892.
apr29dlw

AUCTION SALES.

[

undersigned have this day formed a
THE
partnership under the firm name of York
& Waite for the

THE
Middle,

CO.,

Middle, Pearl, Vine Streets.

Dis:

Pearl and Time Stfreets.

Carpet Sale, we offer a
Super Carpet at 55

yard.

NOTICE OF CO-PARTNERSHIP.

produced Liszt’s valse imThe melody of the KubinJ promptu.
as Dick, Everett AVaterhouse, captain of
t tein barcarolle was
delicious, and the an
English steamship, Dan Fritz as the
i nterpretation of the number showed
Charles Cram, the Gribben
lieutenant,
] )’Albert’s mastery of the key board,
brothers and Robert L. AVhitcomb. The
die concert fitly closed with the Straussship’s band, composed of nine beautiful
fausig waltz.
young ladies will be a strong feature.
What D’ Albert lacks is the poesy of
Misses Bertha M. AVelch, Belle C. Foye,
’aderewski.
To his own
wonderful
Floy R. Buckuam, Bertha AVilson and
eclmique if he bad joined that sensuous Mamie Prince will
sing the “Great
that
of
harm,
action, that thor- Maine Central Route.”
grace
There will be
mgh absorption of himself in his piano, fine costumes and
Tickets at
scenery.
hat marks the Polish player, we should
Chandler’s. The farce of the “Desert-

power ;

Clevelan

In

wear

if the ivtroduzione e rondo. It was su-lerb and he roused the audience to great
ISAAC C.
mthusiasin.

It is richest in pure cream of tartar ;
It is strongest in wholesome leaven-

ing

THEY ARE IN ALL COLORS, ALL SIZES AND ALL PRICES.

highest intelligence. Especially did
le deserve the
soubriquet he has obtained of “little giant” in the
rendering

the Best. ;
It has the best keeping qualities and
is the most economical;
It contains no alum, ammonia or
other deleterious substance;
All the ingredients used are published on the label.

Is full of choice bargains and a visit there any day will be productive off profit. Our men's suits at $10 are great value and those
$10 Spring Overcoats are the dressiest things for the money in
the city.
That stock of Children’s Clothing is being picked over
rapidly
and every one who comes in is sure to purchase

the

the buildor

in Maine,

We Ask But Your Perusal of the
Facts Cited Below.

OUR

A1VDU-

Iis

of $150

Sale Ever

sPler,did
FOURTH""4
1 1
for $1.10

Portland a few weeks ago was
charmed by Paderewski.
Last night
she was delighted with I)’Albert.
The

uvwu

damage to

Stupendous Carpet
Known

did

of
the
last
imrendering
was
promptu,,
however,
magnificent
afternoon
about 4 o’clock l
Wednesday
1 n Its force and power.
It was like the
the roof of the machine shop was dis1 esistless, onward
sweep of a mighty
covered on lire. The lire was soon under
There is

ADVERTISEMENTS.

“

Yarmouth ville,

control.

We are

D’Albert.

tour.

The lodge will have a sail to Haroswell some time next month,

we shall have a change of weather by tomorrow so
preparing some bargains for Saturday that will make up
for the last week.
Our customers realize that they can save
money by watching our announcements and our clothing department. Boots and Shoes and Hat and Cap Departments all come
in for their share off attention.

and probably

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Crafg-St urbir<l.
Mr. Arthur E. Craig, son of Captain
John Craig, of the steamer Tremont,and
Miss Addie M. Starbird, daughter of the
late Charles D. and Amanda Starbird,
were married at Mr. Craig's home, No. 5
Montgomery street, yesterday. Rev. G.
I. Keirn, of the Church of the Messiah,
performed the Ceremony, which was entirely private. The happy couple left on
the afternoon train for a brief wedding

'yrr

luauftiAiAuf

llroa

extend clear across the street, but left
room between the track and the end of
it for him to drive in; he also claims that
it was insufficiently lighted. The defendants introduced evidence to show that
the street was closed by the selectmen,
and a barrier put up at Woodfords Corner elear across the street, excepting the
car track, and lanterns placed upon it;
that to pass that, Mr. Woodman must
have driven on to the horse car track,
but this he denies.
It is also claimed
that at the time of the accident, he must
have been on the track, as there was not
room for a
carriage between the track
and the service trench.
The defendants
claim that plaintiff, with all the safeguards and notice placed about this excavation, drove through there at his own
risk; that his negligence contributed to,
if it was not the sole cause of the acciient.
The damages claimed in the writ
are $2000.
The evidence is closed. A.
F. Moulton appeared for plaintiff, and G.
D. Hopkins, city solicitor, for defendant.

Friday.

E. 8.—Loena Loveitt.
Chaplain—Ella Stevens.
Marshal—William Skinner.
I. G.—Winnie Smith.
Sentinel—E. O’Neil.
P. C. T.-E. S. Nelson.

The Most

THIS CANNOT LAST FOREVER!

he says, supposing it was a little cross
trench for putting in a water service
pipe, he drove in. His wheel struck the
car track, the horse started
up, he pulled
him a little to the left, his wheel went
upon the pile of earth and tipped him
over, injuring him, as he claims, permanently. and laming his horse and breaking the harness. He claims that the bar-

BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

Treasurer-Georgia'Willard.

NEW

in.

Thursday.—The grand jury today made a
partial report, and the following indictments
are made public:
Emerson fitiphan, Houlton, two indictments
for smuggling and violation of the internal revenue law. Pleaded guilty and sentenced to five
in the countyjail.
days
Caleb Trask of Oakland, for violation of the
internal revenue law. Pleaded guilty and fined
$100 or 30 days in jail.
Garvenus W. Bowden of Penobscot, for violation of internal revenue law. Pleaded guilty,
and fined $100 or 30 days in jaiL
John B. Reed, Portland, two indictments for
fraudulent use of the mails in connection with a
petty lottery scheme.
The traverse jury was excused until 10 a. m.

V. T.—Lois Loveitt.
R. S.-G. A. Griffin.

When that magnificent display off Northern Eights was seen
this week the oldest inhabitant sagely remarked that the gent|C
zephyrs off spring time would not murmur about us tor several days
and the aforesaid O. I. was undoubtedly correct.
This cold
w eather has proved a quencher on
getting new' suits, but

and ICO feet long, for the purpose of putting in a sewer. On each side of the trench
were large piles of earth.
At each end
of the trench, across the street, were

uuun

Seaside Lodge.
Seaside Lodge, I. O. G. T., has elected
these officers:
C. T.—Joseph Angell.

ADVERTISEMENTS,

A CRASH IN CARPETS!!!

Court.

Tlie case of Reuel W. Woodman vs.
Inhabitants of Deering was before Judge
Walton in the Supreme Court yesterday.

To the Republican Electors of the United
States:
In accordance with the usage and the instructions of the Republican National Convention of 1888, a National Convention of delegated representatives of the Republican party
will be held at the City of Minneapolis, Minnesota, on Tuesday, the 7th day of June, 1892, at
12 o’clock at noon for the purpose of nominating candidates for President and Vice-President
to oe supported at the next National Election,
and for the transaction of such other and further business as may be brought before it. The
Republican electors in the several States and
Territories, and voters without regard to past
political affiliations who believe in Republican
principles ana enciorse tne nepuDue.an policy,
are cordially invited to unite under this call in
the formation of a National Ticket.
Each State will be entitled to four delegates
at large, and for each Representative in Congress at large, two delegates, and each Congressional District, each Territory, and the District
of Columbia, to two delegates. The delegates
at large shall be chosen by popular State Conventions, called on not less than twenty days’
published notice, and not less than thirty days
before the meeting of the National Convention.
The Congressional District delegates shall he
chosen at conventions called by the Congressional Committee of each such district in the same
manner as the nomination for a Representative
in Congress in made in said district; Provided,
That in any Congressional District where there
is no Republican Congressional Committee, owing to re-districting the State under the new Congressional apportionment, the Republican State
Committee shall appoint from the residents of
such district a committee for the purpose of
calling a District Convention to elect district
delegates. The Territorial delegates shall be
chosen in the same manner as the nomination of
a Delegate in Congress Is made.
The delegates
from the District of Columbia shall be chosen
at a convention constituted of members elected
in primary district assemblies, held under the
call and direction of the Republ ean Central
Committee of the District of Columbia, which
said committee shall be chosen one from eacli
assembly district on the first Tuesday of January, 1892, at the hour of 7 o'clock p. m.,at a
place of meeting in each assembly district to be
designated by a joint call, with not less than
ten days’ notice, signed by the member of the
National Committee for the District of Columbia and the chairman of the Republican Central
Committee of said District:
An alternate delegate for each delegate to the
National Convention, to act in ease of the absence of the delegate, shall be elected in the
same manner and at the same time as the delegate is elected.
All notices of contests must be filed with the
National Committee in writing, accompanied by
printed statements of the grounds of contest,
which shall he made public. Preference in the
order of hearing and determining contests will
be given by the convention in accordance with
the dates of filing such notices and statements
with the Notional Committee.
James 8. Clarkson, Caairman.
Jacob bloat Fassett, Secretary.
New York. Jan. 20,1892.
01

NEW

City Appears for the First Time
in

REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION.

u.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

I
j

CO., Auctioneers.

AFTER EATING
~~1 ADMINISTRATOR’S
SALE
-OFA HEARTY DINNER!
REAL ESTATE.
you hare that feeling of distress,
perhaps |
or

you are a sufferer from Heartburn, Acidity, I
Gastric Pressure, Indigestion or kindred Stom- f
ach Troubles; if so,

THURSDAY, May 26, at 3 o’clock p.nv, I
V/ shall sell the valuable property. Ko. 262
Cumberland street, consisting of a tnree^sfcofy
substantial brick house, 13 finished rooms, gas,
Sebago water, perfect drainage, and in goodYepair throughout; will rent tor $600. The lot
contains about 6.500 square feet, with pear and
They Trill cure you. 25 cents per box, 5 boxes I
pluhi trees, grapery, small fruits, etc. This is a
for $1.00. Of druggists or by mail.
very desirable property, well situated and
BRONSON CHEMICAL CO- Providence, R. I.
should attract attention. Terms at sale. E. F.
j V08K, Administrator of Pauline A. Sise.

TRY DR. BRONSON’S
\
PEPSIN TROCHES!

!

ap23_dtd

F. O.
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BAILEY &

MARRIAGES.

Salesroom 18

In this city, April 28, by Rev. G. I. Keim, Arthur E. Craig and Miss Addie M. Starbird.
In Goodwin’s Mills. April 27, by Rev. J. Nixon
Howard A. Hill and Miss Carrie J. Anderson,
both of Biddeford.
In North Paris. April 17, Moses D. Smith and
Miss Nettle M. Townsend.
In Andqver, April 9, Frank E. Kelley and
Miss Georgia Austin.
In North Auburn, Augustus Merrill and Mrs.
Mattie Packard.
In West Paris, April 13, Albert G. Hadley
and Miss Vienna A. Cox, both of Sumner.
In Denmark, April 19, Andrew Smith and
Miss Emma Austin.
In Addison, April 16, John B. Wass and Miss
Flora Wass.
In Canton. April IB, Wm. J. Pittman of Fryeburg and Miss Lillian F. Cannon.

this city, April 28, Peter Anderson, aged
71 years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In this city, April 28, Charles A. Doughty,
aged 41 years 11 months.
[Notice of funeral Hereafter.]
in this city, April 27, Christina, daughter of
Lars and Matilda Monson, aged 5 years and 3
months.
[Funeral this Friday morning at 10 o’clock,
Erom parent’s residence. No. 41 Fox street.
In this city, April 27, Cecelia, wife of Thomas
Roach, aged 72 years.
In

Exchange

F. O BAILEY.
marl4

C.

Street.
W.ALLEN.
dtf
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9^43 Science!

I

MEDICAL

SCIENCE;
has

achieved

the

BEECHAM’Si

nl>icli will care Sick |
Headache and all New 11
arising from Impaired ]
! Digestion, Cou.tipattou and Dlior*1 \
dered Liver , and they will quickly re- !
•;
;, store women to complete health.
J|
;; Covered with a Tasteless &*Soluble Coating, J;
of
Price
2R
cents a box. <1
;:
al] druggists.
<
\
S_New\ork Depot, 365 Canal St.

!' P ILL
^
** ®
®
i1

■

"

J vom

Bl.orders

1M;,

dc21

MW,fcFnnnlycedlst.8tkor5th<i&w9

[Funeral Saturday morning at 8.15 o’clock,
from the rear of No. 522 Danforth St.
High
Mass of Requiem at St Damiuic's Church at 9

j’clock.
Iu Kezar Falls, Margaret Merrifleld, aged 65
years.
Iu Earsonsfield, Obediah Collins, aged about
30 years.
In Porter, Mrs. Judith Perkins, aged 70 years
In Sidney, April 19, George C. Whitney, aged
39 years.
In Albany, April 12, Mrs. Eliza Kneeland,

iged
In

70 years.

Bucklield, April

21, Mrs. Jonas Spaulding,
years.
Exeter, N. H., April 27. George S. Cutts,
formerly of Kittery, aged 50 years.

iged

97

In

[The funeral of the late Mrs. Susan Larkin
ivill take place this Friday morning at 9.35
I’clock, from her late residence. 79 Cumberland
itreet. Requiem High Mass at the Cathedral
if the Immaculate Conception at 9 o'clock.

The Uiiion Mutual Life Insurance
admits of no superior in poiut of

Co.

stability

Flowers
Luyvtno

‘

or

funerals

1

I
in any
I.
design.
DENNETT the Florist, 570 Congress Street.
|

a i»

in!
production of \ |

great triumph

\

DEATHS.

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

and

advantageous features.

It is distinctively a Maine Company,
artd, as such, yourself and every
other citizen should take an interest
in its success.

THE LIVING DYNAMO.

nary method of soaking them
in water

BY OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.

(Written for the 70tli birthday of Dr. E. E.
Hale.)
Night after night the incandescent arc
Has fought its dazzling battle with the dark.
Our douotful paths witii purest ray illumined,
Untired, undimmed, unswerving, 'unconsumed.
A slender wire the living light conveys
That startles midnight with its noonday blaze.
Through tiiat same channel streams the giant
force
That whirls the wheels along their clanking

course.
When, like a mail-clad monster,
AVith clash and clamor sweeps

train.

o’er tire plain,
the broomstick

AVhence gains the wondrous wire its two-fold

dower,

Its double heritage of light and power?
Ask of the motor-man—he ought to know—
And lie will tell you “from the dynamo.”
And what, again, the dynamo inspires?
“A mighty engine, urged by quickening fires.”
When I behold that large, untiring brain
Which seventy winters nave assailed in vain,
Toiling, still toiling, at its endless task,
AVith patience such as Sisyphus might ask.
To flood the paths of ignorance with light,
To speed the progress of t he struggling right.

burning pulses borrowed from a heart
That claims in every grief a brother’s part,
My lips.repeat with reverence, “Even so—
This is in truth a living Dynamo!”
Its

Be ours to heed its lessons while we may,
I, ook up for lighttoguide our devious wayJ. ook forwardBravely, look not weakly back,
The past is done with, mind the coming track;
Look in with searching eye and courage stout,

But when temptation comes, look out! look
out!

over

stewing

1

Dried apricots and peaches soaked in
this way make an excellent pic.
Bake
them without any top crust, covering the
tin
pan if the fruit shows any
pie with a
signs of baking too hard. When the pie
is done, spread atliick meringue over it,
made by beating the whites of three eggs
to a stiff froth and adding three tablespoonfuls of powdered sugar and a teaspoonful of lemon juice. Spread this
meringue over the pie and put in a slow
oven for ten minutes.
Dredge a little
sugar over the meringue before you put
the pie in the oven. See that the meringue
cooks very
At the end of ten
minutes it should be thoroughly risen
and done through, but colored only a
very light brown. If the oven is too hot
it is better to leave the door open a little
than run the risk of its rising too rapidly,
in which case'it will certainly fall.—New

HOME.

Fi BSE HAIR IS OBTAINED.
The best false hail- comes from France,
where it is sold by the gramme at prices
HOW

age has left them. The chemists have taken the matter in hand and
are able to produce by decoloration of hair
of any color a tolerable grade of white
Hair, which however, has a bluish tint
not at ail approaching in beauty the
silvery softness of hair which has been
bleached by nature.
False hai'r of the ordinary shades is obtained in two ways. The better and more
expensive kind is cut directly from the
heads of peasant women, who sell their
silken tresses sometimes for a mere song
and sometimes for a fair price, according
as they have learned wisdom. Every
year the whole territory of France is
travelled over by men whose business it
is to persuade village maidens, their
mothers and their aunts to part with
their hair for financial consideration.
Theso men are known as “cutters.,,
and there are at least 500 of them in the
qountry always going from house to
House, from farm to farm, and through
ail t,
illages in all the departments,
A
seeking subjects for their scissors.
good cutter averages from two to five
heads of hair a day, and he pays from
two francs to 10 francs for each. It is estimated that a single head of luxuriant
growth weighs about a pound.
at the
.. The false hair thus Obtained—

hair, mind—considerably

same

000 000 francs.
The cleaning

over

this refuse hair is an
operation which requires careful attention. After the hai: lias been freed from
the dust and dirt and mud and other unpleasant things with which it has come
in contact in gutters and slop-buckets, it
is rubbed in sawdust until it shines once
more with its pristine gloss, and then the
Id the
process of sorting out is begun.
first place skilful hands fix the individual hairs in frames with the roots
all pointing the same wav, and then they
are arranged according to color.
when a sufficient number of
hairs of one color have been obtained—
nor is tliis number so immense as is generally supposed—they are made into the
beautiful braids which are shown so seductively in the windows of fashionable
coiffeurs.
It is said that the cutters in France
have plied their trade so industriously
that at present it is hardly possible in the
whole republic to find a woman who will
gell her hair. The business has been
done to death, and now the enterprising
dealers in false hairs are sending their

Finally!

representatives through Switzerland,
Belgium and Norway, canvassing for unsophistictaed lasses who will allow themselves to be robbed of their hair, which
ts nan: tncir

silver,

oeauty,

ior

a lew

“WHY, ARE YOU SICK?”
I know precisely how you feel; it is that nervous, irritable feeling, your back troubles you, aud when you try to read a little, your head
aches.
Isn’t that so? I knew it. Oh, bother the doctor! Get a bottle
of Vegetable Compound, and take it faithfully, as I have done. I’ve been
through this thing myseif, but am never troubled now. Do as I tell you, dear.”

Prunes cooked

ordi-

I

POU N D

---

the worst forms of Female Complaints, that
Feeling, Weak
Back, Falling and Displacement of the Womb .Inflammation, Ovarian Troubles, and all
Organic Diseases of the Uterus or Womb, and is invaluable to the Change of Life. Dissolves and expels Tumors from the Uterus at an early stage, and checks any tendency to
Cancerous Humor. Subdues Faintness, Excitability, Nervous Prostration, Exhaustion,
and strengthens and tones the Stomach. Cures Headache, General Debility, Indigestion,
etc., and invigorates the whole system. For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex,
tlxe Compound has no rival.
All Druggists sell it as a atandard article, or sent by mail, in form of Pills or
LVPiA E. PINKHAM MED. CO.. LYNN, MASS.
Lozenges, on receipt of $1.00.
It

/

Bearing-down

cures

L nion

Sts.janistf

ANTED—To call at your store or house
v Y
and pay you cash lor old rags, barrels,
iron, rubbers, bottles, metals of all kinds. If
you have any of the above please drop me a
postal. Address C. B. WISH, 131 Green
street, city.
11-ltf

VOTICE—Wanted

to buy from §1000 to $15,000 worth of castoff clothing; Inavtho
nigiiBsv, Basn price ior ladies’ presses, gents’
ami children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats : call, or address letter or postal to S.
LEVI, 97 Middle street.
augioti

MAY 2d.

Farmer wanted for the
WANTED
Apply to SYMONDS, SNOW &

season.

WANTED—To take

horses,

38

Exchange

COOK,

st.

26-1
of

care

Address, X. Y Z.

office._

26-1

American boy, about 16, to
WANTED—An
learn the Apothecary business.
Must
live in the city.

Address P. O. Box 1016, City.

_26-1

desires situation as
stenographer and typewriter in manufacturing or railroad office in or near Portland.
Five years experience in shorthand and general
office work; familial’with shipping; reference
furnished. BOX 163, EAST JAFFREY, N. H.
man
\\TANTED—Young
TT

25-1

__

Protestant coachman.
at 603 Congress St.

WANTED—A

Apply
23-1

of experience
WANTED—Book-keeper
sires
position of trust; best of

Overcoals, Pantaloons
BOYS’ CLOTHING

given, Address “S.,” Pkess office.
aprl4-tf

Used by physicians and the people over forty
years for Hemorrhages and Inflammations,
Pond’s Extract. Beware of imitations offered
for the Genuine.

mi
xuu

Reason for Calling.
Not long since a family moved into a house on
Austin avenue. After a week or two a friend
called on them and asked how they liked the

sell, and

called on anv of the neighbors •>
‘•No, but am going to if there is any more of
firewood
my
missing.”—1Texas Siftings.
“Have you

Why let your hair turn gray when Hall’s Hair
Renewer will prevent it?
Remarkable Feat.
Totling—Young Me Watty is as strong as any
of these Herculesses who travel about in the
shows.
A

mar so7
he can break a
as
as he can

Totling—Yes;

railroad sandwich in two
twist a horseeasily
shoe out of shape.—Detroit Free Press.

Baby cried,
Mother sighed,
Castoria!

His Trouble.

Doggett (to man who has returned her
“lost” pet)—Here is a dollar, my good man, I
hope Fido didn’t give you much trouble?
Man (with the air of a martyr)—Tlrot same he
did, mum. Oi had to kape him told oop in th’
cellar, an’ sit there an’ watch him all day, or
Miss

he’d a’ broken loose and

run

back home.—Puclt.

we

lactic acid from the blood,
and stop its over-production, and you cure and
kill rheumatism, neuralgia and kindred horrors.
This Ath-io-pho-ros surely does.
of

A Grand

Force of Argument.
She—If you don’t let go my hands, sir, I’ll ring
for the servants.
He—But if I don’t let go how can you ring?
She (thoughtfully)—That's so—and—and poor
mamma’s got a headache, so I dare not scream.
—New York Herald..

WANTED—General

11-tf

Springs? This island is situated in
hlieepscott Bay, a few milesifrom Squirrel Island
ft,lid Rnnthhftv Hnrhcr on atoaiuhnot lino

It’s

Batli. Casino, Bowling Alley, Yachts and Tennis grounds.
Perfect drainage and pure water:
vegetables from Island garden. Address M. S.

Cambell, Augusta,

_j ii
___^.ii 1.1.
uuu cue vueauei
nu auu cue uivtv
____

shall sell

__

ffe

a

Me.

28-2

ICTURES! PICTURES! Those In want of a
good picture, for a small amount of money,
do well to call on us. Pictures framed
Plush goods and albums, skates and skate
straps. E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak and Conwould

Brick

Bargain Sale of Reliable Clothing for Men and Boys.
SATURDAY, APRIL 30 arid MONDAY, MAY 2.

we

Extra Salesmen wanted for these days.
have ever offered.

Positively

the biggest

street.___

SAKE-35 ft Steam Launch with compound engines, very fast. She is just
lulled for cruismgor passengers; also 21 ft sloop
racht, both will be sold cheap for cash, for full
larticulars address L. W. LOMBARD, Saco,

POR

_29-4

Mm__

KET-House. ell and
stable; buildings connected: with two
icres of land, at Pleasantdale, on Brown street
Jape Elizabeth; convenient to cars. Address
[»■ 0. BOX 795, Portland, Me.29-1

FOR

SAKE OR TO

for

SAKE—$136.00 grade
BICYCLES
385.00. $45.00 grade for $15.00, $85.00
FOR

pade (Boys’) for $30.00, all
ackle and sporting goods.

also, fishing
G. L. BAILEY,
163 Middle street29-1
new;

SALE—At Falmouth Foreside, story
with ell and stable connected. About two acres of land, small orchard,
rlso pear trees and currant bushes. Good water
ind only five minutes walk from steamer landing and post-office. Six miles from Portland.
Estate of the late Joann S. Y’ork. AUGUSTUS
1\ DAVIS, Administrator, No. 210 Middle St.,
Portland.
27-2

SYOR
and half house

SAKE—In
miles from
containing seven rooms, also carriage house and stable
mil hen house; nice spring water on the place.
Apply to J. W. TAYLOR. 385 Congress St.,
jctween 10 and 11 a. m.27-1

Cape Elizabeth,two
I50Rcity, four acres
of land with house

SAKE—To close an estate,
[JOB
half of a block of two brick

TO LET.

the westerly
houses, situated
Cumberland street, near Elm street,
containing 12 rooms and 10 large closets, gas.
A

No. 301

LEASE—A responsible party can have
FOR
the
of the
opportunity of securing
located stores for retail trade
rare

one

on the northstreet.
Make no delay.
SHAW. 51 Va Exchange St. 29-1

pURNISHED
-*■
downstairs

EXCHANGE ST.28-1
room

room

one

29-1

experienced girl for general
WANTED—An
housework. Apply at 635 CONGRESS
ST.28-1

Harpswell,

LANG,

Me.

26-1

SALE—Harmonicas, new styles Violins, Banjos, Guitars, Mandolins, extra
violin and banjo strings for sale at HAAVES,
414 Congress St.
26-1

LET—Stock farm
TO from
Portland;

FOR38 ft. over all.

$12.00;

5 rooms,

48

in Deering, one mile
can maintain 40 head of
stock; ample buildings, perfectly arranged for
the business; Sebago water; 55 acres highly
fertilized, yielding abundance of hay, and 100
acres in pasture. Reasonable terms. W. H.
WALDRON, 180 Middle street.28-1

hire, house of 7 or 8
WANTED—To
in western part of city.
Address, P. O.
a

rooms

BOX, 1671.

27-1

LET-A sunny convenient tenement of
6 rooms at 52 State St. sebago. wood and
coal room ail to yourself. Enquire at 52 State
St„ from one to three.27-1

TO

TO LET-The best store in the best
STORE
situation in this city for the right parties

make money. No 149 Spring St.
PELEG BARKER.

to

Apply to
27-1

LET—On Custom House Wharf small
building suitable for any kind of fish business that requires dock and water privileges.
Apply to PELEG BARKER, ou the wharf. 27-1

TO

can-

on

No better location and facilities to do
business. Apply to PELEG BARKER on the

wharf._

27-1

PASTURE TO RENT—for the sea
son In the western part of the city.
Pasture will take care of three cows. Apply to
room 8,191 Middle street.26-1

COW

LET—In Deering near electric and horse
ears, two nice modern houses, stable and
ample grounds, one with all modern appointments. without stable, several flats six rooms
each, stable and Sebago near cars. Prices favorable, now ready for occupancy. N. S. GAR-

TO

mvU’Tf

Vn

1

^Ti

0,21

LET—A fine parlor chamber with alcove, unfurnished. Gives a fine view of
the country. Also other rooms furnished or unfurnished. Use of bathroom. With or without
board, at 776 Congress street.
26-1

TO

RENT—Furnished:
fine brick house,
FORsunny
and centrally located in
good
a

a

neighborhood

Spring street horse
BENJAMIN SHAW, 61% Exchange St.
near

rear of
one and

rooms

A. DAVIS.

SALE—Store and house with furniture,
IjAOR
if desired. Very low for cash. Apply to
L. J.
So.

St. Lawronce
street,
Chestnut St., $12. Nice
rent 6 rooms and bath room on Cumberland
St„ near Casco, all complete. L. O. BEAN & CO,
40 Exchange St.
28-1
er

on

cars.

hood, grown-up
the premises.

108 Newsix in the

good neighborfamilies desired. Inquire on
23-1

FOR

SALE—Yacht Warren, at a bargain,
11 ft beam, 7 ft. draft, a
fast sailer. J. WARREN FRYE, 74 Portland
St., city.26-1
FOR SALE—Kimball Jumpseat Dog Cart for
A
children; Top Buggy, property of gentleman leaving
town.
ADAMS, CLARK 6s
26-1
LOCKE, Casco street.

manufacturing business
FOR
—The Pioneer Chair Co., West Paris. ConSALE—A fine

sists of about

one acre of land, together with
buildings, machinery, tools, stock, fixtures, etc.
This property will be sold at a bargain to the
right parties. If not sold at private sale, will
be offered at auction on the premises AVednesday, May 18th. For full particulars and description write for circulars. F. O. BAILE\T &
CO., 18 Excliange street, Portland, Me. 23-1

SALE—Choice maple, magnolia,
FOR
Scotch larch trees and syringa,
wreath

cedar,
bridal

aud hydrange shrubs.
Nursery stock
that must be cleared off so the land can be used
for building lots aud will be sold very low. D. AV.

HAWKES, Maple street. Peering.25-1

FOR SALE—One chance in a lifetime to buy
A
a first class custom made harness at cost.
2G sets left, must be sold by the 30th of this
month as we are going out of business.
J. 6s
B. JORDAN, 491 Congress street.23-1
SALE—One set double harnesses; must
FOR
be sold this week, closing out business:

price $35.00. J. & B. JORDAN, 401 Congress
St.23-1

SALE—Second-hand Hall’s safe, good
IJAOR
new; cost $200; will sell for $50. J. 6t
B.
491
as

JORDAN,

Congress

street.

23-1

SALE—And must be sold this week, 25
sets of harnesses, prices from $10 to $38.
J. & B. JORDAN, 491 Congress street. 23-1

FOR

SALE—A desirable building lot corner
FOR
Quebec and Ilow'ard streets, Munjoy,
tains
con-

about 4200 sq. ft., can be bought at a low
on easy terms; also
several other
lots near by;
same owners.
BENJAMIN
23-1
SHAW, 5iya Exchange St.

price

and

SALE—A two story frame house and
lot adapted for a small family in a good
neignoornooa in upper part ot tne city near
Spring and Congress St. horse cars. Price

FOR

and this year’s taxes.
SHAW, 51% Exchange St.

$2850

BENJAMIN
23-1

SALE—On elevated ground near Congress St., and Bramhall St. a detached 2
story frame house now occupied by 2 families:
size of lot about 44x66. BENJAMIN SHAW,
51% Exchange St.
23-1

FOR

SALE—A
cottage six (6) rooms
FOBspacious
piazza, spring water piped to the
summer

house, mountain view unequaled, convenient
to mail, church and grocery store j situation
in Intervale Park, Intervale, N. H., M. C.
R. R. Intervale Park was laid out by Dr. Charles
Cullls of Boston, on the slope of Bartlott Mt.,
roads, ponds, fountains, brooks, boarding
house, cnapel, cottages all at large expense.
The scenery on every hand is grand and beautiful. Address COTTAGE, No. 152 Spring St.,
Portland.
21-2

Protestant waitress at 603
WANTED—A
CONGRESS ST.28-1
LET—Two newly finished rents at the
SALE—Tile finest Photograph Car in
WANTED-For general housework in
TO
Sterling homestead. Peak’s Island. Apply FOB
Maine, 10x30, finished in whttewood and
GIRLfamily
of two. Apply to MRS.. O. M.
to Seth Sterling, Deputy Sheriff’s office, Portcherry, hard wood floor, wheel brake &c; built
a

LORD,

389 Danforth

St.

27-1

girl for general housework;
reference required; 219 BRACKETT

WANTED—A
ST.

__23-1

land, Maine.

19_4

LET—A lower tenement of 7 rooms, pleasant and sunny location. Inquire
at 311
1
SPRTNft ST.
lo o

TO

ill 1890; made in the best manner throughout;
at Brunswick, Me.; don’t care to rent; will
sell at a bargain. Address W. C. BUTMAN,
20-3
Middleboro, Mass.
now

sale—Steam yacht, everything
in
COTTAGES TO UET-Some of
July, 1888. Engine 4 1-4x6, boiler built bv
the best summer cottages in Portland har- FOB
SUMMER
South Boston, gives ample steam, hull
Russell,
bor to let.
new

+

Tnhncmn

P-

FOUND.
nmhnrtln

Oi

TTT11

JT mot street, the largest stock, tlie best
goods and the lowest prices to be found in Portland.
Good yellow peaches 12V2C., fancy
Trophy tomatoes 10c., best blueberries 12%c.,
best Arctic salmon 12y2c., best sand soap 5c..
Babbit’s 1770 washing powder 9c., 100 crackers 23c., choice Porto Rico moiassess 35c.
gallon, Calumet 2 pound can beef only 15c., best
raspberry jam 10c., a regular 50e. mixed tea for
35c., choice Formosa tea for 25c, good Java
coffee 30c., Fancy liio 25c. Read our prices in
another ad.
29-1
Friday evening, between City
LOST—Last
Hall and 331 Congress street,
sable cola

lar, belonging to a lady’s fur lined circular; the
finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving
same at the above address.
MRS. J. W. ROB-

INSON.25-1

have found the Greatest Cure on
Earth, for Rheumatism and Neuralgia in
their worst chronic forms. I suffered twelve
years auu tried everv known remedy. Sufferers
write to me and enclose stamp.
MISS E. S,
ORR East Harpswell, Maine. aprl6d&wlmo*

FOUND—I

bargains

Imquire of A. M. SMITH, Portland,

Me.

IG-tf

COTTAGE SITES
TO LEASE.
On the Rufus Emerson Jordan farm
situated at the most Southwestern point
of Cape Elizabeth, Me., (opposite Higgins’ Beach). The view and location
far exceeds that at the celebrated “Bar
New York and Boston
Harbor.”
steamers pass within a few hundaed
feet. FISH, CLAMS and LOBSTERS
For particulars
iu great abundance.

built bv Sheldon, East Boston.
Large cabin.
Thirty feet long, draws 3 1-2 feet. Splendid sea
boat and speedy.
Reason for selling, owner

wants larger boat. Address, H. G. J., Journal
office, Augusta, Me.
19-3
SALE—In Windham; contain
ing forty acres of excellent land; good
two
miles
from Maine Central Depot
buildings;
Inquire of C. G. IRISH, 52 Market street.
Portland, Me., or GEO. SPEAR, near Duels
ABM FOB

Pond.

HERBERT

Price.

S.

DYER,

219 Brackett St., Portland, Me.

apr26____

cottage on Meet'
Island. In a lino

FOB
ing House Hill.
location. For

Peaks
terms apply to 4 ST. LAWRENCE
1G-2

ST.

SALE—In Cape Elizabeth,
FARM
three miles from Portland; contains thirtyfob

live

acres, about twenty under high
cultivation. Good orchard of about one
tundred trees, all in bearing; the best in town
if its size. Also a plenty ol other small fruits,
tor particulars address C. G. E., Press Office'
or more

state of

5-4

SALE—Dry and desirable house lots j
FOB
also gravel and loams for filling. Inquire
if
A. L. RICHARDSON, Deering Centre.

5-8

SALE OR to LET—A nice Cottage
of 5 rooms at Trefethen’s Landing. Best
location on the Island. A bargain for some one.

EJOR

remain in cottage one season. Address, C.
A. Slomaii, 203 Franklin St, Portland Me.
mariott
to

dlw»

TO X^EST.

Sucl?

18-2

SALE OB TO let—A

address,

nor)%

BARE—Farm
acres in City
FOR
Cumberland street;
Westbrook,
mile from East and West
of lOO

on

Floor space

Apply

power.

CONDENSED

TRIC

255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND ME,

t\ir)cz

Buy

at

eoMwXynnn

house No. 1 Deering, cor. High street.
For particulars apply at HOUSE between
the hours of 3 and 5 p. m.
ap9dtf

LET—Two tenements
girl to make skirts; also one TO bury street, 4
in
WANTED—A
to work
cloaks, at 10 Elm street. other; in nice repair, sunny,
M.

TlAlTVn... A

w

Strictly One

api

rn

the

MISCELLANEOUS.

ool blouses, small sizes, only 50e.
blue sailor suits, $1.50 quality, 90c.
all wool reefers, sizes 9 to 12, §5 quality to 2.50, just half.
best quality French flannel “Star Blouses,” only $1.50.
all wool spring overcoats, sizes 6 to 10, $5, half price.
Boys’ long pants, all wool, only $1 per pair, just half.
Boys’ $3.50 knee pant snits, broken sizes, 4 to 13, only $2.
Lots of Boys’ knee pant suits at $3, 3.50 and 4, half price.
Fine grade knee pant suits, worth $8 and 10, only 5.
Boys’ $8 fine grade black cheviot suits, double breasted, only $5 per suit.
$8 Corduroy suits only 5, sizes 8 to 14.
Lot of boys’ outing flannel shirt waists and blouses, all sizes, only 20c each.
Lot of men’s all wool pantaloons, $2.50 3, and 3.50 grades, to go at 2 per
oair.
Boys’ good wool knee pants only 50c. per pair.

Boys’
Boys’
Boys’
Beys’
Boys’

“We cannot see ourselves as others see us,”
said Henrietta, when George was trying to convince her of his good points.
“No,” said he. "If we could, you wouldn’t do
anything but look at yourself.”
Then she was convinced of his good points.—
Harper’s Bazar.

Makes an every-day convenience of an
old-time luxury. Pure and wholesome.
Prepared with scrupulous care. Highest
award at all Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid
imitations—and insist on having ths
NONE SUCH brand.
MERRELL & SOULE, Syracuse, N. Y.

b A

agent for Androscoggin
County; position worth $2000 per annum
to right mail. Also two local agents at $10 per
week and commission. Call on or after Tues
day, March 22d, at office of MUTUAL
RESERVE, Room 1,176% Middle street, cor.

sum-

_i. ____...ii
tucuiiui
lie ouxij

D14Y<1A

LET—Building with machinery for
TO
Custom House
ning fish and other goods
Wharf.

ready buyers, and
are you going this
sales in the days specified.
NOTICE—Where
mer? Wliy not to the Ne Krangan House,
Isle of

FOR THE BOYS—JUST READ!

Flattery Usually Pays.

excess

at
mu

land

of stock. Address BOX 1095 Portland,
Me.9-tf

LOST AND

Boils and earbuncleslindicate depraved blood
and the need of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

Expel

.ii
acii

wanted—Man
with
small
Farmer
family, who understands farm work, and

care

Exchange, Portland.

only 15 to close the lot.
Black and Blue double breasted Cheviot Suits, reduced from §18 and 20
to 15 per suit.
Heavy double breasted, full Indigo Blue Sack Suits, a §15 article, 10.
Lots of Odd Suits, light and dark colors, heavy, light and medium weight,
$15, 18 and 20 quality, to be closed out at 10 anu 12.
Men’s white drill working jackets only 25c., half price.
1 lot gray stripe working suits, all sizes, 35 to 44, §7.75.
8 lots light woolen summer suits, sizes 35 to 42, have sold at $15 and 18,
only 8.
NOTICE—29 fine all wool English Cut-a-way frock suits, latest styles, in
worsteds, wide wales, Scotch’s and Cassimers, regular §15,18 and 20 suits, to
be sold at only 10 per suit.
These snits are all in 33 sizes, hence the price; but what an opportunity
for small men and young men.
A few tan colored suits, $15 quality to 10, double breasted.

running—is

prescribed:

lie

sale—On Mayo street, one and onestory house with 5 rooms and lot of
containing about 4000 square fi
For
$1,250.
Easy terms. Apply to JOHN F.
PROCTOR, Centennial Block.
27-1
half
FOB

25-1
great deal more because we shall sell cheaper.
A few $12 Spring Overcoats, 40 and 42 sizes, $7.50.
UOE RENT—The pleasant and sunny cottage
26-1
Small lpt of line, All Wool Norfolk Jackets, worth $8 and 10, for office use gress streets.
A
number 115 North street, corner of Walthey have no equal, sizes 33, 34, 38, 40, only §4.85 each.
Aid Society of Portland, Me. nut recently occupied by Mr. McDonald, in good
Also the newly reLot of Men’s fine business Frock Suits, regular price §15 and 18, sizes 35 PROVIDENT
Lowest cost Life Insurance; unimpaired repair; has bath room.
novated and thoroughly repaired cottage on
reserve fund in state treasury, relatively largest
to 42, goods made by Harris Woolen Co., at only §10 per suit.
of any association in the State; responsible North St,new furnace modern plumbing and
Prince Albert Coats and Tests made from genuine English Whipcord, large
management; only 26 single assessments total cemented cellar. BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 %
sizes, §25 quality, only 18.
since 1885. Agent wanted, previous experience Exchange St.
23-1
Standard Black Cheviot Suits for large men, sizes 40, 42, 44, 48 and 60, not necessary. Correspondence invited. 26-8
LET—A cottage of five rooms situated on
TO the west end of Great Chebeague Island.
cheap at §15, offered at only 10.
Lot of dark colored Frock Suits, men’s sizes, regular price §12, at only 8.
Inquire of Mr. J. F. WEBBER, 54 Eastern
FEMALE HELP.
Promanade.
23-1
Lot after lot of Odd Suits, such as we sell every day at §20 and 22, marked

locality.
•’Pretty well.”

Doctor

....__

xiivuc

deref-

__

store with

The powerful factors to make trade
are Quality First, Prices Next.
Here is where your dollars go the farthest.
the store that saves you money.

—Boston Courier.

full silver mounted
regular price $150 and
$200, with collars; will sell them at a low
figure in order to close out stock by May 1. J.
& B. JORDAN.
23-1
sets

FOR

with ante
LET—Large front
TOrent
up
flight, 379Vh Congress street. Low5 looms.
6

erences

quadruple

23-1

SALE—Two
FOB
coach harness,

sake—At West Falmouth, near the
R, K. Station, nice house and stable:
poultry and ice houses, with two acres of land
covered with thrifty bearing fruit trees, apples,
near, and plum: very pleasant location for summer resort: cheap.
W. H. WALDRON, 180
28-1
Middle

Wanted—Carriage
Tv
F.

some

pork.
Snapshot—Could, eh? Then I don’t see any
reason why
you should not be self-supporting.
v

street._

From First Hands and Save

Money.
dtf

rij)I'28_

“Lawson mouse,”

i

South

low rotes, liberal features, incontestability and prompt, payment of
claims are some of the characteristics
of the Union .Mutual life Insurance
t'o. It. offers the best there is in life
insurance. The best is none too good
for you, so write to the Home Oflice
at Portland, stating your age, and
get. without cost, details anu terms
applicable to your own age.

Harpswell,

THIS pleasant seaside hotel has

Wle.
been greatly

unproved, and is now supplied with all the
modern
improvements, including hot and cold
sea water baths.
unsurpassed; good
Scenery

K)atil,S and ttshiilg. Open for guests
r“Eir!g-V
June
lotli, 18U2. special rates for parties.

HARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY, PROPRIETORS
or particulars apply to
J.F?r
J. 5££°”!,no<tatioiis
1

FOOLISH

Manager, Portland, Me.
SuarSi-U

~

SAKE.

FOR

FOE SALE—Lot of second hand lumber, coma
prising frame, boards, under floors, clapboards, window frames, etc., for a building ""’x
36, two-storied. Price *100. Also lot of land
30x60 ft., in Portland, for $100. E. J. MORRELL, 12 Cedar street.
26-1

MANcow, steam boiler, etc.

when we shall offer a great
many small lots of

on

FOB

1ICE.28-tf

TO LET—Small
HOUSE
rent of five rooms, neatly furnished in western part of the city, convenient to
horse cars, sunny and pleasant; $20 a month
to family without children.
Inquire at 18

Press

starting in on our regular summer campaign, we propose to hold a GREAT
SPECIAL SALE OF TWO DAYS,

our
our

SALE—Houses for sale. Prices $500,
$1000. $1100, $1300. $1400, $1500,
$1700, $1900, $2000, $2200. $2500, $2700,
$4000. By J. C. WOODMAN, 105V2 Exchange

or

to sell
commission
paid.
Inexperience no hindrance, as the
business is easily learned.
Apply at once
stating age. R. G. CHASE & CO., 23 Peinberton Square, Boston, Mass.
29-4
men

Painters wanted at
O. BAILEY & CO’s Manufactory. CO
Union
28-1
St._

Before

that will fill

FOB

BENJAMIN
or

TWO GREAT TRADE DAYS.

Rather Hard.
Rooter—It’s mighty queer that some would-be
dainty people have such absurd prejudices
about meat diet. Why, as for me, I could live

SALE—Two and one-half story House
containing 13 rooms, fitted for two families
with modern Improvements, and a good-sized
lot, situated No. 40 Hampshire street.
For
further particulars call on A. C. LIBBY. 42V*
Exchange street,
27-1

LET-Pleasant

seuagu ana iurnace; nouse is very sunny; easy
terms of payment. Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR. Centennial Block.
26-1

energetic
WANTED—Honest,
Nursery Stock—salary

SATURDAY, APRIL 30th,

The certificates of cures by Ayer’s Sarsaparilla are verified by living witnesses.

FOB

in suit«s‘

single
PARK ST. MRS. H. *H.
rO with board at 110rooms,

erly side of Congress

MALE HELP.

MWF&wlytcpcolnrm

—Life.

City._

SALE—Five pairs of the closest
matched horses in Cumberland County,
from 5 to 8 years old, all aeclamated; also 4 or
5 family and driving horses; 3 side
spring box
wagon, 2 extension carryalls, one with pole and
shafts; one coupe carryall, two sets double harness.
All can be seen at (Si>7 Congress St..
FEKN'ALD & SAWYER, the Stabiers.
28-2

best

Illustrated book, entitled 11 Guide to Health and Etiquette^* by Lydia E. Pinkham, is of great—
value to ladies. We will present a copy to anyone addressing us with Iwo 2-cent stamps,

jul

23-1

J.V

An

_MONDAY,

cooking

by the

WANTED—The

“A Hirfi 01.1 Time."

one

cream.

public to know that we do
fine gold, silver and nickel plating, polishing, buffing, etc. Silver plated ware repaired
refinisned and enameled to prevent its tarnishing. Tlie only complete manufacturing and
plating establishment in Maine. Send for price
list. STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., eor. Fore

aim

Is the only Positiv© Cur© anil legitimate Itemed j
for the peculiar weaknesses and ailments of women.

that J. G.

to know

CURRIER, bell hanger, is at 137 Clark
Speaking tubes and Dells of every description put into hotels, private houses and
steamboats at shortnotice; all work warranted;
orders by mail attended to.
23-1

vegetable

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S

WIT AND WISDOM.

dried fruits, which has rendered them
justly unpopular, is to soak them a
few hours and boil them up rapidly and
consider them ready for the table when
they are cooled. As a matter of fact, the
preparation of dried fruit for the table is

■with

65<i

street.

Prudent women who best understand their ailments, find in the Compound a remedy for all those distres ing ills that require prompt and
effective treatment as a guaranty to good health.

ful of soda. Steam three and one-half
hours. Have the ingredients measured
before commencing to put them together, and mix as speedily as possible.
The soda should be dissolved in the molasses, the suet, and salt added, then
part of the flour, the spice, fruit and remainder of flour mixed together.

DRIED FRUITS.

The
of the slowest of processes.
fruit should he washed and soaked in
clear, cold water for at least twentyfour hours.
It should then he put on
the stove in the same water it is soaked
in and heated very slowly to the boiling
point. Most fruit should simmer at least
three or four hours without any sugar
being added to it. Tie sugar should he
added just about twenty minutes before
the fruit is ready to he taken up.
Apricots, peaches, prunes and almost, any
other dried fruit cooked in this fashion
becomes a delicious conserve, rich with
the flavor of fresh fruit.
The liquid
around the fruit in such a case will he
almost jellied when it is cold.
Serve it

REYNOLDS’,

in want

Wanted—The
public
v”

“

pieces oi

A common mistake made in

E. D.

or

of a harness,
a trunk, or a bag or brush, call this week
at 491 Congress street. Everything in our store
lo be closed out by the last day of this month.
J. & B, JORDAN.23-1

«£

York 'Tribune.
children’s plum pudding.
Ohe cupful of black molasses, one cupful of suet, one teaspoonful of salt, cue

1,-

of

VOB SALE—1 hundred second hand, custom
A
made team collars, all sizes; prices from
75 cent to $2, all in first class order.
They are
all wool faced and a bargain.
E. E. BBOWN,
15 Silver street.
28-1

WANTED—Anyone

advancing

ens—is the finest/- in the market, and
sells for an exaggerated price, which
puts it beyond the reach of the ordinary
purchaser. Besides, it is evident that
the supply of genuine “cutting” must
fall far sliort ofthe demand for false hair.
So the majority of this wavy merchandise
is obtained—from the rag-pickers
t These busy searchers of ash heaps and
garbage bai'rels collect every day in the
city of Paris alone at least 100 pounds of
hair, which some hundreds of thousands
of women have combed out of their heads
during the preceding 24 hours. This
hair, all mixed together and soiled, one
would think, beyond redemption, is sold
to hair cleaners at $1 to $1.50 a pound,
which shows simply that the fair sex in
one city alone throws away annually
about 300,000 francs worth of hair, for
which they afterward pay—and it is the

!2e. qt., fine Eastport sardines 8e„ new Persian
dates 6c., new Turkish prunes 6e., new buckwheat 15c., new maple syrup 2dc. qt.. good
cooking raisins 8e., round steak 10 to 12%e.,
nice corned beet 2 and 3c. per lb, 7 pounds fine
sweet potatoes for 25c. Orders called for and
elivered to any part of the city at JOHNSON
& LAMBERT'S, 24 Wilmot St.29-1

558 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
trunks repaired; open
you bottom m-ices;
evenings until 9._26-1

slowly.

which vary according to quality and color
The
Herald.
says the New Tort
most expensive false hair is the silverwhite variety, which is in great demand
and very difficult to find. This is due to
the fact that men grow bald in a majority
of cases before their hair reaches the
Silver white stage, and women, whether
old or not, are not disposed to sell their
white hair at any price. They need it
themselves.
Still women growing bald must have
white hair to match the scant allowance

mercial street.

WANTED—AH
bags to call at

cupful of sweet milk, three rounding
cupfuls of flour, one teaspoonful of
give
ground cinnamon, one teaspoonful each
To Hiin whose life has taught us how to live,
of allspice and nutmeg, one and one-lialf
Till on the golden dial of the spheres
The twentieth century counts its gathering cupfuls of rasins, and one level
teaspoon-

THE

*21,40.,

and

"«»)SiMV»iirw)| ),

in good
condition. Also saddle, saddle cloth, bridle
leggins. Apply to F. II. KING, 243 Com-

IfOB SALE—Standing top phaeton

A
and

persons in want of trunks

-7

ROOMS.

SALE.

us.

V

thoroughly

tender.

FOB

trade. We can save
you $1.00 a week if you will trade with
Pure home made jelley, large tumblers,
new castina nuts, 10c., home made
Pickles loc qt, or 35c. gallon, fine mixed pickles

T

.APtm

\

WANTED.

X\TANTED—Jlore cash

juite

Heaven grant all blessings time and earth can

years.
While many a birthday tolls its cheerful tale.
And the round hundredth shouts, All hail!
All hail:
April 18,1893.

_MISCELLANEOUS._

MISCELLANEOUS.

night

them for twenty
minutes are flavorless and insipid.
Apricots and peaches cooked by this same
rapid process always have a certain
often partake -of a
rank flavor and
leathery consistency which is far from
Dried
apples should not be
palatable,
so long as some other
cooked
fruits, but they are also better for soaking them a longer time than is usnal and
cooking them until they are
and

Or SELF-PKESEllVATTON. A new and only
Gold Medal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and
ERRORS of
PHYSICAL DEBILITY,
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE, and all DISEASES
and WEAKNESSES of MAN. 300pages, cloth,
125 invaluable prescriptions.
Only $1.00
y mall, doable seated. Descriptive Prospectus with endoreoments
or kin
cf the Press and voluntary |>Uk R> I gt'JF
testimonials of the cured. B BI&b&b £ ftUW«
Consultation in portion or by mall. Expert treatment. INVIOLABLE SECRECY and CHE-

treasure more valuable than gold. Rend it now,
every WEAK and NERVOUS man, and learn to

bo STRONGMedical Review*

decJ

(Copyrighted.)
eod&wly

heat

to RIANT

MOTOR

and

ELEC-

COMPANY,

25

and 27 Commercial Street.
mar7dtf

TO LET.

filt;

Boston, Maws.
The Peabody Medical Institute has many Imitators, but no equal.—Ilerald.
The Science of Life, or Self-Preservation, is a

with

The

spacious second
floor over our store, with
steam

heat, central
location, very light,

LORING,
martu

SHORT & HARMON,
uu

Hussey farm. Inquire
Cumberland Mills, Me.
HORSES.

of

End;

C. E.

known

of

one
as

GBIFFIN,
14-8

HORSES.

HORSES.
\ Bloeky Horses and Mares for sale at the
r Empire Brewery Co. stables.
Weight 1000
Prices S40 to §125. Also, 1 pair,
;o 1400 lbs.
iveight2600 lbs.; price for pair $100. Also,
Caravan. Call at Empire Brewery Co.'s office,
11 Hampden street, cor. Albany street. Take
Hampden street electric ears, pass the door.
Cliese horses arc better than green horses for
anners to work; will work single or double in
iny spot or place. Take electric car on Washngton street, Boston, Mass. If you don’t like
hese horses your expenses will be paid

i’-PfS___Ew»
FOB SALE

1\

IIALJ.OWEL,!..

PIOTTON MILE with store houses and 10
good repair; machinery
llou?*s.in
be started at once; 16,600
cSlllcl
pIndies, one half
are new.
A rare chance to
,Hrtbcr particulars iun b£rgii ?;„,£or
1- K. IiOWE, on the premises,
;
apria
d2w

,IaQbI3eut

Chicago & Alton preferred... 160
Chicago, Burlington «z Qulney.i068/4

Quotations of Staple Products

Leading
Stocks

in the gr

Markets.

and Bonds—Money Easy

Exchange Quiet

Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.. 143
Delaware. Lackawana to Wesfc.158%
Denver to Rio Grande. 17V*
e. 20%
Erie preferred. 71%
Illinois Central.103
Ind.. Bloom & West.
cake Erie & West.
25%
Lake Shore..
Louis &
743.;
Nash.
Manhattan Elevated! 122%
Michigan Central.108 w.
Minn. & St. Louis. 11%
Minn. St St. Louis pfd_
24
Missouri Pacific. r.8%
New .lersey Central.1371/2
Northern Pacific common. 21%
N orthern Pacific pfd. 533,1

and

Sterling

Steady-Government

and Steady—Railroads Fairly
and Firm—Stocks Steady and

Bonds Dull

Active

Quiet.

Northwestern.119%
Northwestern

New York, yesterday, money was easy,
anging from at iys«,2 per cent.; last loan at
ly percent. Prime mercantile paper was
quoted at3Vs@5 percent. Sterling Exchange
was quiet
and steady with actual business in
bankers’ bills 4 87 for 60-day bills and 4 88Vb
for demand; posted rates at 4 88.84 89y3.C0mmercial bills were 4 86 Vs @4 88. Government
bonds were steady and dull. Railroads were
fairly active and firm.
The stock market after 12 o’clock dropped
into extreme dullness from comparative activity
the shrinkage in the volume of business being
especially marked in Reading, which had been
the leader during the forenoon. Dealings developed no interest in any direction, while a
firm temper was maintained. No change of
importance occurred, except iu Pittsburg and
Western preferred, which rose 1% to 43. After
delivery hour the market reacted slightly,Reading, New England and St Paul leading in activity; the first named retired V2 to 69. No other
movement of note occurred, the market closing
quiet and steady at fractional gains over first

pfd.

At

Ohio & Miss..
J>o
Ont. & Western.1914
North American.
I4i/a
Pacific Mail. 35
Pullman Palace.
193
Reading.
..
fi8ys
Rock Island...
83%
bt. Louis & San Fran.
St. Paul. ....
77%
do

uo

rTI1c°nvi’aCiflc.
Express.

Eiclimona & West point....
do

Lard—Choice

10-lb pails iu

Lowest.

Closing.

91%

91%

91%
91%
Mav.
»7%
477/8
47%
40%

Lowest.

Closing.

•oughand

Portland

Daily

-■'fiuuiiai

May.

41%
418/s

81

Press

<

‘go
117
42
102
117
115
105
lie
100
85
120
115
120
]

110
125
103
104
110
121
107
104
102
100
108
100
101
114

102
102
115
136
105
112
103
106
105
110
110
98

dOpfd.1463/3

Bell Telephone.202V*
New York and New England R. 39V4
do pfd. 82
Wisconsin Central. 17
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R.I28V2
Mining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW TURK. Apr. 2S. 1892.-The following
to-day’s closing quotations 01 mining stocks:
CoL Coal.31
Hocking CoaL.13
are

Homestake.. .14 00
Ontario.38 CO
Quicksilver. 3
pfd.17
Mexican.
do

(By Telegraph).
NEW YORK, Apr. 28.1892.
to-day s closing quotations
April

3®

Chicago & Alton....145"

6

Arp.

oon

1_1-

....

Large

3s..

Oil.

Produce.
IKerosene. PortCpeCran’s. bush .2 25 I land ret. pet... 6*A
Pea Beans. 195@2 10 I Ligonia.6*4
Medium do.
I Centennial.6*4
Ger. med... 1 75ffi2 10
Pratt's Astral.. 8*/±
Yellow'Fyes.l 76C®2 oc Iievoe’s brilliant 8*4
Cal. Pea-2 50,®2 6C 1
Raisins,
lnsn Potat’s 35® 40c i Muscatel... 1 50@2 00
Sweets
.3 50{g4 OC London lay'r2 00@3 50
Onions—Ber
lOnpura lay’r.8 @9*/a
liluda... .2 30@2 4o I Valencia.
6% @7
Geese.
14@16c
Sugar.
Chickens.
15,u,l 7 tt lEx-aual’ty line
Fowis. 13@ 14c I granulated_413-16
Turkeys.... 17,® 19c I Standard do.
4%
! Extra 0. 4 vs
Apples,
l
No l BaldSeed.
wins.1 755,2 25 I Red Top. ..175® 185
ating.2 25(52 6C |Timothy.. .1 55@1 65
vap W lb..
8® 10c iClover... .12 @16
Lemons.
Butter.
Palermo
3 00 53 75 I Creamery.26®28
Messina.... 3 50.54 00 [iTiunuge vi mi.22220
Choice-... .20®21
Oranges.

115%
115%
100

106Ya
US
107 V*
114
111%

108
*45
iiri/„
•j 1

steady ;middlmg 6 15-16c,
MEMPHIS.April 28. 1892,-Tlie Cottonm;v] iet is firm; middlings 7c.
s

;

sell Ellon Crusoe, Talpey, Perth Amboy-coal
to Sargent, Dennison & to.
Sell Geo TV Glover, Koudoiit—cement to Carlton Bros.
I_

Lincoln,

O'Sch Ellen

Now

\ork~coal toSargent,

Dennison & Co.
Seh Jas A Webster,
Boston.
Sell Minetta, CWaOtt, Boston.
Seh J E Bovvley, Sfcrout, Boston.
Sch Fanny Earl. Stanly, Boston.
Sell Julia A Decker. Boston for-.
Sell Grace p&vis. Mo Vane, Windsor, NS, for
New York.
Sch Henry, Cotton, Downing's Cove, NS, for
New York.
^
Sch A Heatoii, sacofoi Rockland.
Seh Mollie Rhodes. Saco for Vinalhaven.
Sell E L Warren, Cp son .Belfast for Boston.
Sell Jas A Brown, Phomaetou for New York.
Soli Wm Mason, .Ellis, Kennebec for Phila....

Welwtjr.

delphia.

Cleared.

Steamship Mongolian, (Br)

Barrett,Liverpool—

D Torrance & Co.
Sell Caroline Knight, Htokley, Rockland, to
load for New York—/ H Blake.
Sch Portland Packet, Gardner, Eastport and
Pembroke—J H Blake.
Sch Sarah, Itice, Prospect Harbor—J H Blake

correspondents.

from our

SACO, April 28—Ar, sch John S Beacham,
Ginn, Richmond, v a.
Sid, sehs A Heaton. Rockland; Kate E Rich,
Kennebec; Mollie Rhodes,
Vinalhaven; A j
Miller, for Annapolis, is S, to load for Ifavre dc
Grace.
GREEN’S LANDING, April 24
Ar, sehs
Katie Hall, Stinson, and Mary Steele, Pascal,
Boston; Hattie S Collins, Greenlaw, do; SA
Paine. Stinson, do.
Sailed, sells Hattie, Spofford, for New York
Herald of the Morning, Lewis, do.
April 26—A1-, sch Passport, Eaton, Bangor.
Sid, sch John Gerard, Anderson, Boston.
_

Can always be found at the periodical
stores of:
John Chisholm. ] 09 Congress street.
E. S. Whitehall, 193
A. B. Merrill,
247
•*
W. F. GoolU,
405
N. G. Fessenden, 484
w. H. Jewett,
504

John Cox,
560
G. DaSilva, 221 Spring street.
J. J. Beardworth. 87 India street.
!’■ H. Erskine. 43 Middle street.
J. W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street.
J. H. Hernandy, 125 Commercial street.
A. G. Todd & Co., Cor. Commercial and Park
Sts.
C. 0. Perry Cor. Commercial and India Sts.
W. A. Golden, 76 Exchange street.
Ilam.s Periodical Store, 190 Brackett street.
J. W. Robinson. 85 Green street
T. M. Gleudening, Long Island.
F. L. Brackett. Peaks island.
Also at the newsfands in
the Falmouth,
Preble and City hotels, and Grand Trunk and
Union Depots. It can also be obtained of Chisholm Bros., agents on all trains of the Maine
Central, Grand Trunk and Portland & Rochester railroads and of agents on all of the Boston
trains.
The Press can also bo lauud at the following
Places outside of the city:
Alfred—J. M. Akers.
Auburn—J. C. Haskell.

Augusta—J.

F. Pierce,
Bath—John O. Shaw.
Bethel—G. R. Wiley.

..

Bridgton—U. H. Caswell.
Brunswick—F. P. Shaw.
Camden—Fred Lewis.
Cumberland Mills—H. G. Starr.
Deering—S. S. Morrill.
Fairfield—E. H. Evans.
Farmington—H. P. White & Co.
Freeport—W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg—F. L. Mark.
Gorham—Irish & Coburn.
N. H.—S. M. Leavitt.
Kennebunk—J. H. Otis.
Kennebunkport—C. E. Miller.
Lewiston—R. W. Burkinan.

...

uu®
[Good.19®20
Florida_3 50*4 60 [Store.18®19
Cheese.
Sicily.3 75464 00 j
! N. Y. fct’ry..
F-ggs.
12® 13
...

uvm

Eastern ext... .15*16 I Vermont ..13
Held.
iSage.1*
Limed.
uread.

® 13%
®14Vi

Heather

Piot Sup.7Vi®8
do sq.5% *6
Crackers
5 *6

New York-

Light.19®20
Mid weight... .21222

....

Coal.

Heavy.22® 23

Cumberland.4 25*5 00 Slaughter.31 g; 2
Acadia.
Good ri'mg..:.. I9g20
6 00 [Am. calf.0Og7O
Chestnut....

Franklin_
Lehigh.

7 50
6 00

Humber.

S’th pine.... $30®$ 10
Coffee.
Clear pine—
Elo, roasted.... 18*21 Uppers.$G5@70
Java do.20*30 Select...... ..$45®52
Fine common. .$38®45
Cooperage.
Hhhd shooks & lids—
Spruce.S13®14
Mol. city. .2 00*2 10 Hemlock.$11®12
Sue.count’y 90c@
Clayboards—
Country Mol,
Spruce, X..?32@34
hhd snooks
hhd hdgml
32 in.

Clear.$28®32
2d clear.$22®24
No 1. ..$15®20

24*26

8pruce85m 20*a2
Soft pine35 20*22
HardpneSa 26*30

Pine.$25®50
Shingles—

X cedar_3
Clear cedar. 3
X No 1.2
No 1 cedar..1

Hoops 14 ft.
Hoops 13 ft.
Hoops 8 ft.

E0®3
00®3
25g2
25®l

75
25
50
75
50
25

Spruce.1 25@1
Cordage.
Amer'n i?fbiovi*ll
Laths.spee .2 20@2
Manilla.... 12 *14
Hime—Cement.
Manilla holt
Limo.p csk. 1 00®:1 05
Cement.1 40® 1 50
*14
rope.
Eussia do.l6V4@17y«
Matches.
50
Sisal.1014*111,4 Star.p gross
3 9® 40
Drugs and Dyes.
Dirigo.
Acid Oxalic... .12*14
Mealls.
Acid tart.40*42
Copper—
Ammonia.15*20 14®48 com. ...00@19
19
Ashes, pot;.
G»i* 8 Polished copper.
35
Bals copabia.. .6f*70 14x48 planished.
20
Beeswax.35*40 Bolts.
6 Y M sheath
Blch powders...
27
Borax.12*14 YM Bolts.
Brimstone.
.2Vi* 5 Bottoms.26®28
Cochineal.40. *43 Ingot., .13®14
..

Copperas.1 Vi b, 2
Cream tartar.... 30®35
Ex logwood.. .12®15

TinStraits .22@24

Gumarabic.. .70i®1 22 English.23® 25
Aloes cape.16(®26 Char. I. Co..7 00®7 50
Camphor.60@52 Char. I. X 9 25®9 65
Mytrh.52,g55 Terne .... 0 00® 8 50
Ovilum.2 OO® 2 25 Antimony...
16® 18
Shellac.36@40 Coke.6 00®8 60
Indigo.8'c(g*l Zinc.7 60®8 00
Iodine.3 75@.$4 Solder %xV3
15%
Ipecac.2 oOiffiS 25
Molasses.
Licorice, rt... .16®20 Porto Rico.30®38
Lac ex.34g40 Ra.rha.rtfip.S-_Hftrrr'.Xft
Morphine.. 1 80g2 05 Cienfuegos
Oil bergamots 25 (7.'4 00 Boiling.
Cod liver.. 1 10®I 35 Fancy Bonce... 37@38
Lemon.3 25@4 00
Nails.
Olive.1 00®2 50 Cask,cut_1 f>0@2 00
2 15@2 2o
wire
Peppt.3 25 a;; 50
Naval Stores.
Wintergreen2 0(>g2 12
Potass br’mde. .28®33 Tar $ bin. ..3 26@3 50
Chlorate.___17B18 Coal tar.... 5 00@5 25
Iodide.2 86®3 00 Pitch.3 00®3 25
Quicksilver,
70@80 Wil. Pitch. 3 00@3 25
Quinine.29(®34 Eosin.3 00@4 00
Rheubarb, rt,76c®l 60 Tupentine, gal. .39 £49
Rt snake.3o.g40 Oakum.8® 0
Oil.
Saltpetre.10®16
....

..

Senna.25S|30 Linseed.41@46

Canary seed.... 4g4 Vs Boiled.44@49
Cardamons 1 OOgl 75
Soda, by-carb3% g(j%
Sal.2 ya g3
Sulphur.3 V< @3**
Sugar lead.20®.22
White wax....55g60
H ®8
Vitrol. blue...

Vanilla,bean

90®1 00

Sperm.

Whaie.Pg@65

Bank.40@45
Shore.35@40
Porgie.36@40
Lard.0O@7O
Castor.1 25!® 1 35
..80cf«)l 00

$10@13 Neatsfoot

Duck.
No 1.32

No 3.28
No 10.20
8 oz.12
10 oz.15

Elaine.25@50
Paints.
Lead-

Pure ground.7 00@7 50
Bed.7
@714
Gunpowder—Shot. Eng Ven Beds
g3Vi
3 60®4 00 Am Zinc-5 00@7 00
Blasting
Sporting.... 4 50@6 50 Bochelle.
.2%
Drop snot,25 lbs. .1 40
Bice.
Buck. B, BB,
Carolina_5V4@ 67
X. XX, F.1 65 Eangoon
5Va @
Saleratus.
Hay.
Pressep.$12®13 Saleratus
.5@5Vi
Loose.S12®15
Spices.
Straw.$ 9gl0 Cassia, pure_15®] 7
...

....

...

Iron.

Common 2....
ffi 2Vs
Refined.2 Vi® 2 Vi
N orway.3 Vs ® 4
Cast steel....
8® 10
German steel.fe3Vs

Mace.75;® SO
Nutmegs.70n 73
Pepper.18,® 21
Cloves.16@20
Ginger.13@;15
Starch.

Slioesteel.@2Vi Laundry.3 Vi@5
Sheet IronCommon.4

(SAV2

H.C.4Vi@6

Gloss.61sj@7Mj

Souchong.18@60

Russia... 18Vii®l4
Galv.0 (g7

do choice_35®50
Japan.25®35
Tobacco.
Ooolong.26@35
Best brands.... 50®B0 Formoso.36@ao
Medium.30® 40

Common.2og30
Natural leaf.

..

Lead.
Sheet.6 Vi @7%

.60g70 Pipe.6

@6Vi

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.
FROM

FOR

TIME

Aurania
New York.. Liverpool
Apl 30
Devoma.New York.. Glasgow
Apl 30
Ems.New York. .Bremen
Apl30
Ciellert.New York.. Hambvrg
Apl 30
Werkeiulam
New York. Rotterdam.. Apl 30
La Touraiu e.. New York. .Havre.Apl 30
Saratoga.New York.. Hav&Card’sMch 30
City YVashingtnNew Y'ork.. Hav&Mex.. Apl 30
Caracas.New Vork.. Laguayra.. May 3
Havel.New York. -Bremen
.May 3
New Y'ork.. Rio Janeiro.May 4
Vigilancia
City oi Paris ..New Y'ork..Liverpool..May 4
.New Y'ork. Liverpoo .May 4
Germanic
Cienfuegos-New York.. Cienfuegos. May 5
Umbria.New Y'ork. .Liverpool. .May 7
Furuesia.New Y’ork. .Glasgow .May 7
Glengoil.New Y'ork. .Rio JaneiO.May 7
..

...

....
..

..

..

....

Memoranda.

Cherryfield. April 28—Sch Henrietta, of Millbridge, Capt Hutchings, from Calais for Boston,
with lumber, put into Millbrldge last night full
»f water, having sprung aleak. She was run on
the heaeli for examination. It is thought she
can be repaired without discharging.
Domestic Ports.
NEW YORK—Ar 27th, schs A P Euerson,
Hid Hamburg. St John, NB; Roht lloritv. Deer
Isle; Red Jacket, Rockland; Marion Hill, Garliner; David Faust, Mt Desert; Josephine. Laguna; Addie Fuller, Joggins, NS; Jessie Hart,
St George; Carrie G Crosby, Rockland; Jennie
M Carter, Sullivan; Mary B Smith, and Veto.
Thomaston; Silas McLoon, Rockland; Henry B
Metcalf, and Charlotte Buck. Bangor; Gill &
Baird. Deer Isle; Eugene Borda, Rockland.
Cld 27th, ship Annie H Smith, Kendall, for
Seattle; Mary L Stone. Park, Shanghai.
Sid 27th. barque St James, for Portland, O.
BOSTON—Ar 27th, barque Beatrice Havener,
Hicliborn. Cienfuegos; sens Jas W Hitch, Kei-

ley, Philadelphia; Flyaway, Thomas, Amboy;
ileo P Trigg, Archibald, Eastport; Abbie In;alls, Kelley, Deer Isle; King Phillip, Blake,
Norfolk; Nathan Lawrbnee, Haskell. Norfolk;
Lugano, Clark, Hoboken.
Cld 27th, sells Rebecca F Laindin, Ray. Brunswick. Ga; F

Philadelphia.

Goodnow,'Coleman,

Sid 27th, schs Bertha Warner, Philadelphia;
Ben Bur, Bath; Minetta, Winterport.
Ar 28th. ship Independence. Gerrish. Caleta
Buena: ling Harry Stewart, Bailey, Amboy;
sell Millie Washburn. Coffin, Wiscasset.
Cld 28tb,schs L KCottingham, Kennebec and
Philadelphia; Lucy May. Wilson, Portland.
Sid 2Sth, schs Josiah K Smith, 1 WHiue, H S
Boynton, Lucy May. and 'Mazurka.
SAN FRANCISCO—Std 29tn, ship Wachusett,
Moshor. Nanaimo.t
KEY WEST—A>' 2StfT sch Clara Goodwin,
Miller, Matanzas, (and Sid lor Chariot1 e Harbor.
Sid 24th, sch Brigadier, Tollman, Tampa and
Apalachicola.
FERNANPINA Ar 27th, sch Normandy,
Rivers, New York.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 26th, sch J C Gregory,
Anderson, St George, Me.
Sid fill the bar 23d, sch Addie P McFadden,
coastwise.
SAVANNAH—Cld 27th, sch John E DuBiglon. Turner, Portland.
CHARLESTON—Cld 27th, sell Jennie F Willey, Savannah.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 26th, schs St Thomas,
Sawyer, Boston; D M Anthony, Berry, Kennetec; Geo L Fessenden, dp.
Ar up 2Sth, barque Lizzie Carter, Goodwin,
Port Spain.
Cld 27th, sells Alicia B Crosby, Wade, Matansas; sch Monhegan, Baker, Salem.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 28tli, barque
Ethel, Hodgkins, Cienfuegos ; sch Augustus
Welt. Sproul, Matanzas.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 27th,seh Mark Pendleileton, Hampden; Charley Bucki, Machiasport.
NEW HAVEN—Old 25th, brig Mary Gibbs,
Moore. New York.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 27th, sell F T Drisko,
Drisko, New York.
FALL RIVER—Ar 25tk, sell Cbas Lawrence,
Savannah.
WICKFORD—Ar 26tli, sell Marcia S Bailey,
\Xficliicis
NEWFOPT-Ar 26tli, sch G D Perry, from
uaeliias
VINEYARD-HAVEN— Ar 26th, sch Fran:onia, Frankfort for Philadelphia.
Sid 20th, schs Lucy Hammond, J Paine, Vanialia, Break of Day, Geo A Lawry, J P Wyman,
Velma, C J Willard. J Frank Seavey.
Ar 27tlr, schs Mary A Rice, Port Johnson for
johasset.
SALEM—Ar 27th, schs Clara E Rogers, from
Weekawken; John F Randall, Hall, Newport
Sews; Julia A Decker. South Amboy; Delaware. Franklin for New York.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 27th, sch J G Morse.
—

Foreign Ports.
Cld at Guantanamo Apl 26, sch C H Fabens,
Howes, for Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at St Jago Apl 28, barque RAC Smith,

Hooper, Philadelphia.
Ar at St John, NB, 27tli, sell Tay, Hunter,

Portland.
Cld 26th, schs Sea Bird, Andrews, Eockland;
J J Colwell, Colwell, Kockport; Helen, Cotton,
New Y’ork.
Ar at Hillsboro 26th, sell John Stroup, Hil-

rard. Portsmouth.
Cld 27th, sell G D I.oud, Beal, Newark.

DR/lWOODBURYSANTIDOTE
used in
f u 1 doses

Steamship Cottage City, Benett, New Y'ork—

passengers and mdse to J B Coyle,
Steamer

Cumberland, Thompson, Boston lor
Eastport and St John, NB.
Sch Biard Barnes,
Mehaffy, Philadelphia—coal
*
to Me Cent Eli.

a*,

xx.,

OP

mraiucuiaio

creates

healthy

ap
essential
health.

unices aim

Estate

$50,000
in large

NO.

and Loans.
to

Loan

small amounts. Parties wishing to
build can he accommodated.

or

l>8

to 6.00 p. m.
General Delivery. (Sundays excepted) 7.30
m. to 7.00 p. m.
Sunday 9.00 to 10,00 a. m.

a. m.

Carriers’ Deliveries, (Sundays excepted)—In
business section of the city between High and

p.

in.

sunaay,

a

petite, so
to good
Sold by

PAPER.

anti 4, Jose

Building,

EXCHANGE

jul
YOUR

9.15

e.ou

a. m

p. m.

M»

wan

an

only.

SEE".

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL
From

From

I

25th
10th
24th
7th

*S.
tie and

only cabin passengers. Cabin S40 to
$60, according to steamer and location of state
second
cabin $25; steerage $20.
room;
steam-

STATE LIE{Sei'vlceofAXLine
New York and
via
Glasgow,

Londonderry,

every fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards. Return $65 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage $19: intermediate
$30. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P.
McGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,
Boston.
dtf
dec24_

—

LINE FOB

—

and South

From New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San Francisco via The Isthmus of Panama.
For Japan and China,

NEWPORT.sails Thursday May
rrancisoo,

5

We

have iust received from St. John

CO.,

jelO_

Boston Jteamers.
FARE OAEY

$1.00.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
STAUNCH AND ELEGANT

PORTLAND AND FOREST CITY

Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;
in season for connection with earliest
arriving
trains tor points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, &c.
Returning, leave India Wharf. Boston, every
excepted, at 7 o'clock.

evenhi^Sunda^

General Agent,

n

n

& WOODMAN

brand and stand in this market, as the BEST
and are now offered for sale iu lots to suit the
trade, viz:
800.000 No. 1.
000,000 Ex. No. 1.
250.000 Clear.
400.000 Ex. Clear.
Those iu want should apply at once, Hobson’s
Wharf.

R. PEERING & CO.
v

apr23eod&wlw

Manager.

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
DIRECT LIKE TO KEW fORK.

Steamers Manhattan and Cottage City
leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays and Satiirdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier 38,
hast River, New York, on Wednesdays and Sat
urdays at 4 p. tn.
Fare, $4.00; Round trip,
t7.00.
J. fi. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent.
fetvldtf
& BOOTHBAY’
STEAMPORTLAND
BOAT CO. Winter Arrangements. On
and

after Monday, Nov. 2, Str. Enterprise will
leave East Boothbay every Monday at 7.15 a.
for Portland, touching at So. Bristol and
Boothbay Harbor. Every Wednesday, leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, at 8 a. m., for Round
Pond, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every
Thursday leave Round Pond at 7 a. m. for
Portland, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every
m.,

FndayleavePortTandatSa.nl. for Boothbay,
So. Bristol, East Boothbay
and Pemaquid.
Weather permitting. No freight received after
7.45 a. m., on day of leaving,
marldtfALFRED RACE. Manager.

International
—

Steamship Co.

FOB

—

casipon, uaiais, ot. jonn, iv.b., nawax, n.js.

all parts of New Brunswick, Nora Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews, N. B.
and

Fall aud Winter Arrangement.

On and after Nov. 2, and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland, Monday and Thursday at
6.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination, jy Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other
information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot ot State street.
J- B. COYLE, Gen'l Manager.

*dtf

__

DOMINION LINE.
Calling
Mar, 17.
31.

Apr. 14.

at Halifax

\

MISS A. L.

SAWYER,
Teacher of Shorthand and Typewriting
BROWN BLOCK, 537 CONGRESS ST..
PORTLAND, MAIN!’.

\

Portland. Mt. Desert & ftiachias Steamboat Co.
Steamer CITY

OF RICHMOND, (weather
Portland—State
Street
p. in.,
arrival
at 7 p. ni.
leaving
for Rockland. Bar Harbor and Maehiasport.
Returning will leave Maehiasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4. a. ni.. arriving at Portland
about midnight same days.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH V, Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent,
Portland, April 1, 1892.
dtf.

permitting),

Wy29eodtf

leaves

and Fridays at 11.15
Wharf—Tuesdays
or on
of train
Boston

OREGON,
SARNIA,
LABRADOR,

I From
From
Portland. | Halifax.
7.
h."
lApr.
Apr.
s
K
21.
23.

[May

5.

May

BLUE

L^E.

Finest and Safest Trains in the

World

—BETWEEN—

New Fork, Philadelphia, Baltimore and

Washington

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted by
gas. Uneqnaled dining car service.
TIME TABLE April II, 1892.
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
Nortli River,
F’or Philadelphia at 4.00„ 7.45, 9.00, 10,00,
11.30 with dining car, a. m., 1.30, 3.15, 3.30
with dining car 4.00, 5.00, 6.00, 7.30 p. m.
12.15 night. Sundays—9.00. 10.30.
with dining car a. m. 1.30, 3.30 with
5.00, 6.00, p. m.. 13.16 night

11.30

dining

For Baltimore and Washington dailv at 9.00,
11.30 with diningear a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dining
ear 5.00 p. m., 12.15_night

Parlor cars on’ day traina-Hsleepers

nighl

on

trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

England.

Boston office, 211 Washington street
dec22

dtt

__

Boston & Maine R. R.
Effect October 4, 18*1.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) toe
Searboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00,10.15 a.
m., S.30, 5.15. 6.16 p. m.; Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8.45,10.15 a. m., 12.40,
3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.; Eennebunk, 7,00, 8.4ii
a. m.. 12.40, 3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.; Welle
Beach, 7.00. 8.45 a. m., 3.30, 5.15 p. m. (North
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.16 p. in; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, S.45 a. m.,
12.40, 3.30 p. in.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester) 7.00 a. m.; Manchester
and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
m.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, I-awrence, Lowell, Boston, tT.OOt
t8.45 a. mv §12.40, 3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
4.00 p. m.

Sunday

Trains from Union Station, for Bosand way stations. 12.55. 4.15 p. in.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elisabeth,

ton

9.00

a.

m.;

Amesbury,

9.00

a.

m., 6.0Q

p.

m.;

Biddeford, Portsmouth, N ewburvport, Sa-

lem, Lynn, Boston, (t2.00 a. m. daily) tO.OO
m., (§1.00 p. m. daily) ni.00 p. m.
Boston fcr

Portland, 7.30 a. m.. (J9.00
daily) 12.30 p. m., (.*7.00 p. ni. daily.)

a.

a.
m.

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 p.
tConneets with Kail Lines for New York,
South and West.
§Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
’Western Division from North Berwick Sunm.

days

only.

•Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union Station, Congress street.
JOHN W. SANBORN.
Acting Gen. Man.. Boston.
D. W. SANBORN, Genl, Supt.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A.. Boston
GEO. E. WHITNEY, Gen. Agt. at Portland.
dtf
_oet3

Portland & Rumford Falls Railway.
•

_

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. m.
and 1.30 p. m.
RETURNING—Leave Canton4.30 and 9.30 a.
m.

Outwards and Homewards

Steamer.

PORTLAND.

IN

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; Au>
gusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays only,1
8.40 a. in.: Montreal. Bridgton, etc.. 8.20 am.,and 8 p.m.; Quebec, Lancaster and Bridgton
12.20 p. m.; Farmington. Skownegan and
Lewiston 12.25 p. m.: St. John, Bangor, Rockland, etc. 12.30 p. m.; Waterville. Bath, Augusta and Rockland, 5.35 p.m.; Farmington, Skowhegan. Waterville and Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.;
Montreal, Lancaster, Fabyans, Bridgton, 8.0C
p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a. m.
•Sundays included.

CONNECTIONS-Daily-Prom \V.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buokfield for W.
Sumner aud Turner; Canon lor Peru, Pixfleld and Mexico; also for Brettun’s Mills,
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN. Sunt.
je27
dtf

STAGE

7.

Bristol service ended for season.
Cahill, $40 to $60; Return, $80 to $110; Second Cabin, $25; Steerage, $20.
bavid Torrance & co.,
...
Agents.

nov33dtf__

BOSTON AND iLAlS
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. In
one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for tire West by the Penn. R. R., £lv?
South by connecting lines, forwarded free ..
commission.
Passage *10.00.
Round Trip *18.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. w i \' t
Agent, 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Gene.
Manager, S9 State St., Fiske Building, Bosim
Maas.
'ct22Uu i
surance

Send for circular,

and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30
p. in.
Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and tll.30 p. ni.
Honlton, IVoodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. in.; St. Andrews, 11.30 p. m.
•Runs daily, Sundays included, tNight express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night. Sundays included, hut not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast. Dexter or beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
White Mountains and Quebec Line.
For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Eryebnrg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, and Fabyans, 8.45 a. m., 1.45 and
0.15 p. 111.; St. Jobnsbury,
Newport
and Montreal. 8.45 a. m.. 0.15 p. m.; North
Stratford, Colebrook and Quebec at 1.4p
p. m.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.4n a. in.
and 1.45 p.m.
The 8.45 a. in. connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago and
tlie West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and Pacific Coast points.
The 6.15 p. m. train
connects at Montreal with trains via "boo’’
Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.

In

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.

e

-—^

m.

Ellsworth

dtf

Liverpool.

Portland, April 22,1892.

Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
and 11.30 p. m.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.

cai-

STEAMERS,

sepl6

via Angus-

—VIA—

Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf

From

MILLER

m.

istana Brannon sts.

E. A. ADAMS &

THE

p.

Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.
Sundays only at 7.20 a. ni.

noon

CITY OF PEKING sails Sat., May 21, 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
115 State

and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
m., 1.10 p. m.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p. in.;
and for R&ngeley at 8.30 a. m.
Monmouth, Winthrop Read field and Oakland, l.io and 5.05 p. m.
Wafterville via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Skow began via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., 1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. in.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 1$.30

ROYAL

America and Mexico,

rium ottu

m.

ARRIVALS

From

Halifax.
Steamships I Portland.
Feb. "Mongolian 17th Mar! mil Mar
Mar. "Numidiau, 319t
2nd Apr
14th Apr. 16th
Parisian.
30th
Apr. | "Mongolian 28th
S. Numidian and Mongolian will carry cat

Liverpool

Royal Mail Steamships.

DRUGGIST for

Cure

Line

Koyal Mail Steamships.

Je20

STREET

eodly
ask

close at

Cashier’s Office, (Snndays excepted), 7.30 a.
m. to 7.00 p. m.; Money order
department, 0 a.
m. to 5.00 p. m.
Registry department, 9.00

India streets, at 7.00 and

STEAMERS.

Allan

m.

con-

OFFICE HOURS-

a.

dtf.

California, Japan, China, Central

m.

ana ».uu

Druggists everywhere.
A. R7& E. A. DOTE EM,

Real

б. 30 p.

lunnw

m.

MAILS.

m. and 2.15 p. m.
East Deering—Arrive at 7.00 a. m.;

wineglass• COME

Scott’s
28.

1891.

Southern and Western, via Boston and Maine
railroad (Eastern division)—Arrive 12.30 a. m.,
6.05 and 11.30 p. m.; close 8.00 a. m., 12 m.,
5.15 and 9.16 p. m.; Sunday, arrives 1-15 p. m.,
closes 3.30 and 9.15 p. ni.
Boston, intermediate offices and connections
via Boston & Maine railroad. (Western division)
—Arrive at 12.30, 5.30 and 8.30 p.m.; close
8 a. in. and 2.45 p. m.
Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive
2 a. m. and 1 p. m.; Close 12.20 and 9.15 p. m,
Augusta, intermediate offices and connections
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and
9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.15 a.
m., 12.20, 4.15 and 9.15 p. m.
Farmington, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive at
1.00 and 6.15 p. m.; close at 8.00 a. ill., and
12.20 p. m.
Rockland, intermediate offices and connections
via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive 1.00 and
6 p. m.; close at 6.15, and 12.20 p. tp.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00
a. m., and 1.00 p. m.; close at 12.20 p. m.
Auburn and Lewiston—Arrive 2.00 and 9.00
a. m. and 1.00 and 6.15 p. m.; close 6.30 and
8.00 a. m., 12.20, 4.15 and 9.15 p. m.
Bangor—Arrive 2.00 a. m., 1.00;and6. p. m.;
close at 6.15 a. in., 12.20 and 9.15 p. m.
Biddeford and Saco—Arrive 10.00 a. m. 12.30
5.30 and 8 30 p. m.; close at 6.00 and 8.C0 a.
m., 12.00, 2.45 and 6.15 p. m.
Canada, intermediate offices and connections
via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive 12.25 p. m.;
close 6.30 a. m. and lp.m.
uu./n,

ODUNIM-

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Chebeagne, Long and Bailey's Islands—Arrive
at 9.15 a. m.; close at 1.30 p. m.
Peak’s Island—Asrive 10.00 a. in.; close 1.45
p. m.
Duck Pond, Westbrook, Windham, Raymond
and South, Casco—Arrive at 12 m.; close at 1.45
p. m.
Cape Elizabethand Bowery Beach, Knightville
-Arrive at 10.00 a. m.; close at 2.45 p. m.
South Portland (Ferry Village) and Willard
—Arrive at 8 a. m., and 2.15 p. m.; close at 8 a.

notice

THURSDAY', April

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE

crvi

m.

For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. ni. aud 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
6.30 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m
12 30,
3.00. 6.30, 6.20 and 11.16 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30
and 10.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.00, 6.30 6.20 and
11.16 p. m.
For Forest Avenue (Deering), 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
”,111

p.

Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell and
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, 5.00 and ill.30
a.

§er

and 12.30 j>.

trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. m., 1.10, 5.05 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *1.15,
5.00 and til.30 p. m.
Rockland and Kuox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. m., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00

Farmington

On and after Monday, Oct. 5, 1891, Passentrains will Leave Portland:
or
Worcester, Clinton, Aver Junction,
Nashua, Windham aud Epning at 7.30 a.
m.

For Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and the West.
On
and alter
April 11, 1892, passenger

p.

STATION FOOT OFPREBLE STREET.

Com-

POETSMOUTH-Sld 26th, sch Onward, for
Rockland.
Ar 27 th, schs Atlanta, Eockland; EC Allen,
Sew York.
BATH—Sid 26th. schs S V Simmons, and Wn
Mason, Philadelphia; City of Augusta, do; Geo
Vf Adams, do; Belle Hardy, and,J D Paige, do;
las Barrett, Cromwell. New York.
Ar 27th, schs Dicky Bird, Woodward, Darien;
R S Corson, Corson; H Withingtou, Studley,
md Jeremiah Smith, Tryon, Boston.

Rooms 3

Arrived.

4,

October

—

LNew lore ior tiavenmi.

COMM ER CIA L

tORT OF PORTLAND.

Arrangement

Winter

mencing

OFFICE-

POST

neetions, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at
8.40 a. m. and 12.25 p. m.; close 0.30 a. m., 1.00
and 4.30 p. m.
Suanton. Vt.. intermediate offices and connections, via Mountain Division M. C. R. R_
Arrive at 8.20 p. m.; close at 8.00 a. m.
Bartlett, Ar. H„ intermediate offices and connections via Mountain Division M. C. R. R._
Arrive at 10.00 a. m. and 8.2Q p. m.; close at
8.00 a. m. and 2.45 p. m.
Rochester, AT. H.. intermediate offices and connections. via Portland & Rochester railroad—Arrive at 1.45 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.30 and
11.45 a. m.
City Westbrook—Arrive at 8.40 a. m. 1.45 and
6.00 p. m.
Cumberland Mills—Arrive at 8.40 a. m., 1.45
6.00 and 8.20 p. m.; close at 6.30 a. ni., 11.45
а. in., and 6.30 p. m.
Eastport, (tri-weekly) via steamers International Steamship Co.—Arrive at 6.00 a. m.,
Tuesdays and Fridays; close at 4.30 p. m., Mondays and Thursdays.

...

MARINE JSTEWS

Kennebec and

and

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

octo_

..

Fall

Portland & Worcester Line,

For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to S. E. C0RDWELL, Ticket
Agent. Portland, Me.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
C. J. WIGGIN, Geu’l Ticket Agent,

Mechanic Falls—Merrill & Denning.
Norway—F. P. Stone.
Kimball & Williamson.
Old Orchard—Geo. E. Fogg.
Richmond—Geo. E. Ames.
Rockland—Rockland News Co.
A. J. Huston.
W. H. Hyde.
R. H. Burnham.
Saco—H. B. Kendricks & Co.
H. D. Davis.
Sanford—F. H. Wingate.
Skowhegan—Bixby & Buck.
South Portland—J. F. Merriman.
South Paris—F. A. Shurtleff.
South 'Windham—J. W. Read.
South Paris—A. M. Gerry.
Kpringvale—C. H. Pierce.
Thomaston—E. Walsh.
Vinal Haven—A. B. Vinal.
Waldoboro—Geo. Bliss.
Waterville—W. D. Spalding.
Westbrook—W. B. Boothby.
West Falmouth—A. S. Noyes.
Woodfords—H. J. Allen.
Yarmouth—Chas. Blake.
Persons having any difficulty in ob mtng
papers at any of these places will confer ,avor
by reporting the matter to this office at once.

PORTLAND

CURRIER, New England Agent Southern Pacific Co., 193 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
Jmh»
«od6m

p.

.T. TVT. Fftrna.M.
Limerick—S. A. Grant,

(

Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, Pull,
man slccpiug cars. Call on or address E. E.

Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New Y ork All Kail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; trom Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40.
8.35 and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.35

Bardsley.

W. T.

RAILROADS.

TEXAS AND MEXICO. MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

CALIFORNIA,

---

Biddeford—A. M. Burnham.

EXCHANGE dispatches.
Sid fm Havre Apl 27, ship Soltaire, Sewall,
New York.
Sid fm Giion Apl 23, barque Skoheleff,Tucker
Seville and New York.
Passed Tarifa 19th iust, sch Talofa, Fletcher,
Trapani for RocklandNotice to Alar liners.
Office U. S. Lighthouse Inspector. )
First District,
Portland, April 38.1892. )
Notice is hereby given that the buoys tu the
St Croix and Pembroke rivers, and in the Kennebec and Rack rivers. Maine, have been replaced for the summer season.
Also, that the bell buoy lias been replaced on
Pond Island Bar, mouth of the Kennebec river,
Maine.
By order of the L. II. Board,
Frank Wildes,
Commander. U. S. N„
Inspector 1st. L. H- Dist.

RAILROADS.

THE DAILY PRESS

...

(By Telegraph.)

NEW YORK. April 28. 1892.—Tha Cotton
> naraet is (lulland
unchanged; sales —balestood ordinary uplands at 4%e; do Gulf -it
good ordinary stained at 4%c; middlin'iplands 7!4c:do Gulf 7%c; do stained 6 51 -1 u7
NEW ORLEANS,April 28,1892.—The Cotton
narket-ls firm; middling G 5-16c.
CHARLESTON. April 28. 1892,-The Cotton
1 narket is quiet; middling 7e.
SAVANNAH. April 28. 1892.—The Cotton
1 narket is dull and easy; middling 7c.
MOBILE. April 28.1892.—TlieCotton market

28.

145

Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND. Apr. 28, 1892.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions, Produce, etc.:
Flour,
Grain.
|
Superfine &
i Corn, car lots, 5 4® 55
low grades..? 4r,i@4s,i iCorn. Dag lots.. 57@58
X Spring &
jMeai, bag lots.. 65@>56
XX Spring §4%@47/< Oats, car lots... 4l®42
Patent Snrng
iOats. bag lots. .44^46
Wheat"
5 2555 5< ilCottonSeed,
Mich, str’ght
! car lots. 25 00:^25 50
roller.
..¥47/8^5 1C
bag lots. $25®2e 00
clear do.. $4%i®43/i Sacked Br’n
StLouis st’gt
! car ots.
$20,®21 00
rooler.$5(®5 V2'A l bag lots.. $21 (a'22 00
clear do... S4Ai@4% ! Middlings.. »22®25 00
Wnt’r wheat
! bag lots.. $23@26 00
Provisions,
patents... 5 25i®5 5(
Fish.
j Pork. Bks.15 OOS15 50
I
Clear.
14 75@15 00
Cod—Large
Shore_6 00,56 5C 1 short ctsl5 oOiffilfl 25
Small do.. 4 50S?5 OC Beef.extra
Pollock
mess...
3 B0;S4 5C
8 00@ 8 25
Haddock... 2 00152 5C I plate.. .10 00^)10 60
Hake.1 75®2 0C j ex-plate.io 50dll 00
Herring, box
7*4
|Lard. tubs.
Scaled....
12@16( | tierces... 5»»@ 7VA
:
Mackerel, bl
pails.... 6*/s(®ll
Shore is..S
I pure leaf.io @10*6
Shore 2s. .$
IHams ....lo*4@10%
Med. 3s...l3 00@$14 I doeov’rd.ll ig.llya
Portland

MINIATURE ALMANAC, APRIL 20.

of Government securities:

New 4 s reg..115%
New 4 s coup .115%
United states 2s reg.loo
CentralPacihe lsts..ll.lloo,
Denver & R. G. 1st.119
Erie 2ds.,107 V*
Kansas Pacific Consols...
112
Oregon Nav. lsts..uni
Kansas Pacific lsts..
Closing quotations of stocks:
Adams Express. 144
American Express. ns
Central Pacific.
Ches.&01iio. 23 V*

26®4 50; mixed arid

Foreign Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
LONDON, April US, 1892-Consols 96 7-16d
for both money anil the account.
LRPIVEOOL. April 28,. 1892,-The Cotton
market is steady (middling 3 13-164: sales 7000
bales speculation and export 1000 b .,es.
LIVERPOOL. April 28. 1892.—Quotations—
Winter Wheat 7s4d®7s6d; Mixed American
Corn 4s 3d.% Cheese 64s;6d.

Cotton Markets.

are

27.

at 4

—

York Stock and Money Market.

following

common

<

V*

The

extras at

-•>.

bush; lower, unsettled and very active for
■'.ports; free sellers; No 2 Red at 95%@9Ge
u store and elev, 98%;®99%c afloat;
98%@
19% e f o.b: No 3 Red at 93e; No 1 Northern at
l4s/8@9Ge'80; No 2 Northern at 90% c; No 2
’hicago at, 91%;2:92e; No 2 Mil 89%@90%c.
lye steady and quiet: Western at 80%@83e.
78,276 bush; exports 382,508
! lorn—receipts
msh; sales 6,000 bush; irregular and dull, closng easy; No 2 at 61@62e elev, 52«93c afloat;
Ho 3 at 48*48%: steamer mixed 48%®49%c.
1
>ats—receipts 64,325 bush; exports 11,113
msh; sales 77,000 bush; No 3 at 33% <■; do
White at 35%12360; No 2 at 342,35 %c; White
1 lo at
36% @37c; Mixed Western at 34 *37c;
lo White 34341c; White State at 34241c. Cof:ee—Rio quiet and steady; No 7 at f3 7x13 Vac.
Sugar—raw quiet and easier ;raarket. forrefined
[met, steady: the outside quotations are those
lostet! hv
trust iinside
figures cover relate ;No 6 at 3%@4c;hlo 7 at 3 13-16*3 15-16;
<08 at 3%@37/aC; No 9 at 3 11-1683 16-63;
N’o. 10 at 3tya@3%c;N0 11 at 3 9-16.23 13-160:
N'o 12 at8%@S«>s,c: Nol3 —: off A 11-116
I6@4%c; Mould A 4 7-16*4 9-16c: standard
V 4 5-167x4 7-lGc; Confectioners’ A 4%@4%c;
:ut loaf at S'SoVgc ;crushed at 5 25
c: powder
id 4%@4%c; granulated 4%@4%c: Cubes at
i%@4% c. Petroleum quiet and steady; unitid 67%c. Provisions—Pork active and steady;
3eefquiet: beef hamsriuli; tleroed beef quiet;
iut meats quiet and flint; middles quiet. Card
ipened weak and closed steady; Western steam
1 esd 6 52% asked;,city steam at 5 90; refined
irm and more active; Continentst 6 502)6.85;
> A 7 40.
Butter quiet, and weak; State'dairy
.6@21o; do erm 22c; Western dairy at 12V2®
iloc; do factory at ll@12%c; Elgin at 22%
!3 ‘. Cheese in fair demand and firm; new State
>%@10%c; fancy do 10%.
Freights to Liverpool active and stronger;
1 ;rain per steam 3d.
CHICAGO. April 28.1892.-The Flour mark1 4 is
nominally unchanged. Wheat weak and
1 ower; No 2 Sprinj at Biysc; No 2 Red 86V»@
17y2c. Com weak and lower; No 2 at 39%@
:0c Oats lower; No 2 at 28%c. Rve, No 2 at
’2c. Bariev, No 2 at 58@60c. Nol Flaxseed
;t 97Vac. Provisions—mess pork lower 9 42%
: 49 45.
Lard unchanged. Short rib sides at
1 1 65@5 67%.
Dry salt meats—shoulders 4 60
x5 00; short clear sides at 6 17VK86 30.
Receipts—Flour. 12.000 bbls: wheat, 27.000
msh; corn. 114.000 bush: oats. 179,000 hush;
! ye. 5,000 bush; barley, 50.000 bush.
Shipments—Flourll.000 bins; wneat.102.000
msh;' corn. 106,000 bush; oats.219.000 bush;
1 ye, 7,000 bush; barley, 21,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. April 28,1892.—The Flour mar1 ■t is
quiet and unchanged. Wheat dull and fracion; No 2 Red at 86y2C. Corn very dull and
ower; No 2 at 38%. Oats are fraction off; No 2
it 30c. Rye, nothing doing. Barley, no market:
llinn —c. Provisions quiet: pork, standard,
obbing 10 25. Lard at 6 05. Drv salt meats—
moci joomng aemaM; loose snouiders at 4 50;
ongs and ribs 5 65; shorts at 5 80; boxed lots
,5c more. Bacon—shoulders at 5 25; longs and
ibs 6 30@G 35; shorts at C 45@6 50.
Hams 9 00@10 50.
Receipts—Flour. 5.000 bbls; wheat. 20 000
msli; corn 20,000 bush: oats, 34,000 bush;
ye, 14,000; barlev. 1,000 hush.
Shipments—Flour. 8.000 bbls; wheat. 10,
>0O bush;
corn, 58,000 bush; oats, 8,000
)ush; rye. 0.000 hsh; barley, 00.000 bush.
DETROIT.Apr £8.1892,-Wbeat steady;No 1
A hite at S8V2C. Corn
steady—No 2 at 41Vac.
rats steady—No 2 White at
34c; No 2 at 32c.
lye nominal—No 2 at 77c.
Receipts—Flour,
bbls; wheat. 500 bush;
:orn, 1,000 bush; oats, 2000 bush.

Boston Stock Market.
The following were to-day’s quotations of
stocks n Boston:
Atchison. Topeka & Stanta Fe R. 347/,
C-B.&Q.3 07
Mexican Central. 171/,
Union Pacific. 431/.
Boston & Maine R.167

New

7%

^ lb iu tierces and tubs;

)00

Mav.
41%
40%

Casco National Bank.too
115
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
40%
First National Bank.loo
100
Merchants’National Bank.. 75
115
National Traders’ Bank... .100
lie
Portland National Bank_100
103
Portland Trust Co.100
114
Portland Company.100
Portland Gas Company. 50
80
Portland Railroad CompanylOo
115
Portland Water Co_'. ...100
110
Maine Central R R. ...loo
115
BONDS.
Portland City Gs, 1897.108
Portland 6s, 1907.123
Portland 4s, 1902—1912 Funding-.102
Bangor 6s, 1894, R. R. aid.102
Bangor 6s, 189% R R. aid.108
Bangor 6s, 1905, Water..120
Bath 6s, 1898, R. R. aid.105
Bath 6s. 1897, Municipal.102
Bath 4V2 8,1907, Municioal.100
Bath 4s, 1921. Refunding. 98
Belfast 6s, 1898,R. R. aid.10G
Belfast 4s, 1892—1922, Municipal.. 98
Calais 4s, 1901—1911, Refunding.. 100
Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.112
Lewiston 4s, 1913, Municipal.100
Saco 4s, 1901, Municipal.100
Maine Central R. R. 7s.1898,1st. mlglis
7s. 1912, cons. nitgl34
“4V2S. 103
g6s. 1900, extens’nllo
“6s, 1895—1905 D'bl02
Leeds & Farmington R. K. Cs, 189G. 105
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1895.. .103
Portland & Ogd’g g6s, 1900, 1st mtgios
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.108
Portland Water Co’s 4s, 1927. 96

New York

short cuts at

c.

r>.\rr

80%

n;u;K.i

934
57

NEWYORK. April 28.1892.—The Flour mark:t—receipts 2S86 pckgs; exports 5098 bbls
tnd 13,699 sacks; fairly active aud unchanged;
&
lales 21,760 bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 2 65<®3 36;
uty mills extra 4 75®4Sn ; citv mills patents
160®4 90; winter wheat low grades at 2 65®
i 35; fair to fancy at 3 40® 4 5Ci
ipatents at 4 15
i 4 90; Minnesota clear 3 60,®4 40;
straights
ip at 4 00@4 60; do patents 4 16 S5 00; rto rve
nixt.ures 3 60®4 15; superfine at 2 35®3O0;
Sue at 1 90®2 75. Suotnern flour is quiet and
mchanged. Rye flour quiet and steady. Cornneal quiet and unchanged.
Wheat—receipts
1 1
O
—V.

Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.

v.anai

94»/4

Iiomestic Marktes.
(By Telegraph.)

CORN.

CJuly.

27
923/.

00@6 45.
Lambs 6 00®7 00.

srns

May.

39

11%

—

Mav
81%
81 Vs

39%

4.5

sacking 4 65®4 65; Uprime heavy and butchers’
weights 4 66®4 70: light at 4 5o@4 70.
Sheep—receipts 8000; shipments ; weak to
lower; clipped 4 00®6 00; Texans 5 85; West-

WHEAT.

....

113%
47%
114*/4
10V«
43%

Hogs—receipts 26.000; shipments—; steady;

CORN.

..

123

91V.

wheat.

July.
Opening. 81%
Closing.!80%

78%

3 30.

Wednesday’s quotations.

July
Opening. 39%
Closing.39%
Thursday’s quotations.

59%
84Vs

—

CHICAGO BOARD OE TRADE.

July.
Opening. 81%
Closing. 81%

35V.
193

CHICAGO.Anril 28.1892.—The Cattle market
-Receipts 13,000; shipments ; steady inatives
3 65®5 00; Stockers 2 50®3 65; cows at 2 15®

Mav.
47-.;.
47%
47 Vs
47i/8

46

141*,

Mav.
91%
90%

46%
45%
45%

19%

Chicago Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph)

91%

July.

20

16Va@17c: Vt and N
®17o; Mich, extra at 16®l 6VV2C;
southern choice 10; Western firsts 16@16Va.
Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkeys,choice
—c; do chickens at 25®33c; fowls 17 q lSe Western iced fowls 16c; frozen turkeys i 6 c
17c; do
Riickensar, 18@20c: fowls 16.
Beans—N York hand-sicked pea, 1 85@1 90:
par-row psajl 75;choice screen nea.l
50@l 60;
land-picked med at
70; choice yellow eyes,
I 75.® 1 80; California
pea Deans’ 2 30®2 40;
land-nicked, 2 E0@2 60.
Seed—Timothy, i 50®1 70; Western red top
1 60®$2; clover, 12 ®13c;
Hungarian, 80®90c.
Hay—Choice.19 40®20 00 ‘.some fancy higher;
air to to good at
$17@818; Eastern fine, $14®
jl7; poor to ordinary 314®.?Hi.
Potatoes—Choice inatives and Maine stock at
><)e@l 00
hhl; choice Vt and nortnern N
B and N Y Burhanks and white stars 40c
bush;
;jse 35@40e; Houlton Hebrons 40c; Aroostook
Rebrons 40,®45c.
Apples—No 1 Baldwins, at 2 00®2 50;GreenQgs 2 00®2 25.

CORN.

Opening.
Highest.,.

at 7c

cs

12@13c.
Eggs—Eastern

May.

90%
90%
no Vs
90 Vs

v«

c.

H extras 16

WHEAT.

Highest.

18

sage at

CORN.

Opening.

120%
144%
114%

creamery, good to choice at
20,«2le. The above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wnolesale lots.
Cheese—Nortnern choice full creams and
twins at 11*54@12c; fair to good 9®11V2; Western choice at! I®! 1 Vic; fair to.gooct
9@liya;

wreat.

July.

59 Va

16;«!l7c; Northern creamery, choice 22@23o:
York ana Vermont dairy, good to choice

Wednesday’s quotations.

Closing.
Thursday’s quotations.

75

122%
109%
11%
24V.
59 Va
138%
21%

18@20c; Eastern

Grain Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECTEDBY PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.

Lowest.

25%
133%

New

leather 65 do eggs 1910 do canned goods 3280
bags flour 514,700 lbs bacon 0100 do lard 49,250 bags teed 463,817 do oil cake 7108
pcs
maple 733 bdls handles 90 pkgs empty bags
5 tcs pork.

Highest.

103

Butter—Western extra creamery at 22c:
fancy higher: firsts and extra firsts at 18®21c;
extra imitation creamrv 17® 18c; factory choice

Foreign Exports.
LIVERPOOL. ENG. Steamship Mongolian—
P.4,064 bush oats 35,586 do wheat 387670 do
peas 658 head cattle 750 cs match splints .18 do

Opening.

29%
71%

Hogs—Choice city dressed 6*540 ft lb; country

do 5J/j

Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portand, 142 cars miscellaneous merchandise: for
connecting roads 177 cars.

July.
46Vs
46%
46 Vs
47%

17

HamsatlO'/jc; small do 11c; pressed hams

PORTLAND, Apr. 28.

01

933

15«

00^14 50; Backs at 14 60 a 00 00; lean lends
ato000@14 50; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork

Railroad Receipts.

Closing.

Pork—Long cuts 00 00@14 25 -.

00

Grocers' Sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf 5y3c;confectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6e; powdered, 6c; granulated,
6c; coffee crushed, 3%c; yellow, 3e.

90%

.*

Did. 57

143

Boston Produce Market
BOSTON, April 28. 1892.—The following are
to-dav’s quotations of Provisions, Produce, etc.

Retail

90%
Vs

45

Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
u%
do pfd. 20S/S
estern Union. 913/,
Sugar Trust. 93%
do pfd.

_

.91

478/8

pfd.....lift

Texas Pacific, new.. 10
43%
U. b.

Transatactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 247,000 shares.

Lowest.

pfd.122Vt

Eau!- Mta“- & Mann..’ll2%
ffbt. Paul & Omaha.

figures.

July.

142

New York Central.
114
New York. Chicago & St- Louis. 18%

160

107Y<l

Grand Trunk

Railway

of Canada.

On and After MONPAT. Dec. 7,
Trains will run as follows:

1801,

DEPARTURES.
Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
m„ and 1.10,1.30 and 5.10 p. in. For Gorham, 7.10a. in., 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. F'or
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30
p. m. For Quebec, 1.30 p. m. For BuokUeld aud Canton, 7.10 a. in. aud 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.25 a. m.,
12.10, 3,10, 5.40 and 5,50 p. m. From Gorham, N. H., 8.25 a. m., 12.10 aud 5.50 p. in.
I'Toill Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. m.,
5.50 p. m. From Quebec, 12.10 p. in.
TICKET OFFICE
50 Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of India Street.
For

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows-. To Chi$20 and $16.75; Detroit $16.75 aud
$12.50; Kansas City $30 and *24.00; St. Paul
$31.50 and $26.50; St. Louis via. Detroit $23.76
and $19.75; St. Louis via
Chicago $26 and
$21.75; San Francisco. California. $90 and
i hese rates are subject to change.
§:,(>.7u.
J- SEAEGEANT, General Manager,
decs
,ucago

THE
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FARMERS AT FREEPORT.

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland theatre
Damon assembly; Pythian sisterhood.

Agricultural Topics Discussed at

FIFTH PAGE.

terday's Institute.

The Atkinson Co.; 2
Notice of dissolution.
Notice of copartnership.
EIGHTH

Yes-

PAGE.

HON. E. B. MALLET’S DEBUT AS A

Farrington & Bickford.

Moore Si Co.
The Atkinson Company.
Owen.

TILLER OF THE SOIL.

New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
similar advertisements, will he found under
their appropriate headings on page (i.
and

Enterprising Cady's Cong

An

Drive to the

Meeting—Professor Jordan Talks of the
When Baby was sick, we gave her Castor!#.
When site was a Child, she cried for Castoria.

A farmers’

__

Winslow’* Soothing Syrup has been
■sed over Fifty Years by millions of mothers
for their children while Teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colic, regulates
the bowels, and Is the best remedy for Diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
eauses. For sale by Druggists in every part of
tile world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’#
Soothing Syrup. 2oc a bottle.

fab&UW&F&wly

For additional Local News
Fifth Page.
BRIEF

QThe Masonic

see

JOTTINGS.

Journal and Odd Fellows’

llegister for April is out.
A meeting of the public buildings committee was held yesterday for approving
bills.

The

County Commissioners have

awugv/u

i-'-'

ouu uio iuau

ittj

neat

ar-

atjuu a

Corner without expense to the county.
| Yesterday there was a fall of rain

which must have rejoiced the hearts of
the farmers.
Last Monday Charles Wilson stepped
through a coal hole on Cross street and
'sustained a severe strain in the knee.
The exhibition at the C. L. Fox studio
will remain open Sunday afternoon, May
1st, which is the closing day of the exhibition.
Rev. E. P. Woodward will lead the
Teachers’ Bible class at the Y. M. C. A.
this afternoon at 4.30 o’clock.
All are
invited.
A hotel is being built for Mr. M. S.
Gibson directly opposite
the Grand
Union Depot in St. Louis, and in the
fall when it is completed Mr. Gibson will
take charge of it.

Officer

Vinton

Says Something on the Same SubjectProfessor Winslow on the Creamery
System.

When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
decll
eod&wly
Mrs.

Crop—Presiding

Hay

institute,

under the auspi-

of the State Board of
Agriculture,
and direction of Secretary B. W. McKeen,
was held in the Town Hall at
Freeport,
ces

yesterday.
of the State

Hon. W. H.ViBton, member

Board,

and

president

of the

Cumberland County Agricultural Society presided. Among those in attendance
were President B. F.
Briggs of Auburn,
of the State Board; Vice President F. S.

Adams

of

Bowdoin,

E. B.

Mallet, Jr.,

and E. C. Banks of Freeport, W. M.
Noyes and J. M. Noyes of Pownal, S. C.
and Charles Priffin, and Samuel Fitts of
Freeport, A. W. Snow and G. T. Tuttle
of Durham, O. P. Coffin and J. J. Blaisdell of Freeport, Warren Titcomb of
Yarmouth, George Porter, James Hall,
John L. Taylor. Eben Patterson, H. S.
Talbot and Charles Pettengill of Freeport, R. P. Greeley of Yarmouth, John
Porter, David Horton, Enos Day, Elbridge Mitchell, M. P. Soule, S. S. Soule,
James Randall, Simon Holmes and others
of

Freeport.

The rainy weather was unfavorable to
a large attendance, still there were about
an hundred
representative, progressive farmers present during the afternoon.
One lady, Mrs. Leavitt of Webster, drove nearly 20 miles with her husband to be present, and was early on
hand in the morning session.
This lady
was chiefly interested in information
concerning the dairy.
The exercises opened with an
Address by Prof. W. II. Jordan,

director of the Maine experiment station
at

the
State Agricultural College at
Orono; subject, “What shall we do with
our hay?”
Upon assuming the duties of the chair
Mr. Vinton made some explanatory re-*
marks concerning the object of these
farmers’ institutes established by law.
Beginning next Monday May 2d, the One of the first objective points of the
Portland and Rochester railroad will fathers in making their farms from the
make the passenger rate 10 cents be- wilderness was to get some land in condition to cut hay. It was a very imtween Portland and Westbrook and 25
portant crop to Maine, especially such
cents between Portland and Gorham.
towns as
A
Freeport.
great many
The Woman’s Christian Temperance farmers had relied upon their surplus
Union will hold a devotional meeting at hay crop to get ready money to pay
taxes. Ac.
What shall the farmer do
their rooms, 514 Exchange street, today with his
hay? That was the question.
All interested are cordially How shall we feed out our
at 3 p. m.
hay to best
invited.
advantage—to horses, cows, etc. That
was the point which Prof. Jordan would
Thomas Hazel of this city got ac1

with

quainted

a

man

calling his name
about buying a

talked
share in a vessel.
After awhile Hazel
lent him about $35 and has not seen

Rooney,

who

money since.
Mr. G. L. Bailey has patented one of
the most ingenious pencil sharpeners of
The cutting part is a
the
man or

da^.

faPPfl Wlfll conrlnonar

dfsc

onrl

-.r>

neat brass

done m a
answer

for a

cylinder.
paper weight.

It will

The Portland Veteran Firemen’s Association is seriously considering an oldfashioned firemen’s muster as a feature
pf the Fourth of July celebration this

year.

day

As Forepaugh will be here that
it would seem better to choose an-

other date.
Some

parties

who were in a boat down

Diamond Island way the
other day
pulled up what they supposed to be a
lobster pot, and were much surprised to
bring to the surface sixty pint bottles of

whiskey in a package.
The boys’ branch of the Young Men’s

Christian Association is to have a social
Saturday afternoon at 3 o’clock, under the direction of the Woman’s Auxiliary. A short programme has been arranged and refreshments will be served.
next

Meeting

of the Veteran

ship.
An old fire belt was given to the
and
a
belt used in
association,
1845. Mrs. M. Handel presented the association with a book
containing the records of Ocean Company, Ho. 4, from
185S to 1S64.
The Salem (Mass.) fire de-

photograph

t.llA Tint lini’CA /if fll/iiv

of

“May,”

Mr. D. H. Chandler was elected
general musician of the association.
Some discussion was indulged in about
a field day to he held this
summer, but
no definite action was taken.
The meeting adjourned to May 12tli.
Maine Central

was

answer the
name in a

shall

we

questions put against his
round about way.
“What
do with out hay” was a broad

one.
It involved the matter of what was
the best use we could make of our

farms.

Farming, like any other busiproperly managed “was profit-

ness, if

able.

He had been approached many times
with the question “I wish you would tell
me how to make money out of
my
farm?” Plenty of plant food was the
real secret of successful farming. The
growing of the plant was defined as much
By fixed laws as gravitation. To grow
plants you must have certain kind of ma-

terials. The successful farmers were
the men who kept up their farms to a
good degree of fertility. What are the
reasons of fertility?
There was the soil
for the plant, but the important factor
the manure.
He dare say there was land in the immediate vicinity that would not grow a
good crop of corn without fertilizers.
Plowisueh land for an entire season, once
a week if possible.
It will repay on the
following year. You can draw upon
was

The Resources of the Soil

plant food. Some of the farmers of
Pennsylvania and some in Maine were
enriching the soil with clover plant. The
clover plant may be made a great helper
in utilizing the forces already in the soil.
for

An adjourned meeting of the Veteran
Firemen’s Association was held last evening at the ward room in the City Building. In the absence of the president,
Mr. James Plaisted, one of the vice presidents, presided.
Quite a number of
new members were elected to member-

gave a

Secretary McKeen said the object

to make these meetings eminently practical.
That had been and would continue to be to make the meetings useful.
One of
the Babcock testers and a
separator were upon the platform for the
purposes of testing the specimens of
milk furnished from the
surrounding
towns.
t rot. Jordan said
that he
should

Firemen’s Associ-

ation.

partment

elucidate.

Road.

The usual monthly meeting of the
directors of the Maine Central road was
held at the offices in this city yesterday.
It was voted to extend the freight
alied fifty feet.
It was voted to build an addition of
one story with basement to the general
offices with an entrance through the auditor’s office, the two floors to be for the
exclusive use of the auditing department. A large vault will also be put iu
the addition.
Other business was purely routine.

We all know that farm manure will
produce good crops. When the plant
turns over and breaks down it goes on
helpinir the soil. When the manure returns to the soil it affords the richness
of

previous generation of plants.
There
is a
great difference in
the plant
food that
furnishes the
mauure.There is a great difference in the
quality of manure heaps in consequence
a

of the difference in the food fed to the
horses and cattle.
The ingredients of
manure were spoken of.
For an object
lesson some of the speaker’s experiments
were alluded to.
The great hulk of the
nutriment that is taken by the animals
is retained in the manure bean.
The
essentials that are retained are* at least
JO per cent. A great deal of dressing
was wasted by most farmers and
usually
of the most valuable nature.
It will be
;een running in black streams near the
manure heaps.
lie supposed the wasteful animal was the dairy cow.
To supply milk she takes very much more from
iier food than a working ox. but even
.hen she takes out not over 80 to 83 per
jent.

Tables

exhibited showing the
as cotton seed
meal, corn meal, etc., as fertilizers. Cotton seed meal was much used by farm?rs in the South as a fertilizer. The cash
?alue of the fertilizers used in Maine
were spoken of.
Prof. Jordan said that
without any personal reflections, the
fertilizer trade was in bad shape.
were

ralue of materials such

The

Hay Crop Was Reached Again*
Flie average value was about $8 per ton.
I’he average yield was a little less than a

toil

The great source of profit
was the hay mow.
Because it returns to you again after it has.
afforded sustenance to the animal.
Experiments with sheep at Orono were
given. One lot of sheep lost 164 pounds,
the other 106 pounds; the loss was upon
the lot that were the poorest fed, and
those who had all they wanted to eat
well repaid them. The lambs ready for
the market, by reason of good food,
brought 15 to 20 cents per pound. Those
poorly fed they had to keep so long thoy
per acre.

for the farmer

did not bring half so good a price. You
cannot feed animals to produce a pound
of solid matter without it costing about
20 ceuts. The dairy was the best place
for profit for liay, and that was the
best use our farmers can make of their
hay. Study your cows and feed your
hay to a good milk machine in the shape
of a good cow.
Mr. Vinton stated that hay was looking up. Three hundred tons had been
sold at the depot during the past season
in the town in which he lived. One man
had sold §1400 worth. It was the surplus. One man in his town had decided
two or three years ago that he would sell
all of his hay. Today that man was in
straitened circumstances and borrowing money. The best use to make of liay
was to feed it to stock upon the farm.

Experiments Followed
with the milk machines and Mr. Weeks
of Vassalhoro explained his experience
on his dairy farm.
The advantage was
that lie could get his cream at once.
It
was also of value in getting skim milk to
feed to stock while it was still warm, almost as though it came from the cow.
As to the cost of the separater, Mr.
Weeks said that it was keeping 12 cows.
He should consider that ho could not afford to do without one if it did cost
$125. He marketed his cream for 25
cents a quart and found it more profitable than to use it for butter fat.
cents a quart was

thought that 25

He
not

lur juijtvy uuLLcr
cream.
In answer to a question as to the advisability of using the machine in small
herds, Prof. .Joraan said that it had not
been considered an economical investment for less than a herd of twenty cows.
Mr. Weeks further explained that it
took him about an hour after the milking
to run his milk through the separator.
Prof. Jordan explained the mechanism
of the machine which may be procured
of Kendall & Whitney of Portland.
The
if
had
question was
you
cows enough the machine would pay. In
other words if you had twenty cows
you would have
twenty-one cows in
extracting butter fat over the old
process of cold setting.
A recess was taken for dinner and a
goodly number partook of the hospitalities of the Harraseekit house where
an excellent dinner was served.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The first business was an exhibition of
the Babcock tester by Professors Jordan
Winslow and others.
This machine as
explained by Professor Jordan is for the
purposes of testing just how much butter
fat there is in

milk,

or

to

show,

as

Mr.

Vinton expressed it, “just how much
our cows are worth.”
Experiments were
made upon the platform and the whole
process explained. A further exhibition
of the separater was also made at the
same time for the benefit of those who
who were not present at the morning
session. The exhibition was watched
with much interest and many questions
were asked which were lucidly explained
by the professors and dairymen who
used the machines.
The exhibition of the milk machines
over, the programme for the afternoon
was an address by

by feeding them. That’s where the skim
milk comes jn, and that makes the calves
grow and increases the size of our cows.
Captain Chattow related his expericalves by
ence in
increasing the size of
the aid of skim milk.
His success was
very satisfactory.
As to how much water was needed by
a cow,
McKeen thought about
32 quarts a
day.
Prof. Jordan had kept cows two or

CONDUCTORS DISCHARGED.
Several Decapitated by General Manager
Sanborn, and Others in Danger.
Four conductors

on

the

Boston &

Maine railroad were discharged WednesSecretary
day. They are John Abbott, Byron
Earl, Sewall Hill and Charles Hooper.
three months without water. They were Two of
Have you decided yet what yon are going to buy to replace
them, John Abbott and Sewall
fed on juicy ensilage and would not
live in Lawrence. Charles Hooper’s those shabby curtains? They have done you good service, but are
Hill,
drink water,
it was an exceptional
home is Northampton and Byron Earl past usefulness.
If you have not, it is about time you were thinkcase, however.
The matter was discussed until the lives at Bedford. The last named had
about it. The Curtain season is here iu earnest. Appreciating
ing
hour of
adjournment, and considerable been “laid off” for two weeks on account that fact, we have to announce a tremendous Curtain Sale in which
information was brought out concerning of
trouble at home. All of the men dis- we have been no
the cause of white flecks and streaks in
respecter of prices but have cut them right and
butter. Various reasons were assigned charged have been in the employ of the left for your benefit.
We want you to get acquainted with our
and varied methods suggested to avoid road for 18 or 20 years and are of middle
and Drapery Department, which has an immense and
Curtain
them, the principal remedy seeming to be ase. The charges against these men are
handsome stock.
the correct
washing of the butter.
said to be carrying friends dead head.
In connection with the programme for
For the past two or three years
the Freeport
they
Institute, Prof. Rogers was
booked to deliver his address on taxation have been closely watched.
Two or
at the
in the three weeks
church
Congregational
ago they were warned and
evening.
told that if any offences of this kind ocAll colors, fringed at both ends, with heavy dado, $3.50 up.
miri’Pif! aoroin fTrow ■nrr/^vi/1 ho
PERSONAL.
Our $5.00 Curtains in this variety are beautiful goods. These Dradischarged.
are suitable for portieres, either
General C. W. Tilden of Hallowell was
In conversation with a
single or double. It is imreporter Wed- peries
in the city
nesday afternoon, General Manager San- possible to describe the different varieties in an advertisement, so
yesterday.
Dr. J. M. Strout has returned from his born not
only admitted the discharge of large and varied is the stock.
California trip and reopened his office in the four men named
above, but added
this city.
that others had gone and probably more
President DelVitt, of the Union Mutu- would go. He declined
positively to say
al, has gone to New York to attend the another word about the matter, either to
meeting of tire Sons of the Revolution.
say how many men had been discharged,
Beautiful oilk Cross Stripe Curtains, attractive patterns, rich
Mrs. P. H. IVhitehouse of Cumberland or how
many would be, or as to the rea- colors and artistic shading, a
special drive in a regular $6 Curtain
street, who has been spending the winter son for their discharge.
which we have marked for this sale at $3.50, a perfect wonder for
in California, returned yesterday,
the money. From this price the prices range upwardsfto the finSailing of tlio Mongolian.
IV. F. Jenks. deputy collector of cusThe Mongolian of the Allan line, sailed est goods.
toms at
IV.
IV.
and
Miller, depHoulton,
Another special bargain is a regular $26 Silk Curtain which we
at 2 p. m. yesterday for
Liverpool via
uty collector of internal revenue, were in
have
marked for this sale at only $20.
Halifax.
She
took
12
town yesterday.
passengers from
Our line of Silk Curtains is very large and comprises all the
them Mr. Samuel D.
Portland,
among
Hilaries F.
A.
A.
of
lien., Dept,
Jones,
Prices from 90c to $1.50 per yard.
Maine. G. A. I'., is at the Falmouth. He Rumery, and Mr. J. W. Fitcpatrick, gen- desirable shades and colors.
eral agent of the Mutual Life Insurance
This Curtain Sale we thoroughly believe will make a sensation
is
transfer
of
the
old
the
superintending
books and documents of the Maine G. A. Company of New York, and son, the and you should not fail to be among the first callers to have the
B. to space assigned them in the'rooms former for Liverpool and the latter for benefit of a selection from this large and handsome stock.
Halifax. Mr. Fitzpatrick will return by
of the Maine Historical Society.
Mrs. E. G. Cole, Grand Chancellor, ac- train on Monday.
The steamer took 658 cattle, the greatcompanied by Mrs. F. B. Jordan, G. K.
est number ever shipped at one time
K.
S., went to Dexter
Tuesday,
and instituted Assembly No. 15, Pythian from this port, and a cargo valued at
5000 pairs of Nottingham Lace Curtains of every conceivable
$193,000.
Sisterhood.
and pattern, from 75c to $8 ; we can sell you a beauty for
design
The
is
Mrs. Jennie King Morrison, the well
Mongolian the last steamer of
or $3.
$2.50
$2,
The clerks
known contralto, left yesterday for Wash- the Allan line this season.
will
to
leave
for
Montreal
begin
today,
ington, D. C., to fill a concert engagement in that city, May 3d, 4th and 6th. and Mr. Lilly, the manager, will get
Mrs. Morrison is also engaged for two away about Wednesday next.
concerts in Bangor, May 11 and 12, and
You Were About to Say
at $3 per pair, a marvel for the price.
at Cumberland Centre May 13, by the
that you should need a new carpet this
Greely Institute Club for the close of the spring. It is fortunate that
you had not
SWISS LACE-si lendid goods and great variety of patterm.
bought one, for the Atkinson Company terns, $3.50, $4, $5, $6, and from this
The Advertiser thinks there is little
price up to $20.
have just put into effect one of their
doubt that Constantine Dickman, now grand cut downs in
carpets. Prices have
Nothing adds more to the appearance of a I’oorn than an attracof Malden, Mass., is the oldest drummer been slaughtered in this department, and
tive pair of Curtains or Draperies which are in harmony with the
for
a short time those in need of
in service and age. He commenced with
carpets
can obtain great
The selection of a stock of
Notice their rest of the furnishings of the room.
bargains.
the late John Dennis, Esq., of this city, advertisement
in another column and if these
taste and good judgement.
We have given it
goods
requires
at
the
the
time
of
Irish fam- you are wise go and examine their stock.
our most careful attention and pride ourselves on the stock which
ine in Ireland, in the 40’s.
Mr. Dickwe have to show you today.
man is now 85 years old, and enjoys good
health, while his mind is bright and ac-

SILK CURTAINS.

NOTTINGHAM LACES.

BEAUTIFUL IRISH POINT LACE CURTAINS

tive.
The New England Magazine for May
contains the first paper of a series by
Mr. H. M. Sylvester, entitled “Ye Romance of Casco Bay,” which will be of
especial interest to Portlanders. The
article is written in a leisurely descriptive

style. Following

the

tranquil

THE ATKINSON COMPANV
CEN’L MANAGER.

ap29

utf

The weather today
is likely to be

rainy.

IN

Mr. Warren D. Wentz
of Geneva, N. Y.,
Tells of His Fearful
Sufferings After
Gastric Fever and His Cure
by

and linen called “Gloria”

give him the best of recommendations
for honesty and
integrity. For many

of

of the Geneva Board of Health. He
says:
I was taken sick last October with
gastric

Umbrellas

as

a

generally acquiesced in.
ij
The subject of the proposed creamery

and its nrosnects were discussed at some
length by P. A. Winslow, Messrs. Mallet,
Vinton, Secretary McKeen and others.
Mr.

McKeen

thought that all successful farming in
Maine in the next 20 years would depend
lie was glad to
upon stock husbandry.
bear the subject of private dairying
touched upon.
There was still a place
for the private dairy, and always would
be,but it would be limited. He bad tried
it, but was not successful, principally because he was not a
good salesman. Now
by the co-operative plan, through the
creamery, his herd was again profitable.
The Forest City Creamery would buy
either milk or cream, and they had a
good sale for buttermilk and skim milk,
.is it Was in a
populous neighborhood.
The

conditions would be different in
In bis experience it took eight
quarts of milk to make a pound of butter.
Mr. Vinton said that to increase the
value of our cows we must begin with
calves and we want to do it' before tl oy
ire six mouths’ old,
This can be done

Freeport.

Woman’s Council.

general rule,

The executive committee of the
Woman’s Council here voted to postpone
the meeting
appointed at Baxter hall
for Saturday,
April 30th, until the early
fall. There is a good deal of interest in
the movement.
Several societies havo
It is probable
already decided to join.
that the fall
meeting will be the annual
meeting. Clubs aud societies managed
by women are eligible for membership.
Application may be made to the executive committee
through the corresponding secretary, Mrs. J. B. Coyle, 243 State
street.

Breaking
The store of

anti

Entering.

Abraham Druker was
broken into some time during Wednesday night and two boxes of cigars, seven
bunches of cigarettes, several bags and
pieces of tobacco taken. Officer Fickett
.irrested Patrick Feeney, a
boy about
fourteen years
old, yesterday morning,
on a
charge of being the culprit. The
building was entered by the hack cellar
loor and a
trap lifted that admitted to
the store ahoyo.

cloth, have taken the

All who know Mr. W. D. Wentz

On April 29TH, 1745, Cowper
Thornhill accomplished a notable feat of
horsemanship.
He wagered $2500 that he
could ride 213 miles in fifteen
hours.
He won the bet, to
quote
the language of
racing men,
“hands down.” When he dismounted at the end of his
journey, after having tested the endurance of many horses, he had
more than two and a half hours
to spare.
Customers
who have
looked
through our line of Spring Suits pronounce it the finest in the
city.

Die of Starvation

I took pepsin compounds,
bismuth, charcoal,
cod liver oil and malt until my
physician
confessed that his skill was about exhausted and he did not know what else to
try. Everything I took seemed like pour,
tug melted lead into my stomach. I hapto think I had
part of a bottle of Hood’s
arsaparilla that had been in the house for two
or three
years, that I found had benefited me
previously for dyspepsia. I began taking it
and soon began to feel better. I have now
taken a little over two bottles and can truthfully say I feel well again and can eat anything without distressing me, even to

gened

Pie and Cheese
which I have been unable to touch for years.
The English language does not contain words
enough to permit me to express the praise
I would like to give to Hood’s Sarsaparilla.’'
W. I). Wentz, 18i Castle St., Geneva, N. Y.

Diir im'rMCArl co1t»c

in

partment is proof that they

A Good Voucher
“

I have known Mr. Warren D. Wentz for
many years and can vouch for him as a man
of veracity and one well known about here.
1 have sold him several bottles of

orravir

are

/-I<-»

right.

the patterns pretty
only
and The make-up stylish, but the
prices are surprisingly low.
Men’s All Wool Suits $7.50, $8, $9,
$10. Some of the better grades in
Not

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

during the past few months *' M. H. Partridge, Druggist, Geneva, N. Y.
Cure

alpaca
ginghams,
are superior to either,
covered with

this material

fever and my chance for recovery was considered almost hopeless. After 7 weeks the
fever slowly left me, but I could not eat the
simplest food without terrible distress. It
seemed that I had recovered from the fever to

Hood’s Phis

place

and

and

years he has worked for Mr. D. P. Wilson, the harness maker and member

VU

thought,

Clever combinations of
silk and cotton and silk

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

o

Mr. Vinton

Portland, April 29, 1892.

spite of the weather
bureau’s
prophesies
it is a day for Umbrellas and Waterproofs.

Professor E. O. Winslow

farmers did not set value enough upon
skim milk to feed out. The opinion was

S

Pearl and Vine Streets.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

course

of the canal to Stroudwater, the author
finds material for his fancy in the colonial dwellings and in the slumberous environment of the old salt mill. The text is
accompanied by illustrations of landscape and interiors.

The Man’s Name is Hayes.
The body of the unknown man who
of St. Albans, Me., lecturer of the Maine
died recently at the Maine General HosState College and proprietor of one of
pital lies in the city tomb and has been
uiit;
i<tige uuuci xacxories or me state, m
identified through the search of Coroner
which the milk of a thousand cows in
Perry, of this city. The body is jtliat of
that section is utilized.
Subject, “Ad- James J.
Hayes, an Irishman and a stone
vantages of the Creamery System.”
cutter by trade, who has worked during
Prof. Winslow' in opening said that he
Mr.
would make some remarks in a general the past five years in Ellsworth.
way as he understood that it was pro- Hayes went to Ellsworth five years ago.
posed to establish a creamery in Free- He told no one of his previous history
port or vicinity. The dairy business of and no one knew where he came from.
Maine had increased greatly within a
few years and Maine butter now ranked After his death at the Maine General
as high in the markets as the butter
hospital Coroner Perry ordered a post
from any other state.
Maine was now a mortem examination to be
held, and it
dairy state and butter making was one was
performed by Dr. Smith, who reof the important industries of the stato.
ported that the man had died of uraemic
Mr. E. B. Mallet, Jr.,
coma or a disease of the kidneys.
On
said that he had observed their method
the man’s person was a bank book showin a recent trip to the West but had come
ing a balance of forty dollars in the Burto the conclusion that the only line upon
rill National Bank of Ellsworth.
Corowhich they could work in Freeport at
ner Perry telegraphed to the bank and
present would be to sell the cream. He received a
reply from President Burrill
thought it would take two years for a which stated that
nobody knew where
thorough understanding between the Hayes came from and no one knew where
He for one
factory and the farmers.
he had gone. In the dead man’s trunk
should be willing to wait a couple of
the coroner found papers showing that
years for any return from an investment the man had
a desire to be naturalized.
in a creamery.
Prof. Winslow explained how a high They were taken out in Frankfort, Mass.,
toned creamery had
come to
grief and bore the name of James J. Hayes,
through entirely unnecessary expensive an Irishman, fifty-one years of age and
management.
unmarried. The only relative he had
Mr. Mallet was satisfied that the only
way for this community at the present was a brother in New York, whose adtime was for the farmers to set their
dress is unknown. His earthly possessmilk at home and have the cream col- ions
consisted of his deposit of forty dollected by the teams of the creamery.
4-T-.1-sr-r_____*
4.VsV.ll
XU
J.JLWJI
Professor Winslow thought that the
of
sufficient cream to pro- height, stout and fine looking.
average price
duce a pound of butter was 20 cents.

Middle,
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Uvea- Oils

stylish kinds

invested in a
postal card and mailed to us will
bring to you color cards or circulars giving points in regard to
the following Paints and Wood
Stains:

attrac-

their

and

wear

longer—moreover,

they

look

color
well

as

real silk

as

and cost much less.
We carry a very

large

line of “Glcria” umbrellas
mounted

on

gold

and sil-

handles and natural

ver

sticks.
A

special bargain

metal
for

at

women

in

Umbrellas

handle

$2.

are

Sacks and Frocks, $12 to $25.
Double Breast Suits and Straight
Front S. B. Suits are among the

Pill. ONE CENT

are

tive, durable and showerproof; roll smaller, hold

this

season.

Next

to

an

Umbrella

a

Rubber coat is the best
protection for a rainy day.
But there

are some peolike to wear
don’t
who
ple
To their
a rubber coat.
rescue comes the Macin-

thoroughly waterproof garment, quite as
tosh,

FARRINGTON

PIERCE’S HOUSE PAINTS.
LAVA FLOOR PAINTS.
PIERCE’S ENAMEL PAINTS.
PIERCE’S WOOD STAINS.
HANSOM CARRIAGE PAINTS.
AGATE HOUSE PAINTS.
DECK PAINTS FOR YACHTS.

&

BICKFORD,

Formerly Farrington Bros.,

CONGRESS

STREET.
ait

the

handsome

as

fashionable

dry weather
keep the Eng-

coat.
542

a

We

most

lish Macintoshes in
many
styles and shapes, and all

the best of the American
kinds for men and women,

boys and girls.
H. H. HAY & SON.
Middle Street.
J.stor8tbpdtJ

i

J

OWEN, MOORE & CO,

»

